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PROCEEDINGS OF

The Indiana State Bar Association

1927
Thirty-first Annual Meeting, Held at French Lick, Ind.
July 7th, 8th, and 9th.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON,
July 7, 1927
The Thirty-first Annual Meeting of The Indiana State Bar
Association was called to order at two forty-five in the Convention Hall, French Lick Springs Hotel, French Lick, Indiana,
President William A. Pickens, Indianapolis, presiding.
PRESIDENT PICKENS:

We will have a welcoming address from

Mr. Albert J. Fields of Bedford.

(Applause.)

ADDRESS OF WELCOME
MR. ALBERT J. FIELDS: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen
of the Convention: I sometimes think we people of Indiana, and
I presume that we are no different from other people, are always
looking for something away off, something grand, magnificent,
in some other place, and some of us run off to California and to
the Rockies; some go to Europe; perhaps some to Canada, while
we overlook things near home.
Now, this welcome address business is a thing that I am not
altogether familiar with in such a large scope of territory as
Southern Indiana. I have made a few such remarks in my home
town, but when we get to Southern Indiana, it pretty nearly
gets out of my bailiwick, so my object shall be, in my few remarks, to cause you to have a better appreciation of Southern
Indiana, if I can.
In welcoming you to Southern Indiana, I would like to take you
back more than one hundred and fifty years and ask you to call
upon your imagination and picture, if you will, that primeval
Southern Indiana. I would like to take you back to the time
when the tread of the White Man's foot was scarcely known.
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Picture, if you will, the great oak, the giant poplar, the splendid walnut, the great unbroken forests, inhabited by the Red
Man, aid wild game almost undisturbed in its native haunts.
Many of you, no doubt, came to this convention in automobiles,
and when you traveled through Southern Indiana, observed the
winding, curving road, twisting around the hills and through
the valleys, and when you sped across the splendid bridges spanning our waterways you scarcely stopped to ask the question,
"How could I have traveled this way?" "How could I have
crossed this stream more than one hundred years ago, when
roads and bridges were unknown." Yet in that early day, engineers had blazed a trail-a trail of wonderful grades and
curves--a trail of easy ascent and decline-a trail that found its
way around the hills instead of over the tops of them-the trail
of the Indian and buffalo.
The trail of the Indian and buffalo made it possible for the
early pioneer to penetrate the forests. It pointed out to him the
shallow fords where streams could be crossed.
The main buffalo trail started at "Big Bone Lick," Kentucky,
almost opposite Vevay, in Switzerland County, Indiana. From
this "lick", that is, a place where the buffalo could obtain salt,
the trail crossed the Ohio River, the Ohio being named by the
Iroquois, meaning "Beautiful River."
From this point the trail ran almost straight Southwest
through Jefferson, Scott, Clark, Washington and Orange Counties, and very near the spot where this convention is today being
held, and thence through Dubois, Pike, Gibson, and Posey Counties, passing out of the State to the "Salines" where the buffalo
obtained salt, and which later furnished salt supplies for the Indians for miles around. The "Salines" were located near what
is now Shawneetown. Shawneetown being named for the Shawnee Indians. It is said that the "Salines" supplied salt for the
Indians as far as Georgia. Salt was quite a problem for the
early settler. It was hard to obtain. As late as 1808, it sold
as high as twelve dollars a bushel, it is said.
It is an established fact that the early Indian treaties provided
that the Indian had the privilege during certain times of the
year to return to the "Salines" or Shawneetown, and procure
salt. This, the Buffalo Trail, was traveled in later years by
William Henry Harrison, and by others making their way to
Ft. Sackville, or "Old Vincennes."
The buffalo trail, however, was not the principal trail followed by the early settlers. The principal trail came into Kentucky from Virginia, and the Carolinas, through Boonesborough,
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near Lexington, Kentucky; and thence to Clarksville; and from
Clarksville followed the Indian trails and other trails north
through the wilderness. Clarksville was quite a little village
in the early day, founded by George Rogers Clark and was
located about halfway between Jeffersonville and New Albany,
the spot being now shown by an appropriate monument.
George Rogers Clark, however, first established himself, in
1775, upon what was known as "Corn Island." This island, a
beautiful and very fertile tract of land, was located in the middle
of the Ohio River, at a point about where the Pennsylvania Railroad bridge now crosses the Ohio River. It has long since been
washed away and all traces of it destroyed. Yet in that time it
contained considerable acreage, and when the first white settlers
came they found corn growing upon the island; hence the name
"Corn Island."
Another principal trail of the early days is known as the "Yellow Banks Trail," coming from a point near where Owensboro,
Kentucky, is now located and after crossing the river ran
through Spencer, Dubois and Pike Counties, and branched off
to "Old Vincennes."
Another and third very important early trail was known as
the "Red Banks Trail", coming from a point near what is now
Henderson, Kentucky, through what is now Evansville, Vanderburg County, thence through Gibson County to Vincennes.
Along these trails the early settlers established outposts, occupied by the "Rangers," a body of military men, organized to
protect the scattered inhabitants from the Indians. Many conflicts with the Indians ensued. The "Pigeon Roost Massacre,"
now marked by the "Pigeon Roost Monument" in Scott County,
occurring as late as 1813, and about the same date, the Leesville Massacre, in Lawrence County, occurred.
Nearly all of the early settlers of Southern Indiana were from
the South, principally from Virginia and the Carolinas, a thing
which left its mark indelibly upon the Southern third of our
great State.
The early settlers steadfastly and resolutely pushed forward
from the Ohio River toward the north. The great forests here
and there at points of vantage giving way to the shacks and little villages established throughout Southern Indiana.
Wherever a community sprung up, a very necessary settler,
even in that day, made his appearance, and that was the lawyer.
Permit me to briefly mention the names of some of the lawyers
of Southern Indiana:
Joseph Glass Marshall, of Madison, principal activities from
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1837 to 1860. He was a great power in procuring the freedom
of slaves that had escaped from the South and came North.
Ashbell P. Willard, of New Albany. Very active during 1845
and 1860.
Walter Q. Gresham, of New Albany and Corydon. Appointed
United States District Judge by President Grant. Was Attorney General under President Arthur. Was Secretary of Treasury under President Arthur. Appointed to U. S. Bench at Chicago, by President Arthur. Secretary of State under President
Grover Cleveland. Candidate for the presidency when Benjamin Harrison was nominated.
Jason Brown, of Seymour. General practitioner. Known as
one of the best "rough and tumble" lawyers of Southern Indiana.
William E. Niblack, of Vincennes.
George G. Dunn, of Bedford, 1835-1857.
R. W. Thompson, known as "Dick" Thompson. Admitted to
bar, 1838. Later became Secretary of Navy under Harrison.
Practiced in Lawrence, Monroe and adjoining counties and later
in Terre Haute.
David McDonald, author of McDonald's "Treatise".
Paris C. Dunning, admitted to bar, 1839. Practiced in Monroe and adjoining counties. Later became Governor of Indiana.
Cyrus L. Dunham, of Salem.
A. G. Cavins, of Bloomfield.
William Hendricks. Admitted to bar, Washington County,
1817. Was the first Representative in Congress for Indiana
after the State was admitted to the Union and later succeeded
Jonathan Jennings as Governor of Indiana.
Of the more recent lawyers, all of whom are deceased, however, we have:
Ray Gardner, of Washington. One of the most self-composed
men known to the bar.
Thos. J. Brooks, of Bedford, who, between 1895 and 1915,
probably appealed more personal injury cases than any other
one member of the Indiana bar.
Moses F. Dunn, of Bedford, and Bloomington; noted lawyer
and orator.
John R. East, of Bloomington. Known for his ability to represent a plaintiff, particularly in personal injury cases. Affectionate, kind and could shed a genuine, sympathetic tear before
a jury.
Joseph E. Henley, of Bloomington.
Jonas Howard, Jeffersonville.
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Max Stannard, of Jeffersonville.
Frank P. Burke, of Jeffersonville.
John Overmeyer, of North Vernon.
Others who perhaps could rightly be claimed as Southern Indiana men are the following:
Thomas A. Hendricks, of Shelbyville. Governor of Indiana.
Oliver P. Morton, of Richmond. War Governor of Indiana.
Benjamin Harrison, of Indianapolis.
Daniel W. Voorhees, of Terre Haute. Great exponent of unwritten law, which, at that time, was not known as the unwritten law.
John Hay, born at Salem. The house still standing. Although
he never practiced in Southern Indiana, he was admitted to the
bar in 1861 at Springfield, Illinois. A close friend of Lincoln
and Assistant Private Secretary.
Another who lived in Southern Indiana, known more as a
great man than as a great lawyer, is none other than the martyred Abraham Lincoln.
These are only a few of the outstanding lawyers of Southern
Indiana, and there are many others equally as great and equally
as outstanding in their profession, but lack of time will not permit mention of their names.
There is one other of which history speaks as follows:
John R. Higgins was admitted to the bar of Salem, October,
1818.
"What was more remarkable about him is that more actions
of covenant, debt, assumpsit, trespass on the case, and trespass
vi et armis were brought in the Circuit Court against him than
were ever brought against any other person in the county. For
more than twelve consecutive years, not a single term passed
in which actions were not commenced against him. With such a
flood of business in court it seemed absolutely necessary that
he should become a lawyer."
Prior to 1816, the courts were known as the Territorial Circuit Courts and all prosecutions for misdemeanors and crimes
were in the name of the United States. First Circuit Courts
were organized with a Circuit Judge and two Associate Judges.
The dignity of the Courts at an early day is portrayed by the
following rule established in a certain Southern Indiana county
in 1819, which provided "that a lawyer who addressed the Court,
standing without the bar, should be fined in the sum of fifty
cents."
I have said that the settling of Southern Indiana by
Southern people left its mark upon the State. This was par-
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ticularly evident during the Civil War Period. Southern sentiment was quite strong in this, Orange County, Martin County,
Washington County and a few other adjoining counties.
It was in this locality that the "Knights of the Golden Circle"
thrived, headed by Horsey, of Martin County, and Boles, of
Orange County. It was in this very town of French Lick that
public meetings were held expressing sympathy with the South.
The Southern people, as they expressed it, were their kinsmen
and they bitterly disliked to see war laid upon them. This sentiment is said to have been responsible for the invasion of
Southern Indiana by General John Morgan.
An editor of a paper in a nearby county, on January 3, 1861,
said editorially: "We are clearly of the opinion that a judicious
firmness on the part of the Chief Executive, Lincoln, at the outbreak of this disunion movement at the South, would have done
more toward quelling it than all the compromises, concessions
or patriotic appeals, that have been, or can be made by our wisest statesmen. He (the President) gave them an inch and they
took a span. They have not been in the least checked in their
traitorous movement, but have gained strength from the beginning. They see clearly that they are likely to meet with no
resistance from the Federal power, and they are doubly bold in
executing their damning plans of disunion. It would be useless for us to attempt to express our opinion in regard to the
cowardly course of the President-we fail to find words severe
enough in the English language, and, therefore, cannot do the
subject justice. Poor old wretch, what can he promise himself
while he is permitted to live on earth and when he knows in a
few years at most he must go down to the grave 'unwept, unhonored and unsung?'"
This was from a man who was a staunch Unionist, a man
who criticised Lincoln because he did not make war sooner
upon the South. We cannot conceive of such words with reference to Lincoln-"unwept, unhonored and unsung."
On the other hand we have this from an editor who was a
Southern sympathizer: "When Abraham Lincoln and his abolition hordes undertake to compel our Southern brethren to surrender their rights and liberties, to compel them by fire and
sword, and at the cannon's mouth and bayonets' point, to give
up their rights, then we become a private in the Southern Army,
and do by them as Lafayette did by our fathers."
These two quotations show the extreme views prevailing
through Southern Indiana and between these were representatives of every shade.
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It is not necessary to speak of the high esteem in which the
people of Southern Indiana now hold the martyred Lincoln.
This is, after a lapse of years, quite well known but it is entirely
fitting to mention the fact that the people of Southern Indiana
did not stop with revering the memory of Lincoln, but they
revere and honor that woman of whom Lincoln said: "All that
I am and all that I expect to be, I owe to my mother."
This mother of Lincoln lies buried in the soil of Southern Indiana, and the people of our great State are preparing to erect
a great shrine about her burial place.
This spot, scarcely fifty miles from where we are todaythe grave of Nancy Hanks Lincoln-is visited annually by thousands of pilgrims. It was near this spot where Lincoln spent
many years of his boyhood. It is said that the formative
period of the young Lincoln was while he lived in Southern Indiana. If this is true, to Southern Indiana must go the credit
of giving to Lincoln those sturdy traits of character which made
him the man that he later proved to be.
Gentlemen, the State of Indiana is fortunate in being the
diversified State that it is, with the manufacturing north, the
great agricultural central part and with Southern Indiana with
its rolling topography, its beautiful hills and streams, its woodland and its many points of interest, we should indeed be a
happy State. Let us hope that there be a check to the tendency
to establish a northern block, or a central block, or a southern
block, either in legislative or political matters, and the Bar of
Indiana, admittedly a most conservative body and the greatest
exponent of justice, should see to it that Indiana be not divided
against itself, but that we live together in peace and harmony.
Southern Indiana is sometimes referred to as the poor part of
Indiana. Some land may be purchased for five dollars per acre,
yet it has its fertile spots, for in 1926 the "Boy Corn King of
the State," with a production of 105 bushels per acre, was a
Martin County boy, a County classified as one of the poorest of
the State.
In welcoming you to Southern Indiana, we wish to invite you
to become better acquainted with us. It is here that Indiana
was born. It is here that the Hoosier language was coined,
"as it is spoke", and it is here that it quite likely will be preserved.
We invite you to travel about with us over Southern Indiana,
visit our points of interest, see the old city of Vevay, quaint old
Swiss town that it is.
See Madison for the fine example of early architecture.
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Visit the State Forest at Henryville, in Scott County.
See the "knobs", by the early settlers called the banks or
mountains.
Come with us then to Corydon, the first State Capitol, a
quaint old city.
Wyandotte Cave, the second largest cave in the world, and
Marengo, the beautiful cave, are close at hand. And on the
banks of the Ohio. we have the town of Leavenworth, an old
river town, from the bluffs above which some of the most magnificent views and some of the most splendid scenery to be
found anywhere in the world lies at your feet.
The rise of Lost River is within ten miles of this very city.
of French Lick.
We have interesting Indian mounds.
Hamer's Mill, more than one hundred years old, stands near
the Donaldson Forest, in Lawrence County, one of the few virgin
forests remaining.
Then you will find the Cathedral at Jasper very interesting,
as well as the Monastery at Ferdinand.
Clifty Falls State Park, and Muscatatuck State Park are in
Southern Indiana.
Verily, Southern Indiana is one of the beauty spots of the
world. We love our Southern Indiana. We love its rocks, its
hills, its valleys, its streams and woodland. It is here that genuine hospitality prevails.
We extend t6 you the great, big hand of Southern Indiana.
We extend it to South Bend, Fort Wayne, Kokomo, Logansport,
Indianapolis, Richmond, and to all of you. Take hold of it. Feel
its friendly clasp and the warmth of its grip, its hospitable touch.
It is the great hand of welcome. (Applause.)
PRESIDENT PICKENS: Mr. Arthur L. Gilliom, Attorney-General, will respond to this welcome. (Applause.)
RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME
HONORABLE ARTHUR L. GILLIOM: Mr. President, Members of
the Bar of Southern Indiana: The sentiments expressed in the
kind words of welcome by Mr. Fields have, I am certain, been
obvious to all of us through the kind acts of hospitality that we
have already experienced since we are here.
We clasp the fraternal hand that was so generously extended
to us a few moments ago, and in that grip we feel the thrill and
the pride of brotherhood in a great and noble profession which
is devoted to the cause of justice and law. We have come here
from other parts of the state to join in a common effort with
you members of the Bar of Southern Indiana, to make ourselves
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more worthy of membership in that profession, and to make
ourselves more serviceable in the performance of its work.
The statements made by Mr. Fields concerning Southern Indiana in which its territories, its early history and all that has
been described, has been intensely interesting to all of us from
Northern Indiana, and from other parts of the State; and as I
have traversed parts of this section of the country this morning,
the most beautiful scenery and landscapes, I at least became
impressed; and I hope the rest of you did from other parts of the
state, with the spirit and atmosphere of freedom that pervades this section, and that spirit and that atmosphere of freedom is suggestive to me, as a lawyer and as a member of this
bar, of this: that we may go under the very environment that
we are holding our meeting and gain a better perspective of the
relation between law and to the individual and to the conception
of individual freedom and liberty that those patriots had who
wrenched it from tyranny, and that the founding fathers had
in writing those fundamental documents which seem to perpetuate and protect it.
As I viewed the farmer and the laboring man in this sparsely
settled area, I at least became impressed more than I am when
I am in the more populous centers where elbow room is narrow,
with the fact that here men are citizens and not subjects; (applause) that laws are made, or should be made, and administered
to serve man; not man made to serve arbitrary law; that here
we may gain the better perspective of the relation between the
individual and society than we can in the populous centers where
society and its rights as against the individuals are continually
being emphasized.
Here we are reminded, when we see the individual with wide
elbow room in this atmosphere, that though in organized society there must be laws, yet the individual and his rights must
always dominate over the rights that society may exact from
the individual. We are conscious in those centers that liberty
thrives best under wise laws, but that those laws should be made
and administered for the common good of the collection of individuals in the given community. We are here reminded that we
ought not drift further in the direction of a doctrine which to
me seems to be growing; that is, that society as an entity has a
divine right to assert itself against the individual, approaching
dangerously near the old doctrine of the divine right of kings
as against the subjects. (Applause.)
Here we are reminded in this atmosphere, as we go back to
the populous centers that we should in administering law ever
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keep in mind the political philosophy that was intended to underlie and characterize our laws for all time, that we must not
drift away from fundamentals, that we must not unconsciously
and imperceptibly, almost, get away from the theory of government that had its birth in your glorious part of the state, that
we must ever be reminded somehow by someone that there is a
chart laid out for us as lawyers and that there is a difference
between law that is ihe mere exercise of power, and law that
has for it the foundation of reason and justice; and so when we
go back to Northern Indiana, to the industrial sections, where
the pulse of industry hammers more rapidly perhaps than here,
where elbow room is narrower, where it is a little more difficult
to be tolerant, where the necessity for regulation appears to be
greater than here, if we in that part of the state should in your
opinion in Southern Indiana drift too far from the foundation
built for us, we will always be glad to be reminded by you because in this atmosphere you are inclined, I think, to keep closer
to those things which are fundamental.
I shall not take time to describe Northern Indiana nor Central
Indiana. We, too, have Indian lore. We, too, have beautiful
scenery. We have marvelous industries and other things that
would attract the eye and be of interest to you. We, too, can
add to the list of great lawyers. I shall not do that now. I
wish to keep you curious so that when we invite you and welcome you to Northern Indiana, you will come and see for yourselves. (Applause.)
PRESIDENT PICKENS: The Association is making a special
effort to build up its membership. It has been the rule in the
Association that the Vice-President becomes the Chairman of
the Membership Committee. When Mr. Van Osdol was elected
Vice-President, he had on his hands the work of the Oratorical
Contest in the high schools, and he thought it was better that
he should continue that work and let the membership work be
taken up by someone else.
I appointed as Chairman of the Membership Committee Mr.
Robert Proctor of Elkhart, a man who had done remarkable
work in procuring members in Northern Indiana. Throughout
the entire winter, he was ill and finally sent in his resignation
in the spring.
About six or eight weeks ago I induced Mr. Henry B. Walker,
of Evansville, to take the Chairmanship of the Membership
Committee, and in that short time he has done some remarkable
work. We have secured during the past year something more
than 250 members, I believe, or near that; more than have been
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secured in any one year except last year. (Applause.)
I call on Mr. Walker now to report, as Chairman of the Membership Committee. (Applause.)
COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP
MR. HENRY B. WALKER:

Your Committee on Membership reports that
during the last fiscal year, 267 new members have made their application
for membership.
The total membership of the Association as shown by the Section report
is 1,767. (Applause.)
During the year the Association has lost by death fourteen members, by
resignation two members.
Notwithstanding conditions which prevented the work of the Membership Committee from being carried on during the spring, and despite the
increasing difficulty of securing substantial results in 'view of the persistent, systematic canvasses that have been conducted in the last three years,
the Committee has succeeded in adding to the rolls this year the number
just stated. It is doubtful now whether there are to be found any considerable number of lawyers eligible to membership in our Association who
have not at one time or another been invited to join us.
The Chairman of the Committee wishes to express his most earnest appreciation of the splendid cooperation accorded him by the President of the
Association and the district members of the Committee, as by their efficient help and untiring zeal they have made this report possible. A list of
applicants has been placed in the hands of the Secretary (see page 101
for list).
Mr. President, I move that the report of the Committee be adopted and
that the persons named in the list of applications be elected to membership, if that is the proper procedure, at this time.

PRESIDENT PICKENS: The members are elected under the bylaws, as they now stand, by the Board of Managers, and they
have been passed on. What will you do with the report?
* : * It was voted, on motion by Mr. Walker, seconded
by Mr. Willis E. Roe, that the report be received and placed on
file. * * *
PRESIDENT PICKENS: There are quite a lot of lawyers in Indiana who are yet outside the Association. The medical association, as you all know, has about ninety per cent of the physicians and surgeons in Indiana in its membership, and there is
no reason why we shouldn't have approximately that percentage
of the lawyers in the Bar Association, and if we keep up the
work, we shall have them before many more years.
The next in order is the report of the Treasurer.
REPORT OF TREASURER
Mr. President, and Members of The Indiana State
Bar Association: I beg leave to submit the following report as Treasurer:
The Treasurer stands charged with balance on hand in bank
shown by last annual report ------------------------------$2,413.04
SECRETARY BAKER:
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During the year I have received the following amounts:
Dues ---------------------------------------$5,351.00
Membership Fees from Applications, Year 1927....
985.00
Interest on Checking Account ---------------------55.78
Advertisement in Law Journal -------------------695.50
Subscriptions to Indiana Law Journal -------------82.40
Donation from Merchants' Assn. of Indianapolis to
Aid Legislative Work ------------------------500.000
Donation from Indiana Bankers' Assn. to Aid Legislative Work ----------------------------------250.00
Total with which Treasurer is chargeable -----------------

7,919.68
$10,332.72

As Treasurer I have expended the following amounts:
For Printing of Indiana Law Journal
For Printing and Stationery
For Typing and Multigraphing
For Salaries
For Miscellaneous Expenses, Telephone, Postage,
Committee Meetings, Annual Meeting
For Bond for Secretary-Treasurer
For Filing Cabinet
For Refunds: Alphonso Wood ------------$5.00
Merchants' Assn.----------- 133.50
Ind. Bankers' Assn .--------66.75

$3,522.98
1,055.77
1,644.06
1,100.00
802.04
17.50
75.40

205.25

8,423.00

Leaving a balance on hand with which your Treasurer is
chargeable --------------------------------------------

$1,909.72

AMOUNTS DUE AND OWING THE ASSOCIATION.
D u e s ---------------------------------------------------Bobbs-Merrill Co., Advertising in Law Journal
Indiana University, Advertising in Law Journal

$3,625.00
202.00
360.00

To ta l --------------------------------------------------

$4,287.00

PRESIDENT PICKENS: The Chair will appoint Mr. Fox of Jeffersonville and Judge Tuthill of Michigan City to act as an
Auditing Committee and examine this report, and when they
have made their report, the report of the Treasurer will be submitted for action.
I probably ought to say with reference to these donations that
we received from the Merchants Association of Indianapolis and
the Indiana Bankers Association that we were engaged in an
effort to secure the passage of amendments to the Criminal Code
during the last session of the General Assembly, and the Bankers' Association and the Merchants Association were vastly interested in the measures we had pending before the Assembly.
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There was a great deal of expense in the way of informing
legislators of crime conditions, and in the way of creating public
agitation in favor of our measures, and these donations were
made to us to help defray that expense. They defrayed the expense and we had a portion of the money left which was refunded to the Associations. They were very generous and made
the donations without solicitation more than the mere mention
of the fact that we needed money.
The Auditing Committee can retire now or retire when we
take up the reports of Committees a little later, just as they like.
* - * Vice-President Van Osdol was called to the Chair
at this time, while the President's Address was delivered. * * *
THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS:
OUR DUTY TO THE PUBLIC
PRESIDENT WILLIAM A. PICKENS: The wellnigh complete collapse of European governments in the last decade has turned
the attention of the whole world our way. The universal inquiry is, "What is there in the government of the United States
that has made its people the happiest and most prosperous in
the world?"
Our government is the best that civilization has produced.
The best proof of this is its long endurance. There is no other
government on earth which in its present form is as old as the
government of the United States. You may question this as to
England, but England may fairly be said to have changed her
form of government when she adopted the Reform Bill in 1832.
Our government was founded in the day when the libertyloving of all the earth were seeking a way to foster and protect
the rights of man.
Its founders took the time to study all that had gone before
and, best of all, those who led were statesmen lawyers.
Thirty-one out of the fifty-five delegates to the Constitutional
Convention were lawyers. Their research was wide,. their debates profound. Every principle of government was debated
and tested out by historical precedent. Somewhere in some way
they found an example. And best of all, every lawyer of that
day, in and out of the convention, used all his abilities to the good
of his country.
The thing that was absolutely new in the governmental plan,
in the constitution, the institution, if you please, was its dual
form. A government existing in a union of separate and selfgoverning states and yet a government dealing directly with its
citizens. Nothing like this had ever been known. State soy-
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ereignty fully protected. 'Local self-government completely reserved. The fullest grant of power to the Union for national
preservation, national strength, national growth. It was an
ideal. It met all the demands for a strong nation. It preserved
personal liberty and carried self-government in strictly home
affairs down to the town and township, to the very dooryard of
the citizen.
This was the .distinctive element of the institution we set up.
It was the thing, more than any other, that made this the best
government for the preservation and growth of personal liberty,
for the development of free-born manhood, that has ever been
created. It was full of hope. The hope has been realized. It
has been characterized as "one of the largest reaches of constructive statesmanship ever known in the world."
Is not this the secret of the marvelous growth, economically,
intellectually and spiritually, of this great people? Something
must account for it. Soil, timber andminerals exist elsewhere
of such qualities and in such quantities as to supply the demands
of the various peoples in their progress. Other peoples have
had the same physical strength, and the same brain capacity
that the beginners of this nation had. But our government fostered development, built up the individual, taught him selfgovernment, self-development, self-control, self-respect, ambition, energy, force.
How far have we departed from the great ideal? How rapidly
are we tearing down the edifice our fathers built?
Not until after the war of the rebellion did we begin the
wrecking process by amendment of the constitution and by congressional attacks upheld by the Supreme Court. The first
eleven amendments were all limitations of federal power. Then
came XIII, XIV, and XV, putting into the institution the purposes of the war, a distinct expansion of federal power, but justified because without them the war would have been incomplete.
Then for more than forty years no further amendment was
made and the Supreme Court was slow to put forth any constitutional construction that would destroy the original theory
of the institution. Chief Justice Chase in 1869 (page 34, 7
Wall 700, Texas v. White) said:
"The preservation of the states and the maintenance
of their governments, are as much within the design
and care of the Constitution as the preservation of the
Union and the maintenance of the national government.
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The Constitution, in all its provisions, looks to an indestructible union composed of indestructible states."
And as late as 1905, Mr. Justice Brewer (199 U. S. 437)
said that the meaning of the constitution did not alter"That which it means when adopted it means now.
* . * Those things which are within its grants
of power, as those grants were understood when made,
are still within them, and those things -not within them
remain still excluded."
Ultimately the assaults on the institution began. The income
tax amendments, the amendment for popular election of senators, the prohibition amendment, the woman suffrage amendment followed each other in swift succession.
The Congress, independent of any amendments to the constitution, has been busy doing its part in the destruction of state
sovereignty. The tax on state bank notes, artificially colored
oleomargarine and narcotic drugs, and many similar enactments
were all invasions of state sovereignty as understood at the beginning.
At the present rate of progress it cannot be long until the
sovereignty of the states will be little more than a historical
ideal.
Hark to the warning of John Fiske, the historian:
"If the day should ever arrive when the people of
our country shall allow their local affairs to be administered from Washington, and when the self-government of the states shall have been so far lost as that
of the Departments of France, or even so far as that
of the Counties of England-on that day the progressive political career of the American people will have
come to an end, and the hopes that have been built upon
it for the future happiness and prosperity of mankind will be wrecked forever."
Alexander Hamilton, strong Federalist though he was, in a
paper in The Federalist, expressed the hope that the people
might "always take care to preserve the constitutional equilibrium between the general and the state governments."
If the capable lawyers of the last sixty years had been as
active and watchful in public affairs as the lawyers were in
the early history of our country we would not so recklessly have
cast aside the ideals of our founders.
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Charles Evans Hughes, one of the great lawyers of this country, more than a decade ago, in an address before New State
Bar Association, said: "The true and only way to preserve
state authority is to be found in the awakened conscience of the
states, their broadened views and higher standards of responsibility to the general public; in effective legislation by the states,
in conformity to the general moral sense of the country; and in
the vigorous exercise for the general public good of that state
authority which is to be preserved."
It is up to us, gentlemen of the bar, to follow Mr. Hughes'
admonition and see to it that Indiana conforms to the "general
moral sense of the country", and so exercises her sovereign
power as that there shall be no reason why the national government shall be tempted to encroach upon us.
How far are we performing that duty?
Shall I remind you of the parable of the talents?
The lawyers of the formative days in our history were like
the servant who was given five talents. They traded with their
talents and made other five talents to their country's profit. Are
not we like the servant with the one talent? Don't we bury our
talent in the field of private strife and gain? Shall we hope to
satisfy the needs of our country, our state, our community by our
services to our clients for pay? We who know so well what
the citizen's services to the state ought to be. We who know so
well how that service can be performed. We who for years have
stood in courts of law to uphold those great principles of right,
those fundamental rules that go to make up modern civilization.
Shall we do this for the fee and then fail when the call comes
for us to stand in the open forum for those things that form
the body of the rights of our free citizenship, those things that
are of greater value than the fees of a lifetime?
Everyone of us all the time should stand for those things that
constitute the fundamentals of our free government. Extol justice in society as we advocate it at the bar. Stand for the
minority as we stand for the injured client. Stand for the enforcement of law as we stand for the defense of private rights.
Seek out and destroy the miners and sappers that are working
to unsettle the foundations of our liberty. Strengthen those
parts of our institution that experience has shown may not be
adequate.
We are too prone to treat the *administering of justice as a
thing applicable mostly to private rights, while in its essence,
it is a public service. And the lawyer, if he properly performs
his function is the most important part of that service.
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The lawyer has been called "the structural steel of society",
and so indeed he was, but this was before the age of structural
steel. Is he so now? Time was when he studied constitutions,
fundamentals, and worked out all things by the application of
principles of human society and government. Nqw his prime
object is to win the case, to get a favorable ruling on the question pending. Let the future and the public take care of themselves! Who cares for principles if the case can be won!
So a particular case is sought where some court, however obscure, on a similar state of facts has made a ruling, whether
supported by reason or not, favorable to his contention; and a
certain law school, of wide reputation, has fostered this method
of research and it has now come about by this process that there
has grown up such a conflict in the cases that the law is no
longer the perfection of reason, but in many respects the perfec-

tion of confusion and to such a degree, that the American Law
Institute is trying to formulate a restatement of the law so as to
harmonize the rulings in our different jurisdictions with principles that can be universally applied. And only a principle that
can be universally applied is entitled to be called law.
It is only in the small cities and the rural communities that the
lawyer is still "the structural steel of society". In the larger
commercial centers the lawyer in most cases has become a single
part of a business structure, or maybe parts of a number of
structures specializing to uphold and guide the operations of one
or more particular enterprises. His work has nothing to do with
the general interests of society and he no longer concerns himself with the political welfare of his community, and with none
to watch the trend of things and counteract, it has come about
that certain of our thoughtless citizenship are constantly encouraging assaults on our government.
Not long ago Rennie Smith, the radical socialistic member of
the British Parliament, was received on the floor of the United
States Senate and was introduced by a member of that body,
who introduced in the Congress an amendment to the constitution for completely disarming the United States and making
resistance to invasion or insurrection unlawful. This Socialist
Smith has been permitted to speak to the students at a number
of colleges. We ought to see to it that our boys and girls are
kept away from colleges that aid in the circulation of such propaganda.
A little more than a year ago the press reported that Scott
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Nearing delivered an address to an audience that packed a
theatre in Washington City in which he viciously attacked officials of our government and predicted that the Russian revolution would surely come to the United States. His address was
received with enthusiastic approval and a considerable money
collection was taken up for him. The audience almost mobbed
a sister of Emma Goldman because she called attention to the
large number of political prisoners in Russian jails under soviet
rule.
Not long ago Stanley High, a radical socialist, delivered a
series of lectures under the auspices of certain middle western
denominational colleges.
A professor at an eastern college for women has written in
his book, recently published, that the United States entered the
World War to protect the munitions trade. A prominent socialist paper, which announces as among its contributors Paxton
Hibben, Eugene O'Neill, Upton Sinclair and Leon Trotzky, is
circularizing high school students to gain subscribers among the
young and impressionable and in its circulars denounces the
United States as "the great American circus of bunk morality,
bunk religion, bunk philanthropy, bunk sophistication, musical
comedy, militarism, and underneath it all the stern realities of
commercial greed, poverty, and class conflict."
Back of all this movement to undermine our institutions
stands soviet Russia-Russia, where wages are not a tenth of
the wages in the United States, and there are a lot of soft heads
in our college faculties that are unable to see the tendencies.
Our Association, in its American Citizenship work, through the
oratorical contests in the high schools, is making an effort to
build bulwarks and man them with the leaders of the coming
generation so armed with a knowledge of the principles of our
government as that all the armies of communism and bolshevism
can not prevail against them.
It is trite to say that ours is a government of laws and not of
men, but this must be pressed in upon all minds, for when we
forget that commonplace statement we sail into uncharted seas.
This being distinctly a government of laws, more therefore,
than anywhere else in the world, the lawyer's influence must be
of it a part.
We have fallen into ways far astray from those marked out
by the fathers and fraught with danger to our institutions. If
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there is any one thing that helped us survive until we are now
the oldest government on earth, it is our constitution with its
limitations on the power and activities of the general government.
The organized minorities, blocs and various reform leagues,
have done much to break down these limitations and turn our
government into an aggregation of bureaucracies to regulate
things that do not belong to government at all, as our founders
understood it. It was their theory, and especially the theory of
Jefferson, whose ideas finally largely prevailed, that the largest
liberty possible for orderly government should be left to the
individual.
With our various amendments adopted and pending, we are
trying as rapidly as possible to curtail these liberties, to regulate morals and personal habits, forgetting that character built
by struggle is strong, and that that built by statute is weak.
A great political party has for more than a century stood for
state sovereignty and local self-government, only to see them
violated and destroyed by Congress from session to session until
the situation has become so alarming that the President of the
United States has felt it incumbent upon him to enter a word of
protest. He has protested ably and with as much enthusiasm
as if he had discovered a new interpretation of our constitution,
something never before recognized by any political party.
Along with the breaking down of constitutional limitations
have come movements to amend the constitution so as to render
it serviceable to organized intolerant minorities who if they can
not educate others to follow them, seek to compel them by threat
of the fine and the jail.
I quote again Charles Evans Hughes. In his address to the
American Bar Association in 1925, he said:
"The most ominous sign of our time, as it seems to
me, is the indication of the growth of an intolerant
spirit. It is the more dangerous when armed, as it usually is, with sincere conviction. It is a spirit whose
wrath must be turned away by the soft answers of a
sweet reasonableness. It can be exercised only by invoking the Genius which watched over our infancy and
has guided our development-a good Genius-still potent, let us believe-the American spirit of civil and
religious liberty."
We of the Bar can turn aside much of the fanaticism and intolerance of which Mr. Hughes speaks. The Bar can do much
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to accomplish ends sought by the people and do it in conformity
to the fundamental law, to the ideal theory of our governmental
plan.
If the lawyers would set their minds to it, a system of governmental control of the manufacture and sale of intoxicating
liquors could be worked out that would make for temperance
and would remove the government from being in a class with
the man who poisons his neighbor's well.
One reason why the lawyer is fitted and safe to lead in the
formation of government and laws is that he tries everything
out by precedent. He must know what the experience of mankind has been in the matter in hand. If he were asked to advise on the efficacy of a prohibition statute he would first make
research as to the experience of governments with sumptuary
laws. He would find that Rome had tried a great variety of
such laws, some of them even limiting the number of guests at
a dinner, and the number of dishes on the table-sometimes
prohibited dishes were carried off the table by Caesar's inspectors. The idle rich were prohibited from being carried about
in litters by their slaves. Extravagance in funerals, in women's
dress and jewelry were prohibited. All this was to break up the
habits of luxury that were eating out the stamina of the people.
Charlemagne tried it and his son, Louis Le Debonnaire, and
many later kings of France, even down to Louis XV. England
tried it, beginning away back in the reign of Edward III and
kept it up until down to the time of the Reformation. Most of
these laws were repealed in the reign of James I but they were
not all repealed until 1856. Finally the searcher would come to
the Blue Laws of New England; and never, with all his research,
would he find a sumptuary law that became the settled law of
the land. If he were wise he would give the counsel that Confucius gave more than twenty-five centuries ago.
Listen to his words: "If the people be led by laws, and uniformity sought to be given them by punishments, they will try
to avoid punishments; but have no sense of shame.
"If they be led by virtue, and uniformity sought to be given
them by the rules of propriety, they will have the sense of shame,
and moreover will become good."
It is only by such teachings as those of Confucius and our own
Great Teacher that real advancement in civilization has been
accomplished. The consequences of a bad act are the secret ser-
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vice men that are always on our trails and that can not be bribed
or turned aside; moreover, they are the most persuasive reformers yet known.
Law, backed up by all the enforcement officers of the government, can be evaded, but the secret service force made up of the
evil consequences of our own bad acts does not even need a
statute to aid in keeping us straight.
It is pertinent here to inquire, "What is law?"
There are not many better definitions than that of Thomas R.
Marshall. "Law is but the organized opinion of the community",
or the more elaborate one of Woodrow Wilson: "Law is simply that part of the established thought and habit which has
been accorded general acceptance and which is backed and sanctioned by the force and authority of the regularly constituted
government of the body politic."
Wilson-lawyer, educator, historian, statesman, politician:
Mark the sequence of his definition: first comes "the established
thought and habit", then the accord of "general acceptance",
then the sanction of the authority of government. That is law.
When you have these elements in a law, you don't have any
trouble enforcing it. It is only when your so-called law is not a
part of the "established thought and habit which has been accorded general acceptance" that it cannot be enforced.
Whether we accept the definitions just stated, as correct or
not, as to all law, we know they are correct as to that great
body of law that has grown up with the Anglo-Saxon race. In
every country on earth, except in England and its colonies, the
word law has had only one meaning. It has been the rule of
conduct laid down by the ruler for the government of the tribe.
When a case was to be decided the query was: "What do the
gods say?" "What does the ruler say?" "What does the governor of the tribe say?"
With the early Anglo-Saxons it was otherwise. With them
the law always was. It did not have to be laid down by some
superior. It already existed, as a part of the "established
thought and habit," and the only question was to ascertain what
it was. The query of the Anglo-Saxon was: "What is the law?"
It was there. The only thing to do was to search it out, to learn
what the "established thought and habit" of the community
was, what had been "accorded general acceptance", as applicable
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to a case like the one at hand. When a case came on, everything
was stopped and the old men debated the matter until they
settled it, just what the custom was in such a case, and when
they found out what the law was, they applied it to the facts
in the case and that was the end. There were no books. There
were no statutes. There were no written opinions of any court.
But there was the law and the memory of man did not run back
to the time when there was no law. In time statutes were enacted backing and sanctioning what had been "accorded general acceptance", as the "established thought and habit" of
the community and courts of last resort from time to time declared what the law was, and thus the great body of the common law grew up, overlapped and intertwined with the civil law
under which Britain was for the most part governed for about
five hundred years.
The art, philosophy and science of the great Roman Republic
has been likened to the sunlight which not only illuminates directly, but so diffuses itself that it can not be shut out from
places not directly reached by its rays. But although, after the
legions left, the Roman law was administered in Britain by
Papinian and other classical jurists, the Roman soldiery intermarried with the British women and when the Roman legions
were withdrawn and the Romans left behind were oppressed by
their northern neighbors, they called in the Anglo-Saxons and
these barbarians and pirates in time became the masters of the
land.
So it was that the prevailing law of the island finally followed
the Anglo-Saxon trend and to this day it can be said that the
law is the "established thought and habit" of the community,
and whenever a court of last resort renders a decision which is
out of accord with that "established thought and habit," or when
a statute is enacted in discord with it, that opinion or that statute must fail. So today the enduring statute is only the declaration of what already is in existence in the minds of the people as
a thing that is and must be followed, and the decision of a court
of last resort is only a declaration of the rule of conduct which
has already been formulated by the customs or needs of the
people-has already existed in the breasts of those who have set
up the courts.
A so-called law that has only the sanction of statutory enactment will have little support from the people, and eventually will
fall into disuse.
The fugitive slave statute was regularly enacted by our highest legislature and upheld by our highest court, and yet it never
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was the law, never could be enforced, and its violation was
winked at and encouraged by the best people of the land. The
so-called blue laws and anti-witchcraft statutes are still on the
books, but they are no longer the law. The trouble-breeding prohibition statutes will never become fully enforceable until the
great body of our people come to the conclusion that they are
consistent with the personal liberty we thought was the heart
of the government we were establishing. It is our duty to help
mold public opinion in the right form so that when enacted into
law it will have back of it the citizenship.
To no other occupation or profession do the people look for
guidance in civic affairs more than to the lawyer. There is no
obligation of the Government to the citizen, nor is there any
duty of the citizen to the state, that does not, in its application,
involve a knowledge of the law. It is, therefore, natural that
the public should look to us.
When we are admitted to the bar we are sworn to uphold the
constitution of the state and nation. Why? Does the minister
or the, priest take such an oath when he is ordained? Does the
physician, when he is licensed, the merchant when he begins his
trade, or the manufacturer when he opens his shop? Why do
we of all trades and callings call God to witness that we will uphold the fundamental law?
It is because for all time we have been ordained its high
priests-the only ones fit to minister in its temples. But having
"laid hold of the horns of the altar" many have turned back to
pursue only private rights in courts of law..
I call upon you to come back to the service of your community,
your state, your nation. Come back and take the places of Morton, Hendricks, MacDonald, Turpie, Harrison, Marshall, Ralston.
There is no field in which the lawyer is shirking his duty as
much as he is shirking in the field of politics. He has stepped
aside and left the work largely to those less competent for the
service. So-called business men are taking up the work.
Service in politics is the highest service that can be rendered
in a republic. Under such a government everything is affected
by politics. It has always been so and always will be so.
Whether the people shall be left with the largest measure of liberty, or whether their habits shall be regulated by statute;
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whether moral character shall be built up by training in the
family, the school and the church, or whether it shall be by statutory regulation with the fear of the jail as the chief incentive
to righteousness; whether we shall have freedom of religion as
we started out, or whether certain religious sects shall not be
permitted to conduct schools and serve God as they like; whether
science shall be taught freely or only as the fundamentalists see
it; whether the degenerates shall be permitted to spawn their
breed, or whether we shall aid the progress of the law of the survival of the fittest; whether some shall have special privileges
or whether there shall be equal rights to all; transportation, sanitation, utility rates, public improvements and taxation all are in
the field of politics. All public officials or their appointing
superiors are chosen by popular vote, and if there be anything
of a public nature not affected by politics it is not patent. Wherefore, it is the duty of every man and woman to participate freely
in politics.
The lawyer is better fitted than any to conduct political matters and he more than any one ought to give his attention to political activities. Some of our greatest lawyers have been our
greatest politicians, and through politics have had great influence on our government. Although now this is not true to so
great an extent, in the beginning of our history it was the great
lawyers who dominated in the political field.
Begin with Alexander Hamilton, attorney-at-law, politician:
Perhaps there never lived a man who so thoroughly embodied all
the elements required in the making of the ideal lawyer. He
had the mental quality and the temperament. He was fluent and
lucid of speech. He had the physical qualities, an attractive and
winning personality, an upright and commanding character,
tinctured with a boldness and readiness for combat. Is any
one of us so gifted in the law that he can not afford to enter
politics as Hamilton did? It is probable that no man lived then,
before or since, who could match him in politics, save and except only Thomas Jefferson, attorney-at-law-Jefferson, cool
always, devoid of any perceptible emotion, gifted even to the
degree of genius, possessed of an unequalled clearness and simplicity of style and expression, either as writer or speaker, and
in spite of his genius, never neglecting the most meticulous
preparation.
As a practitioner at the bar his career was limited to about
seven years, but during that short period he had 749 cases.
Then he turned his attention to the work dear to the heart of
every lawyer, the improvement of the law, and no lawyer ever
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more fully discharged his debt to his profession than did he.
After he had secured the revision of the Virginia Statutes he
got into politics and was elected Governor. From that time
on he was in politics; always for the uplift of the common people. When he began the fight against the Federalists, almost
the entire force of the intellectuals of the country was arrayed
on the other side; also the commercial and financial interests,
but it was not long until this brilliant lawyer and consummate
politician had turned the tide of politics toward popular government.
Can't we afford to follow politics as Jefferson did? Can we
afford not to?
These lawyers who won't do anything but practice law, who
live only for the fees, whose "houses are built on fools' heads",
"who prowl in courts of law for human prey", when they have
passed on, what will there be in human society the better for
their sojourn here? They are leaving it to others to perform
their duty to the public, to wheel their bricks and mortar to
build and maintain the structure of our commonwealth.
How about Lincoln, who studied grammar that he might be
the better able to make a political speech? Deputy surveyor,
Assemblyman, Congressman, President! Suppose Lincoln had
stayed out of politics. Able, successful lawyer! Can we begin
to estimate the good he did by his participation in politics? Can
you think of any good he would probably have done for his
country if he had stuck strictly to the practice of law? Abraham Lincoln, attorney-at-law, politician!
Consider Grover Cleveland: capable, successful lawyer: always in politics; elected sheriff, then mayor; performed his
duty so well in the enforcement of the law in Buffalo that before
his term as mayor expired the people made him governor of
New York, and there he gave an uplift to politics so forceful
that before his term as governor expired he was elected President. In that great office he did more for sound money than
was done during the entire history of the country up to the
time that Woodrow Wilson put over the Federal Reserve banking system. Grover Cleveland, attorney-at-law, politician!
Turn to Indiana. Oliver P. Morton, Tom Hendricks, Joe MacDonald, Ben Harrison, David Turpie, Tom Marshall and Sam
Ralston: every one a great lawyer, but his name would hardly
be known today if he had not served his country faithfully and
well in politics. Had they held aloof from politics Indiana would
have been the worse off.
Look through the history of the political development of this
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state and take out the work of the lawyer and there is little left.
The structure of our national government was worked out by
lawyers and they wove the governmental fabric of our states and
municipalities. It is true laymen counseled, but lawyers guided.
Look forward: "Prepare the way; take up the stumbling
block out of the way of my people."
Service to our country is our first duty. See that personal liberty is preserved and local self-government maintained. They
are to be preferred to forensic rewards, and the consciousness of
having served well our fellowman will bring peace when the evening settles down. (Prolonged applause.)
CHAIRMAN VAN OSDOL:

Members of the Association: You

have listened to the address of our President, which has called
attention not only to the duty incumbent upon our profession,
but has clearly called attention to the respects in which it can
serve. It seems fitting at this juncture, and before proceeding
with the remaining business of this session, that we might hear
some response coming from the members of the Association in
response to this very able address, and I am going to take the
liberty of asking Dan Simms to take a few minutes to respond
to this paper from the standpoint of the lawyer. (Applause.)
RESPONSE BY MR. SIMMS
MR. DANIEL W. SIMMS: Mr. Chairman,; Members of the Bar
Association: I have been taken unawares by being asked to respond to this paper. I am glad, however, to add my testimonial
to what has been said. For some years it has been growing
upon me that the truths that have been announced in this paper
ought to be driven home to the lawyers as well as to the laymen
of the state.
When the work of the American Citizenship Committee was
mapped out and started, if you recall that back there before we
got the Oratorical Contests going, our first duty was to go home
and enlist the services of lawyers to go out and talk to the public on the subject of the Constitution with a view of realizing
the slogan which had been adopted by the American Bar Association to bring back the minds and hearts of the people of the
nation to love and respect the Constitution of the United States.
I do not know how others felt; I became very enthusiastic
about that work. On my way home I began to reflect somewhat
upon the character of the addresses that should be made, and
taking you into my confidence in the hope that you will treat
what I say strictly as confidential, I discovered that I didn't
know much about the Constitution of the United States, and
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what I didn't know about how to prepare a speech, to be intelligent to all that would listen, would perhaps fill Webster's Dictionary, and then have some left over. I don't want to tell stories
out of school so I will ask the gentlemen to treat what I say in
confidence.
Having taken upon myself the duty and having given the
promise that I would come home and work upon that, I found
it necessary to go among the members of my own immediate
bar to get them to prepare themselves to accept invitations,
which it was my purpose to see that they got, to speak upon the
Constitution, and when I called a little coterie of members of
the bar together, they told me they were in the same attitude that
I was. In other words, we found that our knowledge of the Constitution, our knowledge of the fundamentals upon which our
government was builded, had been gained largely from some isolated case that we had tried that had been a federal question
there, and generally speaking, when we went among the lawyers,
we found that lawyers that knew anything about this Constitution, except in a most general way, were those who had had
that brought to their attention by reason of some litigation, and
they had learned what they knew about it generally from that
narrow aspect.
In that survey that had been made by the San Francisco meeting of the American Bar Association, it had been announced
that a discovery had been made that the people of the country
generally within recent years have come to look with the greatest indifference upon the subject of constitutional law, that
they were taking governmental benefits as a matter of course,
taking them for granted, assuming that way back there, somebody set up and framed a government that would stand and run
by itself.
When you stop to reflect upon how serious that is, when you
stop to reflect that our government was the result of the best
efforts of all the race from the beginning of time down to the
convention assembled in old Independence Hall in 1787, when we
come to realize that they have borrowed from all mankind all
the permanent discoveries that have been made and woven them
into our own Constitution and set up a Constitution which has
been so thoroughly depicted here this afternoon in this paper,
then reflect that a great people of more than a hundred million
in numbers are going to assume that that work is done when
they have set it up, that this heritage that came down to us from
those fathers who gave us the results of their labors as the greatest heritage that ever came to mankind, that that heritage would
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come to us without any corresponding responsibility whatever,
it is a saddening thing; it makes one reflect with fear and trembling.
Now, by reason of the work that Mr. Van Osdol has stood at
the head of and which has brought forward such splendid results, the knowledge of the fundamentals and historic backgrounds of the Constitution itself is being brought more and
more clearly home to the people of the United States.
So this afternoon, I gladly avail myself of this opportunity to
talk in this offhand way to you about the point that brought
itself home as I sat and listened to this paper; that is, that the
maintenance and perpetuity of the government the fathers gave
us must rest upon the shoulders first and primarily of the lawyers, and that it is not enough to be a lawyer, that we have the
small smattering of knowledge about the fundamental principles upon which the government was founded.
May I make a suggestion that in our own Constitution, there
is a provision that governmental power had been classified into
four different branches, and a provision that those who administer each of the laws from each of these co-ordinate
branches shall not in any event perform a duty of any other
branch? In Indiana not a legislature meets but what violates
that provision. Not a legislature meets but what tries in a
hundred different ways to violate that provision of the Constitution. Indeed it has become quite the fashion to pass a law
without any sense to it, delegate judicial powers to legislative
agencies, and to provide that legislative agencies shall hear
questions of fact and decide questions of law and to provide
that there is no way to get from that tribunal into the judicial
side of our government.
When the lawyers of the State of Indiana have learned, and
learned well, the principles that have been enunciated by the
paper we have listened to this afternoon, their voices will be
raised when the legislature meets and attempts to violate the
provisions of the Constitution.
We overlook the great force of precedent, and we are the last
ones in the world who ought to overlook it. The legislature
meets and enacts a law that clothes some administrative body
with judicial powers, and ties it up so you can't get away, and
then some purely judicial body finds a way, and they determine
it, and we acquiesce, and there is the precedent, and when you
have once formed the habit, then it is almost impossible to break
it.
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The lawyers of Indiana who will take the paper of our President and analyze it and make every statement in there their
own, will be ready to advise members of the legislature (if you
don't want to run for legislature yourself), to see that our representatives from our ninety-two counties, and our state Senators, if they don't have some knowledge of the fundamentals of
government, acquire it and exercise it when they get in the halls
of the law-making body.
I don't want to be a pessimist. I don't want to sound notes
of warning where no warning is due, but I want to say to you
in all sincerity, there never has been a moment in the history
of our state or nation, or a government that challenged so loudly
and so strongly the best that there is in every lawyer in Indiana to see to it that we get back to the place where our President
says we shall get back, and exercise our provision to the end that
free government may be maintained in perpetuity in this land
of ours. (Applause.)
CHAIRMAN VAN OSDOL: Mr. President and Dan Simms, I
think I am safe in saying that this paper and your response
have really voiced the sentiment today of the Indiana lawyer,
and especially of the members of this Association. (Applause.)
I will now turn this meeting over to the President, who will
proceed with as much of the program as can be disposed of this
afternoon.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: The work during the rest of the afternoon will be reports of Committees.
I will ask for the report of the Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence, Judge Collins, Chairman.
COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JURISPRUDENCE
To the President and Members of the Indiana
State Bar Association:
JUDGE JAMES A. COLLINS:

At the annual meeting held in Michigan City in July, 1926, the following resolution was adopted:
Moved by James A. Collins; seconded by Dan W. Simms.
"Resolved, That the incoming President, as soon as may be,

appoint a Committee of such number as in his judgment may
seem fit, to draft a revision of the Criminal Code of Indiana,

or propose amendment thereto and submit the same to the
Board of Managers, and with the approval of the Board sub-

mit the same to the membership and present to the General
Assembly for enactment as much thereof as may have the
approval of a majority of the membership and the approval of

the Board."
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Pursuant to this resolution, your President appointed the following Committee:
George Oscar Dix, Terre Haute, Indiana,
Jos. A. Andrew, Lafayette, Indiana,
Honorable Will M. Sparks, Rushville, Indiana,
Frank Hatfield, Evansville, Indiana,
Gus Condo, Marion, Indiana,
Professor J. J. Robinson, Indiana University,
James A. Collins, Indianapolis, Chairman.
Your Committee met at various times throughout the fall of 1926 and
prepared recommendations for changes, both as to Criminal Procedure and
Criminal Offenses, which were later submitted in a referendum to the entire
membership of the Association.
When the legislature convened, all of the recommendations of the Association which had been submitted under the referendum and approved by
the Board of Managers, were presented to the Assembly in a series of bills,
both in the House and Senate. All of the changes as to criminal procedure
were comprised in a single act, being Chapter i32, excepting the amendments as to the Verdict and Sentence to Reformatory and State Prison,
which were comprised in an act, being Chapter 200, and the Imprisonment
of Minors, which was comprised in an act, being Chapter 202, Acts 1927.
The recommendations for amendments to offenses, were comprised in
three separate acts, being Chapters 122, 201 and 203 of the Acts of 1927.
The first of these amendments as to Criminal Procedure relates to
APPEALS FROM JUDGMENTS OF JUSTICES OF PEACE AND
MUNICIPAL COURTS and places the burden upon the defendant to complete his appeal within fifteen days, if such appeal is to stay further proceedings.
The second amendment relates to RECOGNIZANCES FOR APPEARANCE OF PRISONERS ON APPEAL- FORMS- SURETIES - FORFEITURE, and provides how recognizances shall be taken and the form
of the bond. It further provides that in case of a forfeiture, the Judge
before whom such recognizance is given shall immediately notify the sureties and on their failure to produce the defendant within ten days, such
forfeiture shall be reduced to judgment and certified to the Clerk of the
Circuit Court and entered on the judgment record.
Immediate execution is also provided which does away with the old system of forfeiting the bond and then bringing suit in the Circuit Court. In
addition thereto all persons offering themselves as surety upon a recognizance bond must hereafter make affidavit, giving the names and amount
of bonds on which they are surety and make affidavit that they are not
a surety on any recognizance bond that has been forfeited. This amendment will practically eliminate the so-called "Bond Evil" in all the large
cities of Indiana.
The third amendment relates to RECOGNIZANCE, TRANSCRIPT AND
PAPERS TO BE FILED WITH PROPER CLERK-LIEN ON PROPERTY, and provides for the filing of a transcript of all the proceedings
where recognizance is given and making the, same "a lien upon all the
lands in the county of the parties thereto."
The fourth amendment relates to PROSECUTION OF PUBLIC OFFENSES BY AFFIDAVIT and provides that all public offenses, except
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treason or murder, may be prosecuted in the Circuit or Criminal Court by
affidavit filed in term time, in all cases except when a prosecution by
indictment or affidavit for the same offense is pending at the time of the
filing of such affidavit.
The fifth amendment relates to the repeal of Section 144, which provides
how recognizance may be taken heretofore.
The sixth amendment relates to the QUALIFICATIONS AND WORTH
OF SURETIES and provides that one surety on every such recognizance
must be a resident freeholder and provides that authorized surety companies may become surety on recognizance bonds.
The seventh amendment relates to CONTINUING NATURE AND EFFECT OF RECOGNIZANCES and provides that all recognizance bonds
given as provided under the provisions of this Act shall be continuing during the pendency of the proceeding.
The eighth amendment relates to PAYMENT OF BOND AMOUNT BY
SURETY BEFORE JUDGMENT, and provides that at any time after
a forfeiture and before judgment the surety may pay the amount of the
bond to the Clerk of the Court.
The ninth amendment relates to ARRAIGNMENT AND PLEA-EFFECT OF FAILURE OF RECORD TO SHOW, and provides for the
arraignment of the defendant and the requirement that he shall plead
either in abatement or in bar and provides further: "Any conviction shall
not be invalidated by failure of the record to show an arraignment and
plea or either of them, unless the record shall show that the defendant
before the trial objected to entering upon the trial for lack of such arraignment or plea."
The tenth amendment relates to AFFIDAVIT FOR CHANGE OF
VENUE AND CHANGE OF JUDGE-TIME FOR FILING AS TO
CHANGE OF JUDGE and provides that the defendant may show by affidavit that he cannot receive a fair trial owing to the bias and prejudice
of the judge against him or the excitement or prejudice against him in
the county and demand that he be tried by disinterested triers. It further
provides that affidavit for change of Judge shall be filed not less than ten
days before date set for trial or if a date less than ten days ahead is set
for trial then such affidavit shall be filed within two days after the setting
of the case for trial.
The eleventh amendment relates to MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE ON
GROUND OF ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE-BY DEFENDANT can be
made only on affidavit showing materiality of the evidence and the diligence that had been used to obtain it and where it may be; if asked on
account of an absent witness, the affidavit may show the name and residence of the witness and the probability of procuring his testimony within
a reasonable time and such affidavit must show that absence of such witness has not been procured by the act or connivance of the defendant or
others at his request and what facts he believes a witness may testify and
that he believes them to be true and that he can prove such facts by no
other witness.
It further provides that if the prosecuting attorney will admit that the
witness if present would testify to the facts which the defendant in his
affidavit for continuance alleges, he can prove by the absent witness, or
if the evidence be written or documentary, that such documentary evidence
exists, the trial shall not be postponed. Such affidavit shall be filed not
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less than five days before the date set for trial and the burden rests upon
the defendant to satisfy the Court that he is not at fault for failing to file
the affidavit for continuance at an earlier date.
The twelfth amendment relates to STATEMENT FOR CONTINUANCE
BY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY and provides that whenever the prosecuting attorney desires a postponement of trial of a criminal cause on
account of the absence of a witness whose name is endorsed on the indictment or affidavit, such continuance shall be granted on his official statement as specified in the preceding section, but the defendant may require
the same to be in writing. If the defendant admits that the witness will
testify to the facts which the prosecutor expects to prove, or if the evidence be documentary that it exists, trial shall not be postponed for that
cause, and no defendant shall be detained in jail without a trial on an
indictment or affidavit for a continuous period embracing more than two
terms, after his arrest and commitment thereon, except where a continuance was had on his own motion or the delay was caused by his act and
where there was not sufficient time to try him during the term. It further
provides that the prosecuting attorney shall make his statement for continuance at least five days before the date set for trial or shall sustain
the burden of establishing to the satisfaction of the Court that he is not
at fault for failing to file such affidavit at an earlier date.
The thirteenth amendment relates to WITNESSES, ATTENDANCE,
AND TESTIFYING MAY BE COMPELLED-RECIPROCITY WITH
OTHER STATES and provides that "witnesses on behalf of the State or
of the defendant, in a criminal prosecution, may be compelled to attend and
testify in open court, if they have been subpoenaed, without their fees
being first paid or tendered. The courts of this state shall enforce obedience to the process for witnesses subpoenaed to testify in criminal cases
in the courts of other states wherever such other states shall have provided
for the enforcement of similar process of courts of this state against persons within the borders of such other state, provided that proper financial
provision is made by such other state for the expense of such witness in
attending such courts. The Court may recognize witnesses, with or without surety, to attend and testify at the same or the next term."
The fourteenth amendment relates to ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS IN
TRIAL OF CRIMINAL CASES-INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY, and provides that "the jury being impaneled and sworn, the trial shall proceed in
the following order:
1st. The prosecuting attorney must state the case of the prosecution and
briefly state the evidence by which he expects to support it, and the defendant may then state his defense and briefly the evidence he expects to offer
in support thereof.
2d. The prosecuting attorney shall then offer the evidence in support
of the prosecution and the defendant shall tlen offer the evidence in support of his defense.
3d. The parties may then respectively offer rebutting evidence only,
unless the court, for good reason, in furtherance of justice, permit them
to offer evidence upon their original case.
4th. When the evidence is concluded the prosecuting attorney and the
defendant or his counsel, may, by agreement in open court, submit the
case to the court or jury trying the same, without argument. But if the
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case be not so submitted without argument the prosecuting attorney shall
have the opening and closing of the argument; but he shall disclose in the
opening all the points relied on in the case and if in the closing he refers
to any new point or fact not disclosed in the opening the defendant or his
counsel shall have the right of replying thereto, which reply shall close
the argument of the case. If the prosecuting attorney shall refuse to open
the argument, the defendant or his counsel may then argue the case. If the
defendant or his counsel refuse to argue the case after the prosecuting
attorney has made his opening argument, that shall he the only argument
allowed in the case.
5th. The court must then charge the jury, which charge, upon the
request of the prosecuting attorney, the defendant or his counsel made at
any time before the commencement of the argument, shall be in writing and
the instructions therein contained, numbered and signed by the Court. In
charging the jury, the Court must state to them all matters of law which
are necessary for their information in giving their verdict. If he present
the facts of the case he must inform the jury that they are the exclusive
judges of all questions of fact, and that they have a right, also, to determine the law.
6th. If the prosecuting attorney, the defendant, or his counsel desire
special instructions to be given to the jury, such instructions shall be reduced to writing, numbered and signed by the party or his attorney asking
them, and delivered to the court before the commencement of the argument. Such charge or charges of the Court, or any special instructions,
when so written and given by the Court, shall in no case be orally qualified,
modified, or in any manner orally explained to the jury by the Court."
The fifteenth amendment relates to JUDGMENT-PROCEDURE ON
EXPIRATION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION IN CASES IN WHICH
REPLEVIED, and provides that whenever a person is adjudged guilty of
a misdemeanor or felony, and his punishment is by fine, or by fine and
imprisonment the judgment shall be that he stand committed until such
fine is paid or replevied; and it shall be unlawful for the sheriff or constable
to release such person until such judgment is either paid in money or
replevied by good freehold surety residing in the county where the judgment is rendered. In case such judgment is replevied, it shall be the duty
of the clerk, justice of the peace, or city judge, upon the expiration of the
time for the stay of execution thereon, to issue to the sheriff or constable
a copy of such judgment, with his mandate attached, under the hand or
hand and seal of the court; and it shall be the duty of the sheriff or constable to arrest the defendant and commit him to jail unless or until such
fine and costs are paid or until they are made by levy on the property of
the defendant or his stay bail, and the constable or sheriff upon making
such commitment, or if the defendant be not found, shall instanter levy
the said judgment upon the property of the defendant or his stay bail or
both and sell the same without relief from valuation or appraisement laws
as other property is sold on execution.
The sixteenth amendment relates to TIMES FOR TAKING APPEAL
AND FILING TRANSCRIPT and provides that all appeals must be taken
within one hundred and eighty days after the judgment is rendered or in
case a motion for a new trial is filed, within one hundred and eighty days
after the ruling on such motion. The transcript must be filed within sixty
days after the appeal is taken.
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In addition to the foregoing amendments to the laws relating to procedure in criminal causes, two additional acts of the Legislature recommended by the State Bar Association were enacted. Chapter 200 provides
that the Jury shall state in their verdict the punishment, except in all felony cases coming within the purview of the indeterminate sentence law,
with reference to that class of cases where the person is between the ages
of sixteen and thirty and imprisonment is provided for such persons in the
reformatory, the Court, in its discretion, may, if such person between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty shall have been theretofore convicted of a
felony, sentence him to the Indiana State Prison.
Chapter 202 provides that all persons under the full age of twenty-one
years and convicted of a felony other than murder in the first or second
degree, shall be sentenced to the Indiana Reformatory for not less than
one nor more than ten years, or the Court, in its discretion, may sentence
such person to the Indiana State Farm for any determinate period not
exceeding one year. This change in the law fixes the standard of punishment for all minors who have not been heretofore convicted of a felony
and was the first step taken by any state in the Union for a uniform punishment of that class of offenders.
The laws relating to public offenses were amended in three separate
measures, Chapters 122, 201 and 203.
Chapter 122 relates to the escape of prisoners from the State Farm and
reduces the penalty to one to five years.
Chapter 201 relates to the following public offenses:
Robbery, rape,
burglary, vehicle-taking, automobile banditry, and fraudulent checks.
The penalty for robbery is changed from a sentence of ten to twenty-one
years to a minimum of five to twenty-one years and the penalty for assault
and battery, or assault and battery with intent to rob is fixed at not less
than two nor more than ten years.
Rape is divided into two degrees: First degree rape, as the law now
stands, with the same penalty. Second degree rape is designed to meet
that class of cases made rape because the female is under the age of consent. In the preparation of this amendment, the committee had in mind
that under the Juvenile Court Law, there were many instances arising out
of the charge known as "contributing to delinquency," predicated upon
acts of immorality, where the penalty should be more severe than that provided by present statute. To meet this condition, such offense would be
a felony when committed upon a female under the full age of eighteen.
Burglary is divided into two degrees: First degree burglary is defined
as breaking and entering into any dwelling or other place of human habitation -with the intention of committing a felony, and where the person
has in his possession any deadly or dangerous weapon, or who commits
any act of violence against the person while engaged in the commission of
the offense, and the penalty provided is not less than five nor more than
twenty years.
A third conviction of this offense carries with it life imprisonment. Second degree burglary is defined as breaking and entering into any building
with the intention of committing a felony and the penalty provided is not
less than one nor more than ten years, provided that if such person has in
his possession a dangerous and deadly weapon, or commits an act of violence against the person of anyone found in such place, the penalty shall
be the same as that of first degree burglary.
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Vehicle-taking is amended to provide imprisonment of not less than one
nor more than ten years for the first offense. For the second or subsequent conviction, the penalty is fixed at not less than three nor more than
ten years.
Automobile banditry is amended to provide a penalty of not less than
five nor more than twenty-one years.
Fraudulent checks statute is amended to correct a defect in the existing
statute and now makes it an offense for any person to give a fraudulent
check "in the payment of any obligation," and the p~nalty is changed to
not less than one nor more than ten years. In addition, this act was
amended to provide that where the money or other thing of value obtained
is less value than twenty-five dollars, the penalty shall be the same as that
now prescribed for petit larceny.
Chapter 203 amends Sections 351, 352, 377, 382, 474, 475, and 476 of the
act concerning public offenses. The offenses covered in this chapter are
Manslaughter, Assault and Battery with Intent, Entering a House to Commit a Felony, Grand Larceny, Petit Larceny, Receiving Stolen Goods from
Other States, Perjury, Perjury in Voluntary Affidavit, and Subornation of
Perjury.
Manslaughter is divided into two separate and distinct offenses, voluntary manslaughter and involuntary manslaughter. Voluntary manslaughter was re-enacted with the penalty provided in the Act of 1905. Involuntary manslaughter is made a separate offense to cover that class of cases
where the death results from the commission of some unlawful act and
the penalty is fixed at not less than one nor more than ten years.
Assault and battery with intent to commit a felony is changed to provide imprisonment of not less than one nor more than ten years.
For entering a house to commit a felony, the penalty is changed to not
less than one nor more than ten years.
The grand larceny statute is amended and the value of the property
stolen, to constitute grand larceny, is fixed at one hundred dollars or more,
and the penalty fixed at not less than one nor more than ten years.
The petit larceny statute is changed from a felony to a misdemeanor.
The stealing of property of a value of less than one hundred dollars shall
constitute petit larceny, with a maximum punishment of one year imprisonment and a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars.
The penalty for receiving stolen goods from other states and the present
act, covering the receiving of stolen goods within the state, is changed to
conform to the penalty for the offense of grand larceny, or where the
property stolen is less than one hundred dollars, the punishment is the
same as that prescribed for petit larceny.
Perjury is changed by fixing the punishment at not less than one nor
more than ten years, and in perjury in voluntary affidavit, or subornation
of perjury, the imprisonment is made the same.
Changes for the offense of arson and recommended by the committee
were dropped, and substituted, therefor Senate Bill 166, prepared under
the direction of the Fire Marshall's Office. This comprehensive act defining the crime of arson, received the whole-hearted support of the Bar Association Committee and every assistance was given to bring about its enactment. (Applause.)
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PRESIDENT PICKENS: You have heard the report. If there is
no objection, it will stand approved.
The Chairman of the Legislative Committee is not present.
Mr. Simms is a member of the Committee. Will you read this
report, Mr. Simms?
* * * Mr. Simms read the report of the Legislative Committee, as follows:

COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION
To the President and Members of the Indiana State Bar Association:
The effect of increased membership and activity of The Indiana State
Bar Association in the last two years was manifested to a considerable
extent in legislation passed at the last session of the Legislature. As the
members of the Association know, a very definite program was worked out
by the Officers, Board of Managers, the Committee on Criminal Code and
the Legislative Committee. Several meetings were held before the session
of the Legislature as well as during the session.
The referendum used by the officers in ascertaining the attitude of the
members of the Association on proposed changes in the Criminal Code met
very general response and the result was a very great help to the Committee in its work. The opinion of the great majority of the members
responding is expressed in the legislation which was finally sponsored and
passed. Some of the original ideas entertained by the Committee and the
Board of Managers were abandoned because they did not meet with the
general approval of the bench and bar. Therefore, it is the feeling of the
Committee that the profession will very readily approve the new legislation.
Our President, Mr. Pickens, is entitled to a great deal of credit for the
results obtained. He worked at this matter just as he has worked at
increased membership and the general welfare of the Association. His
work and attention to the matter of this legislation made the results finally
possible. He followed all of the legislation through its various stages,
meeting committees, supplying information and data and until the bills
were finally signed by the Governor. Fortunately, several members in the
Legislature were members of the Association.
The particular matters sponsored by the Association through the Legislative Committee were as follows:
The Criminal Practice Act was Senate Bill No. 82 and is Chapter 132
of the General Acts. This amended several sections and repealed Section
144 of the 1905 Act and amended Section 1 of Section 260 of the 1905
Act. A brief statement of what the act does may be in order here.
It provides that in cases appealed from the Justice of the Peace and
municipal courts that the burden of perfecting appeal shall be upon the
defendant, much the same as his appeal to the Supreme Court. The act
changes the form of recognizance bond, repeals the old section providing
for suit by the prosecutor to recover on the order of forfeiture, and gives
the court having jurisdiction of the criminal case the right to enter judgment against the sureties, after ten days' notice, upon which the Clerk is
directed to issue execution, thereby expediting and simplifying the whole
procedure on the forfeiture and recovery on recognizance bonds.
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The amendment to Section 118 authorizes prosecution by affidavit, except
in treason and murder, in or out of term time and even though the Grand
Jury be in session.
The act amends the old section on Arraignment and Plea by providing
that no conviction shall be invalidated by the failure of the record to
show an arraignment and plea unless the record shows that the defendant
before the trial objected to entering upon the trial without arraignment
or plea, thereby taking away this technical objection which the Supreme
Court has already held was ground for reversal.
The new act seeks to expedite trials by providing that an affidavit for
change of judge shall be filed at least ten days before the date set for trial
or if the date is less than ten days ahead, then the affidavit must be filed
within two days from the day of setting the case. While this provision
may not prevent the abuse of the provision for change of venue, it is the
belief of the committee that it will lessen the abuse and tend to speed up
the trial of criminal cases.
The act amends Section 218 in that the opposite party may agree that
an absent witness will testify to the facts set out in the motion of the other
side in their application for continuance, which changes it from the old
provision of admitting the truth of such facts. This establishes the same
rule as in civil cases.
An addition is made to Section 233 to provide for reciprocity with other
states in enforcing the attendance of witnesses where such other states
have made like provision for the enforcement of such process.
The act changes the order of the proceedings of the trial of criminal
cases in the particular that the defense with its opening statement must
follow immediately the opening statement of the prosecutor.
The new law provides for immediate execution on the property of the
defendant or his stay bail on the expiration of the time for stay of execution in cases in which there is replevy, amending Section 303.
The section on appeal is amended to correspond with the rule in civil
cases, that is, appeals must be taken within 180 days after judgment and
the transcript must be filed within sixty days after appeal.
I understand that the Committee on Criminal Code will report on the
criminal law enactments of the last session which apply particularly to
the offenses and the punishment. It, therefore, will be sufficient to say
here that this part of the legislation was carried along as a part of the
general program of the Association through its Legislative Committee, and
all of the final proposals were adopted and passed. Judge Collins of the
Marion Criminal Court spent much time on these bills and his ideas resulting from many years of direct contact with the application of the criminal
law were received with much consideration.
One of the far-reaching and most progressive acts passed at the session
was the so-called Eugenics Act, providing for sterilization of inmates of
state institutions in certain cases. In fact that law in the opinion of
many of those who have given thought to the subject is the most important
law ever placed on the statute books of Indiana. It is the beginning in this
state of a movement that is just starting in a number of states that will
in a very short while spread over the entire world and will do more for
the uplift of the human race than any movement among mankind since
the beginning-the sterilization of the unfit.
For a long time, through our charity organization societies, our hospitals and alms houses, we have been doing all in our power to nullify
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the law of the survival of the fittest until our country is filled with degenerates. The tide of degeneracy has been rising in this country until there
are more than 300,000 in insane hospitals, more than 100,000 in penal institutiens, nearly 80,000 in alms houses, in all more than 2,000,000 in the
United States in and out of institutions.
Those promoting this law do not claim any credit for the idea. Twenty
years ago Dr. John N. Hurty, at the time Secretary of the State Board of
Health, and who became one of the most widely known health officers in
the country, procured the enactment of a law to the same end but it was
defective in the fact that it did not make sufficient provisions to give the
subject his day in court and it fell when it reached the Supreme Court.
Our law just lately in force is modeled after the Virginia law which, since
the passage of ours, has been upheld by the Supreme Court of the United
States. Our law makes even greater provision for the protection of the
rights of the subject than does the Virginia law and there is, therefore, no
question of its validity. The law applies only to the inmates of public institutions, but as soon as the people generally become acquainted with its
operation it will be applied to defectives generally and next to habitual
criminals and to prisoners seeking parole.
Officials of the Association gave considerable time to the consideration
of establishing a crime bureau similar to that in operation in Missouri, but
after much consideration it was concluded that the crime situation in
Indiana was sufficiently patent, that an investigation of conditions was not
needed but that our efforts should at once be devoted to remedies. At this
juncture we were called in by the Indiana Bankers Association and asked
to consider certain bills that they had prepared for the identification and
registration of criminals. Two or three joint sessions were held with the
bankers and one of their bills approved and our support given it in the
Assembly. An examination of this law will convince you that it will do
much to curb crime.
The Association sponsored the Declaratory Judgment Act which is Chapter 81. Briefly this act provides for the filing of a petition or complaint
in courts of record for the purpose of having declared by the courts the
rights and status of parties under a deed, will, written contract or those
whose rights are affected by a statute, franchise or ordinance. Such a
declaration may be had on the construction of a contract either before or
after there is a breach.. It may be said that the act enables a party to
any such contract or instrument or who is affected by any such enactment
to go into Court and have interpreted and declared by the Court the status
of the party under such instrument or enactment. Such judgments and
decrees are subject to review as other judgments and decrees have heretofore been subject to review. The act also extends to the matter of trusts
and estates providing that court may declare by such method the law on
questions arising in the administration of the same. This is a uniform act
and has already been adopted in many states, and I believe good results
will come from the law.
Foregoing is a resume of the activities of the Legislative Committee in
its work with the officers of the Association. It has been a pleasure to
serve on this Committee with the feeling that some real legislation was
sponsored by The Indiana State Bar Association and enacted into law at
the last session of the General Assembly.
Respectfully submitted,
DENVER C. HARLAN,
Chairman of Legislative Committee.
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PRESIDENT PICKENS:

If there are no objections, the report

will stand approved.
We will now have the report of the Grievance Committee. As

the Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Ray W. Clark of Muncie, is
not present, I will call upon Mr. W. E. Clark of Bedford to read

the report.
* * * Mr. W. E. Clark read the report of the Committee
on Grievances, as follows:
COMMITTEE ON GRIEVANCES
To the President and Members of the Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee on Grievances for its annual report submits the following:
The following matters have been handled with the result indicated.
for failure to account for fihnds colA complaint was filed against is a member of the State Bar Association. As a result
lected. Mr. of communication with him the amount claimed was remitted in full.
for failure to account for money.
A complaint was filed against is not a member of the State Bar Association. The matter was
Mr. referred to Judge A. L. Bales of Winchester, who made a full investigation
and report. The report was forwarded to complainant, and so far as the
Committee was concerned the matter was closed.
for failure to account for money.
A complaint was filed against is not a member of the State Bar Association. This was referred
Mr. to the local bar association which failed to take action. Your Committee
was compelled to advise the complainant to place the matter in the hands
of a local lawyer.
for failure to account for money.
A complaint was filed against Mr. is not a member of the State Bar Association. The matter was
referred to the local bar association which failed to take action. Your
Committee was compelled to recommend that complainant procure the services of a local lawyer.
for failure to remit funds collected.
A complaint was filed against Mr. is a member of the State Bar Association. Communication with
him disclosed that the matter was an oversight, and the money was remitted.
in reference to a fee charged on the
Complaint was made against collection of notes. The Committee deemed the fee reasonable and so
advised the complainant.
for failure to account for money.
A complaint was filed against is not a member of the State Bar Association. The matter was
Mr. referred to the local bar which took no action. The Committee was compelled to advise complainant to seek the services of a local attorney.
charging unprofessional conduct. At
A complaint was filed against the present time the Committee has not determined what action should be
is not a member of the State Bar Assotaken in this matter. Mr. ciation. This case will be referred to the new Committee.
In addition to the above matters there has been considerable correspondence in reference to matters which were held over from the year previous.
An examination of the above will show that seven out of the eight com-
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plaints were for failure to account for money received or collected. Of the
seven complaints, only two were against members of the State Bar Association. Of the complaints against members of the State Bar Association,
the matters were readily straightened out by one or two letters and indicate a readiness on the part of the members to adjust differences. Of the
five complaints against lawyers who are not members of the State Bar
Association, the result is entirely the contrary. Upon the matter being
placed before the local bar associations, it seems impossible to get results.
This condition necessitates considerable correspondence on the part of the
Grievance Committee which should really be handled by local bar associations.
Your Committee would recommend that the Grievance Committee for the
next year be instructed to handle only matters against members of the
State Bar Association. That in any matter against an attorney who is
not a member of the State Bar Association the Committee advise the complainant to communicate directly with the local bar association.
It would be the opinion of the Committee that in view of the very few
number of complaints that have been filed in the past year, that the conditions existing among members of the bar of the state were very good.
That to make these conditions better, every effort should be made to induce
the members of the bar to join the State Bar Association.
Respectfully submitted,
RAY W. CLARK, Muncie, Chairman,
W. BERT CONLEY, Newport,
CHARLES B. WALDRON, Bloomington,
SAMUEL L. TRABUE, Rushville,
JOSEPH T. MARKEY, Indianapolis,
WILLIAM E. CLARK, Bedford,
JOHN S. McFADDIN, Rockville.

PRESIDENT PICKENS: Judge Ewbank, have you a report for
the Committee on Legal Education?
COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION
JUDGE EWBANK: There is nothing in the way of progress to
report. I have nothing of value to report to the Association.
I understand some of my associates who are here had some
ideas they wanted an opportunity to present, but they are not
in the meeting now.
MR. ARNOLD: As soon as we have an opportunity to confer
with Judge Ewbank, I think we can present the report.
Briefly I might explain it, and then if it is agreeable to the
Association it can be approved without being formally read, pro-

viding the Committee, after it has an opportunity to meet, has
approved it.
It is in respect to qualifications of the bar enacting into the
legislation a proposed bill so as to avoid (not evade, but avoid)
the constitutional objections to a bill of this character. The last
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legislature did enact a statute which the Governor on the advice
of our learned attorney-general, vetoed, and undoubtedly properly so, because it was constitutionally objectionable.
JUDGE EWBANK:

I believe the attorney-general is not charged

with that particular matter.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: Mr. Arnold, be prepared to make your
report tomorrow, whenever we can reach the subject.
* * * Announcements-Secretary Baker * * *

ADJOURNMENT, 5:00.
THURSDAY EVENING.
ANNUAL DINNER
July 7, 1927.
Toastmaster-William A. Pickens.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: It is very hot and dry down here.
(Laughter.)
That reminds me of an incident that Dan Simms told me today. He was getting ready to go to the American Bar Association meeting in London, and he had a friend at Lafayette where
he lives, an Irishman named Mike Finnerty, who had traveled
a good deal in Europe, in the British Isles.
Dan said, "Mike, could you tell me some good places to go ?"
Mike says, "Well, I would put in most of my time in Ireland."
Dan says, "Well, I don't know about that. Ireland is cold and
wet and full of Catholics."
"Well," says Mike, "why don't you go to hell? It is hot and
dry and full of Protestants." (Laughter.)
About thirty-seven years ago this Association was organized.
There are a few of the founders left, and I am going to call upon
a gentleman here this evening to respond to the sentiment of
the Founders, Mr. Win. R. Hough, of the Indiana State Board of
Tax Commissioners, whom I now present to you. (Applause.)
THE FOUNDERS: MR. HOUGH
MR. Wm. R. HOUGH: Mr. President, Members of the State
Bar Association of Indiana, and Ladies and Gentlemen: I am
very glad indeed to be here tonight. This is the first banquet
of the Association that I have been able to attend for the last
six years. I think for twenty-five years before that I never missed
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a single meeting, and I am glad to get back and see some of the
old faces that are here, and shed a tear for some of the old faces
that are gone.
I have been very glad indeed to hear the splendid addresses
that we had this afternoon. It was a pleasure to hear Mr. Fields
in his welcoming address to this Association, describe the wonderful beauties of Southern Indiana, and winding up by saying
you could buy a lot of this beautiful scenery down here for five
dollars an acre, and I really felt that perhaps some of this land
might be assessed for taxation a little bit too high.
He paid a glowing tribute to Central Indiana, that fine agricultural region, and to the industrial region which we have in
Northern Indiana. And Brother Gilliom, from Northern Indiana, responded with a few criticisms on some of the excrescences that we have in our laws at the present time.
I think that the Founders of this organization, if they could
have looked forward to this meeting today and heard the splendid address of our President, that they would have said that he
expressed in that magnificent address the vision which they had
in mind when they established this Association, which was to do
something for the lawyer, not only professionally, but as a citizen of the state, and to imbue him with the idea that he had a
wider duty to perform than simply the duty which he owed to
his clients.
In the development of the law, we must always expect and
know that there will be some steps forward and some steps
backward, but that we have all the time the feeling and the
knowledge that we are progressing in such a way that at some
time in the far distant future, we may say truthfully what has
been said untruthfully so many times, that law is the perfection of reason.
Until that can be done, the mission of the lawyer will never
be accomplished. We look almost with horror upon some of
the statutes that are placed upon the statute books in the various
states of the Union, and some that are not much better that come
from the halls of Congress.
In 1923 one of the legislatures of this great Union of States
passed a law in regard to railroad crossings. It was for the
purpose of the protection of human life, and I had the pleasure
of reading a very eloquent speech that was made in support of
this law saying that the real object of the law was the-protection
of life and the protection of property, and that in order to
further that, they must pass this law in regard to railroad crossings in their state.
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This law provided, and it was passed by the House of Representatives, and the Senate both, that whenever two railroad
trains shall approach a railway crossing, where there is no interlocking switch, that both shall stop and that neither one shall
proceed until the other has passed. (Laughter.)
Where it is possible to secure the passage of a law of that kind,
it is indicative of the lack of attention which is bestowed upon
many of the statutes that find their way on to the statute books,
and one of the duties of the lawyer is to aid in every way possible
in the examination of laws, and in the examination of bills which
are presented to eliminate such foolish things as we find creeping at times into our laws.
Law is for the protection of life and property and carrying
with it the supplying to the citizens the greatest measure of
human happiness which it is possible for us to have. There has
been since the days of savages a continual struggle for laws,
growing out of the desire to better the conditions of man from
the time he was a savage up until today.
We can look back and know that before there was on the face
of the earth any such thing as human-made law, the same fight
for existence that exists among animals, existing among human
beings, and with the first realization in the savage intellect, with
the dawning of the twilight realization, that there was something
better in the way of protection for human life and for property,
came a faint realization of the idea of justice, and that developed
into the organization of tribes, families, which laid down rules
among themselves and with the organization of those tribes no
doubt first formed families, and from the relatives began the
first rules of law on this earth, and that was the beginning of
law on this earth and that was the beginning of civilization, and
it was the forerunner of the civilization which we have today;
and what the Founders of this Association hoped to do was to
make every man a better lawyer for belonging to this organization and in addition to that a better citizen, an idea of ennobling
the law, an idea of placing in the mind of every lawyer a broader
idea of what law meant, not only to him, but to the community
in which he lived.
It would be almost in bad taste for me to name any of these
founders for they were all great men; they were all good lawyers, and they all had ideas of what this Association might do
in the way of suggesting better legislation, in the way of suggesting better ethical rules for the practice of the profession of
the law.
When we look back to that day, we can hope that these men
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might have seen in some small measure a fruition of the ideas
which they had when they established this Association. It was
done for the final purpose of uplifting every community in which
a lawyer lived, and it was done for the purpose of instilling into
the minds of lawyers that there was a higher duty resting upon
the man who selects the profession of the law than upon any
other citizen for the observance of that law.
Lawyers were originally officers of the court; they were originally expected to enforce the law, and originally they got no
fee. Nowadays, it seems that getting the fee is perhaps the
most important part in the practice of the law, and if you will
remember the address that was delivered by your President today, you will see that he held up to you a finer and a better picture than merely the practice of law for money because it carried
with it the idea of being a better citizen, and in a way the
guardian of the rights of those who are not so able to protect
themselves.
It may be many centuries before the ideals which we as lawyers have, may be realized, and when they are fully realized, a
strange thing will happen because lawyers will disappear. Think
of a country which has in it no citizen who is not willing to
abide by every law! That would be an ideal citizenship and
there would no longer be any use for lawyers. They would have
disappeared. Bar associations would then be a thing of the
past, and the great mission of the lawyer would have been accomplished in the perfection of civilization. (Applause.)
PRESIDENT PICKENS: It is our good fortune to have with us
this evening the gentleman who is to deliver the annual address
to our Association, at ten o'clock tomorrow morning. I have the
honor to present to you the Governor of Maryland, Albert C.
Ritchie.
* * *

The audience arose and applauded

* * *

GOVERNOR RITCHIE
GOVERNOR RITCHIE: Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentlemen: It is a very great pleasure to me to be with you tonight,
to be here in fact during the sessions of The Indiana State Bar
Association. This is my third trip to French Lick and each one
has been, I think, pleasanter than the preceding one.
I came out first eight years ago next December. I had just
run for Governor in Maryland the first time then, and had been
elected, as I thought after the votes were first counted, by fifteen
hundred. Well, that is a pretty small majority, but on a recount
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that went down to 160, so I kind of felt that I needed a cure,
and I came here to get it.
Then the second time was shortly before the last National
Democratic Convention in New York. Why I took the cure ahead
of the convention instead of after the convention, I don't quite
know. I do know that in company with most other Democrats
of the country, I certainly felt the need of a cure afterwards.
In fact, after the election was over, I was very well able to
appreciate the remark which has been attributed to the late
Senator David Bennett Hill of New York. Senator Hill, I believe, was managing one of the campaigns of President Cleveland, the second campaign, the one in which he was unsuccessful,
and after the votes had been counted, and it was seen that Mr.
Cleveland, and the Democratic party had been defeated, one of
the Senator's friends approached him and said, "Senator Hill,
are you still a Democrat?"
"Yes," said the Senator, "but awful still." (Laughter.)
And after that election which followed that 1924 New York
Convention, I was still a Democrat but awful still.
I am very much pleased to be 'at French Lick on this third
visit which I have had the privilege of paying here, and I am glad
that it is a non-political occasion. My judgment in regard to
that was slightly shaken when on coming into the lobby this
morning, I found none other there than the distinguished Democratic leader of Illinois, Mr. George Brennan, but my judgment
was confirmed when I later found that the distinguished Democratic leader of Indiana, Mr. Tom Taggart, was not here. I felt
reasonably sure that this was not an important political occasion, and I am just as well satisfied for the time to forego politics anyhow.
I happened to be in Nebraska a month or two ago and the
general subject of discussion there related to a third term.
I always feel a little embarrassed when the people criticize the
Republicans, some of them, for talking about a third term, because I happen to be filling one myself, but an enterprising
reporter of the Omaha Herald asked me what I thought about
a third term, and whether if President Coolidge was renominated and then reelected, I thought that would be his second or
his third term, and in either event, what was my opinion on the
subject.
Well, I told him that we Democrats of the country would be so
eternally grateful if any of us would get one term that we would
not be disposed to quibble about second or third terms, and so
since politics is eschewed, and since we have had the pleasure
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of hearing a very able and interesting address of Mr. Hough,
although I am inclined to think that lawyers will be with us for
quite a number of years and centuries yet, and as we are about
to have the pleasure of an equally interesting address from Mr.
Green, and as I feel that two speeches from me would be considerable of an imposition upon the Bar Association of Indiana,
I will confine myself simply to a word of very genuine appreciation at the happiness which my friends from Maryland and
myself feel in availing ourselves of your very generous hospitality, your very generous invitation to attend this convention.
I always think that there is something perhaps not inappropriate in the very kindly greetings which the people of Indiana
invariably extend to the people of Maryland. One hundred and
fifty years is a right long span of time to ask you to go back,
and yet if you members of the Indiana Bar will recall your history, you know, of course, that at that time the ratification of the
Articles of Confederation was under consideration. Maryland
declined to ratify those articles for a period of four years. It
wasn't stubbornness, but it was because of a national policy
which the statesmen of Maryland in that day felt was essential
to the future of the Union, for after the Revolution a number of
the original states claimed the great northwestern territory of
our country as theirs and claimed that it should be embraced
within their limits by an extension of their boundary lines to
the West.
Maryland was the only state which stood out against that contention, and stood out for that for a period of four years, declining to sign the Articles of Confederation, or to ratify them, until
the claims of those states had been given up.
Our forefathers felt that this great territory of the Northwest
had been acquired by the common blood and by the common
treasure of all the states, and that, therefore, it ought not to
belong to any but ought to belong to all as national domain, out
of which future states could be carved.
That view finally prevailed, and the states which claimed this
Northwestern territory ceded or yielded their title or their claim
to the nation. Thus began the great Western Empire of the
United States of America, and one of the great states carved
out of that territory is your own great State of Indiana, and so
perhaps it is not unnatural that Maryland should feel close and
binding ties to you because our forefathers took a position which
ultimately lead to your creation as one of our sovereign states,
and therefore, it is not only with a feeling of pleasure that we
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are with you tonight, but with a feeling, as I say, of appropriateness to the cause of that historical interest.
It revitalizes for us at least the kinship of affection, of good
will and of esteem, which the people of Maryland always feel for
the people of Indiana. (Applause.)
PRESIDENT PICKENS: We have with us this evening a gentleman from the state of fast horses, beautiful Women and at one
time good whiskey. He is much noted as an orator in Kentucky,
and when he started out to study the art of public speaking, it
is told of him down there that he took Henry Clay for his model,
and when a boy, he went out to deliver a Fourth of July oration.
An old negro servant of the family went along, an old man who
had known Henry Clay and been his great admirer. When Mr.
Green got through with his oration, he said, "Mose, how did you
like it?"
Mose said, "It is very much like Marse Clay, like Marse Clay
in all but three things."
"Well, what are those, Mose?"
"They'se the voice, the gestures and the ideas." (Laughter.)
I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. Lucien D. Green, a
brother lawyer from Louisville. (Applause.)
MR. GREEN
MR. LUCIEN D. GREEN: Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Indiana Bar: I have been sitting here in a quandary
as to just what the Toastmaster was going to say about me. We
have a governor on the one hand and a founder on the other
hand, and then came my turn to be talked about. You know you
are a very enterprising people over here. The Louisville Times
called me the other day and said, "Mr. Green, what have you
ever done that we can say about you that will reflect some credit
upon the Indiana Bar Association for asking you to come up and
make a speech next week?"
I said, "You have my family history over there. Cut out all
that is unfavorable, and put in all that is favorable and use
that."
He said, "I have been doing that, but there is so damned little
left it will be nothing but a shell when it gets up here." (Laughter.)
Then again tonight I had one of your enterprising reporters
meet me as I came out of the dust over here, and he said, "I
would like to talk to you."
I said, "That is probably true. If you will sit still about ninethirty tonight, I will give you a beautiful speech."
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I realize that the poorest excuse to be offered from the standpoint of a public speaker is an explanation or an apology. I got
off a train this morning-I have lost all track of time in the last
thirty days. As soon as I was invited to attend this Indiana Bar
Association dinner, I left home, and I have been in twelve different states since, and only returned this morning, not because
I wanted to come and not because I am .going to get any kick
out of this speech at all, but because I realize that never before
in my life have I been paid such a distinguished honor, and I
wanted to be here and look into the faces of some lawyers who
had to sit still and listen to their brother lawyer say anything
that occurred to him to say.
The most delightful experiences I have had since I came here
is to find the ladies are present. I have been attending state
bar meetings in Kentucky for the last twenty years, and I don't
know how many times Henry Clay has been there in spirit, but
God help him if he has had to listen to all I have had to say in
the last twenty years. I don't mean twenty, quite-I mean fifteen. I know the ladies will agree with me that I don't look
like I have been practicing law twenty years. I haven't. The
fact of the matter is I have never been made wholly acquainted
with this profession; I am not altogether a stranger, because
there are many sitting in the sound of my voice who perhaps
know as little about it as I do.
I have one or two ideas I want to leave with you tonight,
and it depends upon the manner in which you receive them at
French Lick as to whether I spend the night at French Lick, or
go back to Louisville. I have made speeches and felt that as
soon as my speech was concluded I had better go home. I hope
I will not feel that urge tonight after I have concluded my fifteenminute speech.
I feel very much like the farmer who went to town. He had
been living on the farm a great many years and had been leading
a very circumspect life, had a wife and three beautiful children,
and he decided that the farm life was tiresome and irksome and
a drag, and he wanted to see some of the bright lights. By and
by the day and the appointed hour came when he left home and
went to the city. That was before the days of the Eighteenth
Amendment, of which you have heard more or less, and which
has been regarded very indifferently by the legal profession as
a whole the last seven or eight years.
He registered at a hotel and went out to literally paint the
town red, and wound up at his hotel about two or three in the
morning, and tried to go to sleep, perhaps did, but as was his
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custom, the church bells awakened him early on the Sabbath
morning, and there was that taste of a motorman's glove in his
mouth, and the overwhelming sense of his iniquity of the night
preceding, and he cast about him for something to take hold of
in order that he might win back his self-respect, and he thought
of his wife and his babies back home, the Sunday School, and
the realization was terrific.
In looking about him he cast his eyes upon that book furnished by the Society of the Gideons called the Bible, more. or
less familiar to the legal profession, and thought he, "Well, here
is the only hope I have to win back my self-respect," but he
reckoned without his host, for he knew nothing about the Scripture except as was told to him by the minister of his church.
"But," thought he, "I can find consolation there," and so he
turned at random and this is what he read by way of consolation:
"And Judas Iscariot went out and hanged himself."
"No," thought he, "I get mighty little out of that, but that was
just an incident, so I will turn again," and again at random he
turned and opened the book and in substance this is what he
read: "Go thou and do likewise."
Thought he, "That is just a coincidence and gives me little or
no help in this quest for some return of my self-respect," and
finally for the third and last time he turned to the Good Book
and opened it and turned to another passage, and this is what
he read by way of consolation: "Whatsoever thou doest, do
quickly." (Laughter.)
My friends, I am going to read quickly what I have to read.
You know if there is anything under the sun that a lawyer
loves to do for the benefit of his brethren of the profession, it is
to read to them. You good women may not appreciate that.
Perhaps the only kick that I will get out of this speech is the
fact that I will be able to read and these gentlemen, out of sheer
politeness and decency, must sit still. If I were in a court they
would all leave except the court and he might want to.
I have been casting about for thirty days or more in the Western States to find what the Bar of the State of Indiana wants.
Our needs are so great down in the State of Kentucky and the
supply is so inadequate that I have never been able to determine
except upon one proposition and that is brains.
I remember the good lady who said of her husband in Louisville, "He is the smartest lawyer at the bar," and that happened
a great many years ago, and we by universal consent agreed
that was true, but when the Eighteenth Amendment became a
law he became an idiot. That is by universal consent the only
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agreement lawyers ever reached without some dissension and
some strife.
I have tonight the privilege and the pleasure of suggesting to
the Bar of Indiana in rather a hurried way some idea that I
have as to the reform that should be inaugurated first in our
pleading and in our procedure; secondly, if I may do so, I want
to quicken the conscience of the men of this high and exalted
profession.
There seems to me to be no greater field, certainly no greater
need in any profession, than the quickening of the consciousness
of the men than in this great and exalted profession.
I am glad to know right here that the Indiana lawyer practices because of his love for the profession rather than for money.
If I were to meet that down in my state, I would want a commission appointed to inquire into the condition of the man's
mind who was practicing purely for the good of the cause. I
love to hear that; that is romantic in the extreme, but we don't
need it, those of us who are face to face with the realities of life.
Whenever I see a man pull a paper on me, I wonder in the
language of the Immortal, "How long, 0 Lord, how long!"
I want to say to you ladies (I have no apology to offer the
men) it is going to be very brief, and almost interesting to any
sweethearts and wives or friends here. And I want to say, too,
to the ladies (it is too much to expect of a lawyer), I love applause. If you can recognize a period, and can find it in your
heart to give me a little encouragement, remember the Lord will
be grateful to you, and so will I. (Applause.)
The few remarks, Gentlemen of the Indiana Bar, which I shall
at this time attempt to make to you will not be burdened with
citations of cases, decisions of the courts of various states nor
will I quote from the opinion of any learned judge, but after sixteen years of rough and tumble practice in the various courts,
the United States Courts, in their various branches, and when
I say rough and tumble practice, I mean general practice rather
than specialization in any particular branch of the profession, I
still stand in awe of the lawyer who can with pen and pencil sit
in his study or library day and night and prepare an address for
the "saints" of this exalted profession.
The Divine Giver of Gifts has not so qualified me and I must
of necessity, brethren, speak to you extemporaneously and from
experience, which experience has from time to time found me
between the upper and nether millstone, desiring to pursue a
correct course, the destination of which I could not determine
and down whose thoroughfares I haltingly went, only to conclude
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at the end perhaps it would have been better had I followed the
other course, but that has been the experience of every lawyer
within the sound of my voice, unless, of course? you have at this
bar men of unerring judgment, or men who have the confidence
of the young barrister who was seen walking to the Court House
one morning about time for the opening of Court, having in his
arms many law books.
Someone chanced to remark to him that he ought to have all
of that in his head. "Yes," he said, "I have, but these books are
for the judges."
I have witnessed in the years that are past and gone and which
are rapidly propelling me to the end of my career many marked
and radical changes in the practice of law. I have seen matters
handled in various courts of this country in such a manner as to
reflect great credit upon our profession, and I have seen them
handled not infrequently in such a manner as to make the whole
theory of law a sham and mockery in the eyes of the public
before whom we stand condemned already. There is a tendency
by the public, through the practices of the few in our profession, to regard the law generally as being in the hands of an unscrupulous profession.
When one in fancy turns back and views the past, reads the
early history of law, traces its influence in the development of
our own country, and its well-nigh holy position the confidence
and faith of our forefathers and compares the then with the
now, we conclude at times that this superstructure built through
those generations and which claimed the confidence of the public
on whom we still depend, we are forced to conclude that our
status is being severely questioned and that we are on trial as a
profession throughout the country. This present condition is
brought about, not through the lawyer alone, but often through
his client who brings him facts upon which he relies and which
facts in the course of time, when pursued to the uttermost, are
found based upon false premises and too often the opposing litigant joins this client with his lawyer in some evil purpose, which
purpose was never in the mind of the lawyer, but innumerable
instances of this or of a somewhat similar character, have
brought about in communities the distrust of the lawyer by-the
public, when as a matter of fact the lawyer has pursued his course
to its conclusion with honest purpose only to find his client has
with a sanctimonious decorum sought some superior and unfair
advantage and has hidden behind the law as represented in the
person of his counsel, little caring for the effect of such conduct
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upon the legal profession or its ultimate reflection against the
profession.
In seeking to find some claim to a subject tonight a million
subjects have passed in a sort of panoramic view before me, and
out of the myriad of things seen in fancy, I have and am wondering if what few views I may have on this subject of common
interest to us all runs parallel or counter to your views.
In law, since I came to the bar, civil controversies have materially abated, compromises seem to abound, and it is rather the
exception than the rule that a case once instituted where there is
both an apparent claim under the law, and a meritorious defense
as indicated by the pleadings, is finally concluded in court, it is
usually adjusted before reaching the latter stage of litigation.
Men, reliable in their varied walks of life, seek adjustment rather
than litigation.
The depravity of the present situation, as we find it throughout the states from the standpoint of our profession, is the prevalence of the criminal type of individual who abounds apparently unabated and with a determined purpose to commit depredations, from Maine to California, from the Lakes to the Gulf;
this general trend toward crime is universal, and when crime
and criminal tendencies are checked, and they will be checked
when the legal profession as a profession, and not the individual
few, acting as a legal aid society, takes steps in every community,
and assumes its share of the responsibility that is its just due
and by an awakening of the public conscience.
He, the criminal, is seeking without right or authority, and
with murderous intent, goods, wares, and merchandise acquired
through toil, through labor and sacrifice by the law-abiding citizen, and when criminally successful, appropriates unto himself
the loot. If he escapes punishment or detection, this individual
and a large class associated with him, seem after a while to
believe theirs is a gainful calling or occupation.
The thing that has made this depraved condition possible in
this country is the uncertain conscience of the average juror who
sits in judgment upon the facts, and who is influenced by the
trial lawyer, which influence is so compelling in many instances
as to result either in hung juries or acquittal of the individuals
so charged and toward .whom the finger of guilt points unerringly.
This situation cannot be remedied by the legal profession
alone, yea, all the lawyers of the universe might assemble in
the great city of Chicago, which seems at this time to have acquired the distinction of being first in crimes per capita of her
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population, and without an awakened public conscience, they,
the lawyers, are powerless. You say that that is a paradoxical
statement. No, it isn't; here's the answer.
So long as we as a profession look and from the sidelines witness continued and pitiless murder, pillage and robbery, then
just so long and in equal proportion the weak and vacillating
jurors, known to us and sitting as jurors, confuse conscience
and duty as a citizen under his oath, and acquits the defendant
or hangs the jury, crime will abound. You and I may still regard him as a good fellow and worthy of our continued acquaintance. But let this same criminal lawyer feel the pinch and
tragedy a little closer to home than in his professional capacity;
then let him advocate law enforcement with a square deal, or I
might say, courageous deal, to the accused, and you won't need
any better provision for law enforcement than we have in our
respective states at present. Crime will be abated.
Chicago's present condition may be partly explained when one
realizes that the political situation in that great city which may
be, and undeniably is, the result of honest but divergent views
as to the best interests of this great metropolitan city, with the
cream of the earth as citizens thereof, this necessary change of
local and municipal affairs comes too frequently. Political differences and entanglements get to the criminal class when all
other carriers seem stifled; they hurry always to the centers of
political controversies and ply their trade while the public conscience of the community is busy and trained on local governmental affairs.
Can one suggest, without blushing and without being the
target of some partisan newspaper, the hope that in the near
future by universal consent of the citizenship of great cities, that
party lines be obliterated, and with common cause and purpose
elect to public office men of merit, men of integrity, wholly without regard to former political affiliation?
Civic pride, it seems to me, would actuate every good, decent,
law-abiding citizen in some undertaking of this sort or character
by which our communities may be made safer in which to live
and in which to rear our children.
When the immortal language thundered by Moses upon Mount
Sinai was given to the world in the form of the Ten Commandments, and by which the earlier generations began to be guided
in their conduct, there were no party lines, there were no political intrigues as we understand them today. Of course, in their
day there probably was, and if we are to believe history, controversy has always abounded, but have not nations and genera-
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tions been strengthened and have not their purposes been clarified as civilization has progressed through the centuries, separating the now from the then, and has any modern principle or
precept been substituted to such an extent as to improve upon
or supplant those immortal utterances of that early time, or has
law been put or written upon our statutes that may be used as
a worthy substitute for the aforementioned immortal principles
as enunciated from God's Holy Mountain.
Gentlemen of the Indiana Bar, though I see poorly and imperfectly the day, the time, and the hour, is a challenge to the modern lawyer and his profession, and if it is to be exalted, if it is
to occupy that high place under the sun, then we as a profession
must function as we have never functioned before; we must not
be led blindly or partisanly, and if we cannot see or will not see,
as in many cases, then better a thousand times a millstone were
hanged about our neck and we were dropped into the sea.
Crime must be abated; communities must be made safe; lawn
must be enforced. How can we arrive at this solution? First,
eliminate, in large measure, the rules of pleading as we now have
and understand them. Let some highly technical, learned lawyer, who by reason of studious application merges the day into
the night and the night into the day, be torn away from his
books, from his library, and be brought into contact with the
realities of life. There are other problems for the lawyer than
that of legal lore, than that of discernment.
I fear as a profession we have isolated ourselves in great measure, the worthy of our profession, from some of the equally
important responsibilities that are ours along with a sufficient
understanding of the law to. apply it in an orderly and legal
manner, securing the most and that which is just for our client.
There are a million and one aspects to a trial, bound as we are
with form, ceremony and procedure. Let us rid the profession
of the shackles of bondage that deny us by reason of procedure
from inquiring into the real merits of every controversy; the
answer is, It will be too long, but litigation will be concluded
for in the presence of a righteous and just judge. There is no
situation which arises where the meat of the controversy cannot
be reached early in the trial. It is the technical procedure now
that causes law to become a sort of snare and delusion in the
eyes of the public. It is the shrewd criminal lawyer who, justified by.technical objection, to the drawing of complaints and indictments, etc., liberates the criminal and turns him loose again
to ply his trade in our community, and to further endanger the
lives of our families.
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It is inevitably true, law is being commercialized to a degree
in order to meet the changing conditions of the present rapidly
changing order of things, and it can be changed to meet those
conditions and to keep pace with them, and as we appreciate the
need of those changes, the teeth of the law can be made sufficiently sharp to reach out to and include within its grasp every
criminal of every tongue and of every clime.
I love to read of the procedure of our old English courts. They
are, may I say, romantic in the extreme, and we think them a
sort of Utopian period in the history of this great exalted profession. We have drifted afar, perhaps, in seeking to follow
that law and in trying to apply it in a practical way to the millions of human beings of all countries who surge in upon us
each year, and who are in the twinkling of an eye merged into
a great populace.
Our relief is to change this archaic procedure of ours, simplify
it as nearly as we can in our respective states, let it become a
common procedure in all states as far as practical. It will take
away from this profession delay after delay. We love to read
fiction and romance; it causes us to dream dreams and some of
us to see visions, but Time and Government go ruthlessly on a
little faster with each coming generation as the morning sun
glistens with freshness, beauty and life for some. It brings for
others shadows.
So for the great profession we love for what it has meant to
all nations and people everywhere, let's bring it back into the
public confidence until again all the world may behold its jeweled crown of righteousness and justice between and among the
nations of the earth. (Applause.)
ADJOURNMENT, 9:30.

FRIDAY MORNING.
July 8, 1927.
The meeting was called to order at ten o'clock, President Pickens presiding.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: I will call now for the report of the
Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Reform, Judge Theophilus J. Moll, Chairman.
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COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE AND LAW REFORM
JUDGE MOLL: Mr. President, quite a few subjects were presented to the
Committee for consideration and action, but all were vetoed except two,
either on the proposition that they were invalid per se, or beyond the scope
of the Committee itself.
The Committee, therefore, wishes to make the following recommendation,
as the net result of their conference:
We recommend that a commission be created and appointed by the next
Legislature to investigate the question of systematizing all the courts of
Indiana of whatever degree, and of so arranging them upon a uniform
and elastic basis as to operate and increase automatically as population
increases, and thus preclude special legislation at each session of the General Assembly; such committees to report to the 1931 Assembly.
We also recommend the following:
To expedite business, to avoid unnecessary delays and to facilitate the
transfer of title, we recommend that judges of courts having probate jurisdiction and of courts handling trusts be given plenary authority during
vacation to take all steps and make all orders necessary for the sale of all
kinds of property involved in such estate or trust.
We recommend and move the adoption of the report as read.
* *

*

The motion was seconded by Dan Simms and carried

REVISION OF CORPORATION LAWS
PRESIDENT PICKENS: Mr. George Oscar Dix, of Terre Haute,
was appointed by the Secretary of State with some other gentlemen to consider the revision of the corporation laws of Indiana.
He will be heard briefly as to the proposed work.
MR. GEORGE OSCAR Dix: Mr. President and Members of the
Association: You are doubtless all aware of the recent act, of
the legislature authorizing the Secretary of State to appoint a
corporation survey commission to make a study of the present corporation laws of Indiana and of the corporation laws of
other states, and other countries, with the idea of either modifying or revising or recommending an entirely new corporate organization act for Indiana. The Secretary of State has appointed this Commission and the Commission has had a meeting and
organized and started the work.
The Commission requested me to invite the members of the
Bar of Indiana, and especially the members of the Indiana State
Bar Association, to give this matter serious thought and to convey to the members of the Commission or to the Secretary of
State any ideas which they may have upon the subject.
It is an extremely important matter for the lawyers, and the
business interests of Indiana, to see a revision of our corporate
laws. The Commission decided at its preliminary meeting that
they would make no attempt to modify the present laws, but
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that they would recommend an entirely new corporate organization act for Indiana, and after research and study, that will be
done in time for the next meeting of the legislature. But in the
meantime, and what I want to say particularly and I will repeat,
is that we invite all of the lawyers of this Association to give
the matter serious thought and communicate their ideas to the

Commission.
COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP
PRESIDENT PICKENS: We will now hear the report of the
Committee on American Citizenship, Mr. Van Osdol, Vice President, and Chairman of that Committee.
MR. JAMES A. VAN OSDOL: Mr. President, Members of the Association,
Ladies and Gentlemen: The Committee on American Citizenship is composed of the following gentlemen: James M. Ogden, Indianapolis; Chester R. Montgomery, South Bend; Albert H. Cole, Peru; George W. Holman,
Rochester; and J. A. Van Osdol, Anderson, Chairman.
To the President and Members of The Indiana State Bar Association:
Your Committee on American Citizenship, for its fifth annual report, submits the following:
Owing to the fact that the Committee at Washington, in charge of the
National Oratorical Contest, did not succeed in contracting with any newspaper in Indiana to conduct the contest in this state, this Bar Association
found itself under the necessity of financing and directing the contest in
Indiana, and arranging for the necessary publicity. Unfortunately the
Committee was not aware of this situation until time for announcing the
contest and beginning the enrollment of schools.
At once a conference of the district managers was called, when it was
decided to procure the necessary publicity by getting the promise of at
least one newspaper in each congressional district to actively support the
contest and give a reasonable amount of its space to the contest as it
progressed. This request was promptly met by the promise of support
from the following Indiana newspapers:

1st District,
2d District,
3d District,
4th District,
5th District,
6th District,
7th District,
8th District,
8th District,
8th District,
8th District,
9th District,
9th District,
10th District,
11th District,
12th District,
13th District,

Evansville Courier, Evansville.
The Commercial, Vincennes.
New Albany Tribune, New Albany.
Greensburg Daily News, Greensburg.
Terre Haute Tribune, Terre Haute.
Rushville Republican, Rushville.
Indianapolis Star, Indianapolis.
Anderson Herald, Anderson.
Muncie Star, Muncie.
Commercial Review, Portland.
Journal Herald, Winchester.
Attica Ledger, Attica.
Kokomo Tribune, Kokomo.
Lake County Times, Hammond.
Marion Chronicle, Marion.
Fort Wayne News, Fort Wayne.
South Bend News-Times, South Bend.
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Honorable Frank C. Ball of Muncie, came to our relief by proposing to
furnish the $1,000 needed for state prizes. - For this prompt and generous
support in cash and means of publicity, your Committee expresses here the
deep gratitude of this organization.
Thus fortified, your Committee announced the contest with a promise
of the medals recommended in our preceding annual report. While the
lateness of the date in announcing the contest was unfortunate, since many
of the schools not knowing whether there would be a contest this year, had
committed themselves to other programs, the promptness with which two
hundred eleven high schools representing seventy-three counties, enrolled,
may be accepted as convincing evidence of a willingness on the part of the
schools to participate in this work. It is a response by the schools that
challenges the bench and bar of this state to do their part.
The failure of the national organization to contract with some newspaper in this state resulted in Indiana students, who aspierd to a place
in the national contest, with a chance for a tour, being required to submit
to the Committee at Washington, the manuscript of their orations. A few
students did so. This situation we hope to improve before another contest opens.
The matter of an essay contest open to the same students as those eligible to participate in the oratorical contest, and conducted at the same
time, with like awards, has been considered as a means of greatly increasing the number of students who would become interested in the subjects
included in such a contest.
For the purpose of getting the viewpoint of those who have been in close
contact with this movement, and with an opportunity to better evaluate
the school attitude toward this work, your Committee, at once upon the
conclusion of this year's contest, sent to each of the County School Superintendents and to the Principals of all participating schools, a communication asking their opinion of such a contest as that proposed. More than
half of those addressed responded, and of these, at least ninety-five per
cent favor such an essay contest, giving as their opinion, that the number
of those who would thereby become interested in these subjects, would be
greatly increased. Such an essay contest is not meant to take the place
of the oratorical contest; it merely supplements it, but if undertaken, it
calls for more attention and for more financial support from this Association.
Your Committee suggests that if both the oratorical and the essay contests are to be conducted, then the offer of cash awards in the county and
district contests be discontinued, and the funds which can be produced
through the efforts of the Bar Association, be applied to the payment of
the cash state awards, and to defraying the expenses of the medal awards,
on substantially the same scale as was done this year.
While the school is not the only agency through which your Committee
endeavors to arouse interest in the study of the Constitution, it is one of
the most effective instruments for that purpose.
Most of us have doubtless felt some concern at the increasing tendency
to govern through groups, blocs and classes; at the increasing willingness
to hand over to the federal government powers that properly belong to the
state; and at the increasing evidence of disrespect for the law and for
the courts. These are dangerous symptoms; they are the signs of a seri-
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ous malady in our body politic-the direct result of a want of knowledge
of principles that lie at the very foundation of free government.
Through enlightenment this malady can be speedily checked and ultimately cured, for when the citizenship of this country learns the truth
about our form of government, and the history of the conditions which
brought it into being, it will not be so easily led astray by demagogues.
The school is the workshop in which is being fashioned our future citizenship. As an agency for the safeguarding and upbuilding of our free
institutions, the school is too little appreciated. It was never so important
as now that the American people should know the background of their
country's history, become better acquainted with the origin, the traditions, the progress, and the philosophy of their government, and get a
higher appreciation of the ideals of those who framed it.
Radical preachment and short thinking have served to work confusion
in the public mind regarding the true relation of the citizen to the state,
and the proper distribution of governmental powers, state and federal.
All of us are convinced that this structure needs stabilizing. If so, then
the place to begin that treatment is at the foundation, and this is why
your Committee is making its primary appeal through the schools.
In this report we have endeavored to point out a few of the reasons
why the bench and bar (if acting only from patriotic impulse) should
rally to the support of this movement, and by so doing, render to their
country a much needed service.
This is the day when the call for unselfish service is being sounded, and
we are happy to say, responded to by individuals and organizations .as
never before. A call for such service has gone out to the legal profession.
Is there any reason why it should hesitate to do its part?
If reasons other than purely patriotic ones were needed to rally the
lawyers to the support of this movement, they are found in the fact that
today, organized endeavor, if it really accomplishes anything, must have
a more or less definite objective, and we take it that a Bar Association
is no exception to this rule. In this movement is afforded the legal profession an objective worthy of its best efforts.
With the increasing evidence of disrespect for law and for the courts,
can the lawyer hope to retain in the popular estimation the place that was
once his?
Through organization this profession can bring about such reform in
procedure as will keep the administration of the law abreast of the times,
set and maintain such standards of professional ethics, that the shyster
will be compelled to "flock by himself:" Solidarity of organization, with
worth while aims, will accomplish this and at the same time regain for
the profession the place in the popular estimation it once enjoyed.
For, be assured that unless, as lawyers, we think enough of our profession to demand for it the proper measure of respect, we will not get it.
The people generally will not put upon our profession any higher estimate
than we do.
That The Indiana State Bar Association is aiming at something worth
while, and that it has already succeeded in bringing about some needed
reforms in procedure in this state, has all been referred to in the address
of the President, and fully set forth in the reports of the several committees of this Association. What this Committee says in this report regard-
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ing its work, is merely to emphasize the importance of carrying on in a
work well begun. (Applause.)

PRESIDENT PICKENS:

If there are no objections, the report

will stand approved. I hear none.

It is approved.

MR. BATCHELOR: I don't know whether this is the appropriate time for the offering of a resolution. I will read it and
if the Chairman wants to defer it to some other period, all right.
Whereas, One of the principal activities of this Association during the

past five years has been its campaign for constitutional education, and
. Whereas, Through the splendid work of its Committee on Constitutional
Education, under the guidance of its able Chairman, Mr. James A. Van
Osdol, we have achieved magnificent results in instilling a knowledge of
and respect and reverence for our Constitution among our people, and particularly among our school children, and
Whereas, That work is one of continuing importance, now therefore, be it
Resolved., That we here rededicate ourselves to the performance of thae
task, and pledge ourselves to continue as one of the permanent activities
of this Association the work of giving our people a knowledge of our Constitution, teaching them the importance of preserving it and instilling in
their minds and hearts respect and reverence for this charter of our rights
and liberties, and be it further
Resolved, That we here pledge ourselves against all efforts to treat with
disrespect or nullify any of the provisions of that instrument and to stand
for the strict enforcement of all laws enacted by our Congress for the purpose of carrying its provisions into effect.

PRESIDENT PICKENS: Is there anything to be said to the resolution? As many as are in favor of the resolution say "aye."
* * * The resolution was adopted * * * (Resolution was seconded by Mr. Samuel Ashby.)
THE ORATORICAL CONTEST CAMPAIGN
MR. VAN OSDOL: Before presenting to you the next speaker
on the program, permit me to indulge in a little preliminary.
The result of the oratorical contest in this state was such that
the state champion is invited today to appear before you and
deliver his oration which won for him first place in this contest
in which 211 high schools in this state participated. Thousands
of students participated. The state champion who receives today that title, receives a medal, and in bestowing the medal
upon him, we are going to ask him to follow the reception of that
award with the oration that I just mentioned.
The young man who wins this place is in the audience, and
I will ask him to step to the rostrum before I formally present
him.
* * * Mr. Nathan Levy came forward * * *
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MR. VAN OSDOL:

The young gentleman who has won this

signal honor and the one that is really conferring a compliment
upon our organization by the zeal and the earnestness with
which he has devoted himself, is typical of the hundreds and
the thousands of ambitious young men and women in Indiana
today that have indulged in the study of the constitution and the
history that lies behind it. The one who wins first place in
Indiana is Nathan Levy of South Bend, and I will ask him to
stand that he may be recognized.
Mr. Levy, in presenting to you this medal and in conferring
upon you the title of state champion in this contest, let me say
on behalf of this organization and on behalf of the citizenship
of Indiana that we appreciate what you have done and in preparing the medal that is to be presented to you in a moment, we
call your special attention to the motto that is engraved upon
this medal. That motto is this: "True Liberty is Liberty
Within the Law."
We now present you with this medal in the hope that your
effort and your example will be broadcast not only through Indiana, but through the nation at large until the school will be
the instrument that it was reputed long ago it should be; the
school is the hope of our country, and we will ask you now, whatever you may wish to say with regard to the reception of this
medal, that you will favor us with your prize oration before you
quit the rostrum. (Applause.)
NATHAN LEVY: Mr. President, Ladies, Gentlemen, Members
of the Indiana State Bar, Mr. Van Osdol said that the Bar appreciated the efforts of the thousands of students entered in this
contest, and yet the appreciation should not come from the Bar,
but rather from us. As a matter of fact, those of us who have
entered this contest do appreciate the Bar's efforts to give us an
opportunity to display our talents, and to study the Constitution,
to get practical training in public speaking, and a practical
knowledge of that document.
Besides getting this opportunity, we have the opportunity of
delivering orations and of arousing interest in the Constitution,
and to you surely the appreciation is due from us.
Now, in coming down here I was told by my coach, Mr. Butcher
of South Bend, who has coached me for the past two years, that
I was to deliver a four hundred dollar speech. (That was the
state prize.) I will give it once, and owe you the rest. (Applause.)
I suppose the audience is thinking something like this. A man
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was in the barber chair to have a haircut. The barber came up.
with his instruments, and said, "Wet or dry."
The man said, "Never mind my politics, let me get out."
I suppose you say, "Never mind the remarks; get through with
your speech in a hurry."
Now, I want to say that I do appreciate this opportunity to
speak before the Governor of Maryland; the Governor has to
wait until I finish. (Laughter.)
*

* *

Mr. Levy then delivered his prize oration

*

*

*

THE MEANING OF THE CONSTITUTION.
Nathan Levy.
The meaning of the Constitution cannot be held within the
narrow confines of a legal interpretation for, in its broader
aspects, the meaning of the Constitution is its power to affect
the lives of those who aided in its formation and the lives of
those who live under it.
As the alchemist has sought to change lead into gold, as the
astronomer has sought to find the secrets of the limitless spaces,
as the discoverer has sought new land, so, too, has Man diligently sought liberty and freedom. History is nowhere more
intense, is nowhere more stimulating, more inspiring than in
those records of Man's efforts to gain and to secure his personal and political rights.
Consider the condition of our country a few years after its
independence had been won; war-torn and disrupted, thirteen
states, hostile and disunited, their government incompetent,
sneered at and jeered at by the foreign powers-obviously on
the very brink of the depths of failure. Behind these struggling states towered monarchy and before them lay the centuries. It was during this truly critical period that a small
group of serious-minded men met in historic Independence Hall.
It was there that they fashioned the Constitution of the United
States, the instrument of government that has been the basis
of our political life for 138 years; the document that has been
the supreme law of the land since 1789.
Let us see who the framers of this document were. It is
almost unbelievable that so many men of such extraordinary
intelligence and brilliancy should have been found in a country
so obscure. There was Washington, the capable leader of his
people, Franklin, the venerable peacemaker, Hamilton, Madison,
and all the other "rich in political experience and practical
knowledge" and inspired by the hope of saving for their posterity the country and the freedom for which their generation
had so valiantly fought. Just as this group of men stands out
as one of power and genius so, too, does the Constitution which
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they formulated stand out from the numerous other agencies of
government that have been drawn up.
We have benefitted by the genius of our forefathers, we enjoy
the results of their endeavors in science and invention, in education and learning, in art and in literature, but these great
gifts are small, indeed, when compared to that greatest gift
that we have as our most precious heritage, our Constitution.
Using that Constitution as a framework we have built up a
government that guarantees personal liberties, that fosters individualism-and yet, remains centrally strong and powerful;
a government that adapts itself to local needs and yet, is prepared at any time for central leadership and authority; a government so constructed that each department serves as a check
and a balance upon each other department; a government whose
rights and powers come directly from the people. We are the
proud possessors of this Constitution that is functioiing more
effectively than ever before, that is becoming with each succeeding year a stronger, firmer foundation for our republic.
The wonder of our Constitution is that it commands respect
and admiration not only as a remarkable achievement of the
past, but, rather, as vital working force of the present. The
Constitution means more than the mere words penned by Governeur Morris for within it is included the whole, appealing
history of Man's struggles to gain the blessing of liberty and
freedom. Our Constitution means our homes, our lives, our
happiness; our Constitution means our government, our flag,
our ideals; in a word it means our country. It is composed
of the dreams, the desires, the aspirations of the oppressed
and downtrodden. It is composed of the wisdom of its creators, the skill of its interpreters, the mastery of its executors,
the ability of its legislators and the whole-hearted support of
its followers. The Constitution is not the work of one man
or of one people. It was made possible only through the efforts
that extended over long periods of time. It is the result of
many centuries of thinking, the result of numerous experiences.
Our Constitution means strength, the strength of our country;
our Constitution means progress, the progress of our country;
our Constitution means success, the success and the prosperity
of an even greater United States that is yet to be.
It is then our duty-rather, it is our privilege, to hand that
Constitution to the generations that are yet to be, a monument,
not only to the makers of the Constitution, not only to the principles of democracy, but a monument, also, to the attainments
and the accomplishments of the American people. With that
Constitution enshrined in the hearts of the American people,
we can see no end, we can imagine no end, there can be no
end to the United States of America.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: If this Association were doing nothing
else than this educational work along the lines of the Constitution, this oration this morning ought to convince you that this
work alone justifies our being. (Applause.)
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Upon the conclusion of the annual address this morning, I
hope the members will remain for a little while. We have two
pieces of short business to attend to before adjourning this session.
We have with us this morning one of the great lawyers of this
country, one of the real statesmen lawyers of our profession.
He is a man who is known also to literature, a writer of consequence. He is a man who is known in politics, one of the uplifters in the political field, and we are fortunate to have him
with us today.
I now have the honor to present to you the Governor of Maryland, Albert C. Ritchie.
* * *

The audience arose and applauded

*

*

ANNUAL ADDRESS
GOVERNoR ALBERT C. RITCHIE:

Mr. Chairman, Members of

The Indiana State Bar Association, Ladies and Gentlemen: I
said a word last night quite inadequate, I know, to express my
appreciation of the privilege which you so kindly extended me
to appear before you this morning and address this convention
of justly distinguished Indiana lawyers.
I appreciate very much the Chairman's reference to me as a
lawyer; I have been rather afraid that the Bar thought I had
more or less deteriorated when I rather left it and went into
politics, but certainly I have benefited in very full and very rich
measure from the proceedings which I have been privileged to
hear this morning. I don't think that a simpler, clearer or more
inspiring report could have been written or read than Mr. Van
Osdol's upon the constitutional work of this Association, and certainly, Mr. Levy, it has been a pleasure to wait for you. I would
have been very glad to have waited longer if your oration had
extended longer.
I can't promise you a four hundred dollar speech, and while I
agree thoroughly with what Mr. Levy said as to the sacred meaning and wisdom of the Constitution of our land, I am not quite
sure that he will entirely agree with me in what I regard as the
changing spirit in which that instrument is now coming to be
considered.
WHICH SHALL IT BE, A GOVERNMENT OF LAW OR A
GOVERNMENT OF MEN?
In American political life we never tire of paying tribute to
the potency of a phrase.
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'AThis nation cannot endure half slave and half free," caught
the spirit of a large section of the country and personified Lincoln as the symbol of common fellowship and democracy and of
human aspirations and hopes unrealized.
"Malefactors of great wealth," expressed Roosevelt's leadership against the narrow plutocracy which in his day was wresting to itself the mastery of government.
Wilson's "Make the world safe for democracy" challenged the
peoples of the earth to a new hope for freedom and for peace.
If political history has its teeming phrases, juridical history
has too. I cannot claim originality for the one I have chosen.
It has been spoken to before. Yet perhaps I can restate its meaning in terms of today and of the needs of today. "Which shall
it be, a government of law or a government of men?"
I know, of course, that we are all growing conscious of two
startling movements in our national life. On the one hand is a
growing contempt for government. On the other is a growing
demand for more government. The latter shows itself in a
desire for more and ever more law which will regulate not only
in the interest of peace and order, but in the interest of all our
social activities and for the higher morality.
If it sounds paradoxical, I still believe it to be true that the
growing contempt for law to which I refer is attributable in
large measure to this unholy zeal for more law.
It is not, however, to law in this sense that I refer in speaking of a government of law, but to something much more fundamental. I mean law in a sense that challenges the devotion of
the American lawyer to his professional faith and teaching. I
have in mind a government of law which can only yield to a
government of men at the sacrifice of its inherent substance and
spirit.
In terms of political theory a government of law functions, of
course, only through men, just as a government of men functions
only through law. But there is a vast difference between a polity which relies on those long established methods, principles,
standards and concepts we call "the law," and which I here call
a government of law, and a polity which pins its faith simply
on the viewpoint or the innate conception of natural rights of
executives and administrators evolving and applying methods,
principles, standards and concepts of their own, and which I
here call a government of men.
If it be true that nothing is more fundamental to the American theory of democracy than the separation of our governmental powers, it is equally true that nothing in the juridical
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development of the past twenty-five years is more striking than
the steady shift away from it. The surrender of both legislative
and judicial functions to the executive branch of government has
been constantly and progressively at work.
It begins with the President himself. No longer is it considered his function simply to administer the laws which the legislature passes as they are interpreted by the judiciary. More
and more the President is being looked upon as the authentic
voice of the people, not only to execute the laws but also to determine what laws should be made and even how they should be
interpreted.
If it be true that this tendency is more marked under a Roosevelt or a Wilson than under a Harding or a Coolidge, it is equally
true that this does not mean a return to the constitutional theory
of executive functions. It does reflect, of course, the differing
personalities of the men, but these in turn simply reflect the
character of executive leadership which the American people in
the main and for the moment subscribe to. The American people may want silence or they may want action, but whichever it
is they are looking now to the executive to give it.
On the legislative side, take such measures as the Income Tax
Law, the Prohibition Law, the Interstate Commerce Law and
the Public Service Commission Laws. These vest in the executive branch of government functions which before their enactment were, for the most part at least, legislative. They actually
confer upon the executive branch the right to make rules and
regulations which have the force and effect of legislation. They
empower administrative agencies to interpret their provisions,
which is clearly a judicial function.
Illustrations could be multiplied. Workmen's Compensation
Laws take tort litigation away from the courts and confer it on
executive agencies. Factory Acts are enforced not so much by
court prosecutions as by administrative supervision and inspection. Parole and Probationary Boards are making court sentences largely routine pronouncements.
Irrigation Boards or
Boards of Water Control are supplanting the courts on questions
of water rights.
It is not my purpose, however, to exhaust the instances of this
movement. These are familiar enough. Nor do I propose on
this occasion to judge the movement. But to the extent that
executive agencies make laws and interpret laws it is clear
that we are passing from a government of law to a government
of men, and what I ask of our profession is to realize this, to
appreciate the whither we are going and the why of what we
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are doing and to shape and direct the movement for the common
good.
"Quasi-legislative" and "quasi-judicial" may be inventions
which satisfy the judicial conscience in trying to adjust American jurisprudence to a changing social order, but they are daily
withdrawing large areas of social action from the long established legislative and judicial fields. Even judicial review is
being reduced to the minimum required by the Constitution.
Whether we attribute all this to a changing political theory
or to a changing attitude towards law, the immediate effect is
a clear breakdown in our classic separation of governmental
powers. The substance of that has gone, however much we may
continue to camouflage it in form.
Those who at least knew what their rights were under a government of law, often do not know under this government of
men whether they have any rights at all. For cannot a lawyer
truthfully say of many an administrative commissioner what
Selden said of the size of the Chancellor's foot as a rule of decision?
In Europe the movement is manifesting itself too, although in
a somewhat different way. When the last gun was silenced on
Armistice Day, it seemed indeed that the world was at last safe
for democracy. Kingdoms and empires and autocracies fell. Hohenzollerns and Hapsburgs and Romanovs were either gone or
in exile. Everywhere the stage was set for parliamentary government.
Then the change came. Over there they are struggling with
deficits while we struggle with a surplus, and maybe that has had
something to do with it. But in any event country after country reacted against parliamentary government, which is the
only agency for democratic expression, and, with Russia and
Italy leading the revolt, many of them turned to the rule of dictators, the supreme example of a government of men.
To trace and appraise this movement and its significance is
anything but academic. New forces are organizing, new factors
are coming to the surface, tremendous economic and social
changes are impending. The part to be played by laws and men
in this changing and seething world of human aspirations is of
prime importance.
The movement is not unique in legal history.
The idea of a government of law, as we understand the phrase,
had its origin in the Middle Ages. The period was one of strict
law-hard and fast legal remedies governed by hard and fast
legal rules. Law was conceived of as something which came
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from above and which was beyond human reach or control, and
men relied on precept and form to keep down the personality
of the magistrate and to restrain his unguided judgment or his
capricious will.
Then the pendulum swung, and in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries law came to be thought of as something not
found but made. Rulers arose like Charles V of Spain, Louis
XIII and Louis XIV of France and the Tudors in England, who
claimed the right to make the law and acknowledged responsibility only to God.
In England Coke had been the exponent of the medieval idea
of a government of strict law. Bacon became now the exponent
of the new theory. Even Rousseau, who brought the idea of the
people as the real sovereign, did not think of them so much as
ruling under fixed laws as ruling in their sovereign capacity,
with their will as the law.
Thus the seventeenth century became a period not unlike our
own. It was a time of changing political theory. The humanist
movement and the Reformation had brought a revolt from the
theory of strict law, and the dominant idea of government came
to be a government of men. The demand was for reason rather
than inflexible rule.
The men of the Renaissance and the Reformation, full of the
"new freedom" of that time, were in a hurry to do things. They
turned from the cumbersome and slow working machinery of a
government of law to the swift but less charted remedies of a
government of men. And all sorts of summary tribunals, not
unlike our modern commissions, were set up by royal authority
-the Court of Chancery as it was down to the Commonwealth,
the Star Chamber, the King's Council, the Court of Requests and
a generous number of others.
In time all this came to be the subject of criticism. Men
talked about getting back to a government of law much as they
do now. The Sergeant-at-Law in Doctor and Student laments
that the equity administered by the Chancellor was not only contrary to the common law but also to the law of God, for the law
of God was not contrary to itself and one thing in one place
and a different thing in another place.
Men complained that they were no longer able to invoke the
law-that is, predefined and formulated statutes and rules, which
would at the same time protect their natural rights and limit
and direct magisterial action.
This complaint appealed particularly to the Puritans. They
believed in the ultimate moral authority of the individual con-
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science, to which laws ought to be a guide and not a restraint.
To them authority over the individual was a usurpation, except
with his consent by open covenants openly arrived at.
So when the Puritan landed in New England he began at once
to make laws. His experience with the Stuarts and with colonial governors confirmed his faith in the law as the proteetor
of the individual against arbitrary action by the sovereign. So
the colony of Massachusetts was the first state in the modern
world to codify the laws. And so the Charter of Massachusetts
is the first public document to use the phrase "a government of
laws and not of men."
Thus in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the dominant
idea came to be a government of law again.
Our forefathers of those days accepted implicitly Montesquieu's doctrine of the separation of the powers of government,
which Aristotle had suggested some centuries before, and wrote
it into the Federal and State systems. They saw in this the formula that enabled men to be governed and at the same time preserve their liberties. It was in truth a stroke of genius, although, I believe, a bit overworked, because the complicated business of government no longer admits of exact cataloging like
this.
That this predominance of law lasted down to the Civil War,
and to a considerable extent later, was due, of course, largely to
the fact that the complexities and interstate intricacies of modern government did not develop until afterwards, but also it was
largely due to the fact that the period after the Revolution was
a period of strong courts manned by strong lawyers.
The nineteenth century was the age of the lawyer in America.
In politics he divided leadership with the soldier. Every observer
from DeTocqueville to Bryce comments upon this. It was the
age of Marshall and Kent and Story, when the leaders of the
bar went on the bench. It was before the elective system put our
State judiciary in politics and largely kept it there.
This was the creative period of American law, and the doctrine that the common law was only received in this country so
far as applicable, that it was not an immutable body of hard
and fast rules, but rather a body of legal premises and preeepts
for judicial reasoning and application in a pioneer land, gave
the law a vitality which strengthened the development by strong
lawyers and strong judges of a unified system of American law.
How account now for the swing of the pendulum back again to
a government of men? I am not here arguing this to be bad, or
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at least not all bad. I am discussing rather the modern forces
and factors which are causing it.
The fashion, of course, is to blame the movement on the law
itself. The shortcomings of the law bulk large in the mind of
the layman. At least a considerable portion of the public is convinced that modern law is not functioning properly; that it is
too slow, too mechanical, too archaic, too impotent to keep step
with modern progress.
Business men are impatient with what they consider the law's
technicalities, its subtleties and its chicaneries, and they boast of
discovering shorter cuts to justice than through the courts. Yet
how readily and rapidly a vigorous and unafraid judge can cut
his way through those mazes even in the court room!
Still, we live in a commercial age, and that demands quick
action. Our rural population has dropped from 71 per cent in
1880 to 48 per cent in 1920. In 1850 63 per cent of the working
population was actually engaged in agriculture; in 1920, only
26 per cent. During the same period our industrial population
rose from 15 per cent to 30 per cent.
So'we are rapidly changing-we have changed-from a homogeneous, pioneer, rural country to a heterogeneous, urban, industrial country.
Montesquieu long ago pointed out that the farmer can wait
but the business man is in a hurry. And so the business mat
cannot wait for the law to make or generalize a rule or for the
legislature to meet and amend or repeal or enact, or for the
courts to interpret and apply. At least he thinks he cannot wait.
He would rather have something done quickly, and get the matter out of the way and move on.
So he is coming to look more and more to men rather than
laws to adjust his controversies and he resorts to individualized
treatment of each case as a better way to dispose of it than
through the courts.
Then we have the rise of a conscious and extraordinary social
interest in the actual moral life and conduct of the individual,
and the exploitation of this by the uplifters. Perhaps living
more and more in a crowd tends to make us more and more conscious of our inter-dependence, and thus stimulates man more
readily to become his brother's keeper.
In any event our Government has become the most regulatory
in the western world, outside of Russia and Italy. Inspectors
and spies and official regulators follow the 100 per cent American from the day he draws his first nourishment from his inspected mother's breast.
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In some places he cannot marry whom he pleases, but must
mate in accordance with the eugenic dictates of a State uplift
bureaucracy. In other places, when his children come, a police
power tries to tell him how he shall raise them and what schools
he shall send them to and what they shall not be taught.
Here he is told what he may eat, there what he may smoke
and everywhere what he may not drink. What he may read or
write or see on the stage is prescribed too, and not content with
this, his government advises him how to hang curtains in his
home, what meat to cook for his Christmas dinner, and not two
months ago the Department of Agriculture distributed throughout the country a treatise entitled a "Pocket Essay on Kissing."
Curiously enough, the greatest onslaught upon our liberties
must be attributed more to the aspirations of virtue than to
those of iniquity. Progressive men anxious to bring about
social betterment have not had the patience to work these things
out through the slow processes of State action, but have sought
to attain them through the quicker and broader scope of the
Federal Government. They have .felt that if the Constitution
blocked their righteous efforts, it should be changed or get out
of the way. As their objects were virtuous, to oppose their
means or their methods was considered iniquitous. To talk of
personal freedom was considered treason to the uplift. You were
supposed to think of these questions not in terms of law and government but of morals.
The result, of course, has been to vest in the Federal Government a power that often approaches tyranny and to produce a
degree of centralization and bureaucratic autocracy that has no
place with a free people.
The result too is more and more to transform American law
from its age-old purpose of protecting life, liberty and property
into a scheme for social control and for the regulation of personal conduct and relations. This tendency may not mean the
disintegration of law as so long understood and accepted in this
country. But it is perhaps not too much to say that if the American system of law is going to disintegrate, this is one way for
the process to begin.
Thus the Government is no longer the creature and protector
of our individual rights but is rapidly becoming the dictator of
them. Whether you see government in terms of the "old freedom" or the "new freedom," surely it is important to the cause
of human freedom that it be something of which you are a part.
Yet instead of seeing it as something made by you and for you,
you are beginning to see yourself as made by it and for it.
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All this involves the abuse of government instead of the use
of government, and to bring this condition about social reformers pin their faith on administrative and executive agencies as
more direct and flexible to attain their ends than the law and justice administered by the courts. And so they are, because if it
be true that law never marches quite so rapidly as does society,
it is equally true that law never would march so rapidly as to
catch up with those who would transform the moral ideals of
the few into the legal obligations of all.
Thus these groups become impatient with a government of law
and demand a government of men.
Political laziness and inertia may contribute more to the movement I am considering than we realize.
A government of law presupposes individual interest in law.
It presupposes an administration of law close enough to the people for them to see it operate, to feel themselves as part of it, to
test out its adequacies and its failures in the laboratory of experience and observation.
A government of law presupposes popular interest in the machinery which keeps the law working, and the motor which
drives that machinery in a diversified country like ours is local
self-government. This is far from State Rights as once understood. Nullification and secession are doctrines to which the
battlefields of the Civil War attached the label of a lost cause.
No one would revive them. Today local self-government furnishes the only efficient, effective, workable basis on which the
diversified and changing problems in our diversified and changing land can ever be practically settled. Local issues differing
in differing localities cannot be solved by a Federal yardstick
applying uniformly everywhere. They can only be settled locally. A people alert for the common good ought to regard local
self-government as a fixed national policy and issue. They ought
to apply it as a living, breathing thing, and not pass it all over
to politicians who regard it as meaning just anything at all
which will enable you to carry your State.
But higher politics is at a low ebb, and a people politically
stagnant are not much interested in either a government of law
or a government of men. In an age of money-getting and jazz
men become indifferent to what a government of law demands
of them. And so, as Professor Siegfried shows in his "America
Comes of Age," the hundreds of propagandist agencies, from
the Anti-Saloon League to Korean Relief Societies, which extend
from the smallest county seat, through the State capitals, right
up to the Federal Government itself are able to make the laws
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of the country, while the political parties invent makeshift platforms in order to sidestep the issues for which these groups
stand, and during the process a complacent people look unconcernedly on.
Finally, as lawyers we need not overlook the fact that the
courts have done much to encourage a government of men. They
have repeatedly held that legislative and judicial functions cannot be transferred and yet time and time again they have passed
both functions over to the executive side of government, surrendering even the right of judicial review, and have covered their
retreat from constitutional landmarks by a rear guard smokescreen of sophistry and speciousness.
Thus it is that when the larger interests of society, like agriculture and industry, production and distribution, come in conflict, their tendency is no longer to look to the law, but to some
Presidential commission or administrative device; and that agency in turn looks not to any traditional rule of law for guidance
but to the powers conferred upon it by the Legislature or perhaps only by public opinion or even by some entirely extragovernmental group.
As lawyers, we cannot look upon all this with indifference. If
the general movement is not wholly to be deplored, if indeed it
is in part inevitable in an advancing and expanding civilization,
at least it ought to proceed with less danger to traditional institutions and certainly with less actual impairment of them.
It would be interesting to speculate what the Constitution
would be like if rewritten today. Would it sparkle with its old
simplicity and beauty and spirit, or would it, as in China, be a
system of moral precepts?
However that may be, it cannot be denied that the old issues
are passing. They no longer furnish fighting creeds for the
American people. They no longer enflame men to political battle. Since Bryan split the Democratic party in 1896, and Roosevelt split the Republican party in 1912, it has often been true
that the conservative and progressive wings of the opposite parties have, respectively, been closer together than the conservative
and progressive wings of the same party.
The things that make eyes flash and stir human emotions now
are questions like Prohibition, the Ku Klux Klan, Religious Intolerance and Fundamentalism. Perhaps this is largely due to
the changing character of our social and economic life. Perhaps it represents the embattled stand of the rural communities
against the new social order, the new urban civilization, the industrialization of America.
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Whatever the explanation, the certain thing before us is the
growing tendency to demand that everyone fall in step with the
social and moral uplift of the hour, and to regard the Constitution, when it stands in the way, as more or less out of date, and
not to be taken too seriously.
The way has been made easier by the doctrine of "implied"
powers which some courts seem to think Marshall established,
but which he never did. The term carries the meaning that
the Federal Government has powers which are not delegated,
but which are implied from the fact that it is a government;
that there is a sort of twilight zone of Federal power, comprising powers not conferred, but which may be regarded as necessary for the Government to have, and as the States either do
not have them or cannot adequately exercise them, therefore,
Congress must supply the need.
Of course, John Marshall knew no Federal power of that kind,
and there is none. All that he recognized was the right of Congress to select the means to carry out some power which the Constitution delegates, provided the means selected are appropriate
and plainly adapted to the authorized purpose and consist ,with
the letter and spirit of the Constitution.
This is a vastly different thing from undertaking to justify an
Act of Congress on the ground that it is the means for carrying
some express power into effect, when the Act is not appropriate
and plainly adapted to that end, and when it is a mere pretext
to say that it is.
It has become the fashion recently to attempt this; for instance, when the Child Labor Act was defended as a means of
carrying out the power to regulate commerce and afterwards as
a means of carrying out the taxing power.
These efforts, as you know, were not successful, but another
remarkable one was, when the Supreme Court decided that an
Act of Congress prohibiting liquor which every sane person
knows is not intoxicating is an appropriate means of carrying
out a constitutional prohibition against liquor which is intoxicating.
But if I rightly sense danger in the growing disregard of constitutional limitations, the hope before us is that the organic
law has not yet been amended or interpreted beyond repair or
restoration. Most of what is traditional and American and inspiring still remains in it. Free speech, free worship, the right
to assemble and petition for the redress of grievances, the sanctity of the home, individual liberty, equality before the law, all
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these are still written in the Constitution, even though a break
has come in some of them.
It is no figure of speech to say that the American Bar and the
American Courts must regard themselves as the trustees of
these American institutions if they are to endure.
And so I close with the conviction that a bar whose British
progenitors checked executive usurpation in sixteenth and seventeenth century England, a bar which in nineteenth century
America made our government a government of law and not of
men, cannot now confine itself chiefly to pleading and practice
and nursing rich clients. It cannot ignore its traditions of
political and juristic leadership. It must take up the torch for
those guarantees of ordered liberty and constitutional government which unsurrendered will enrich our future as they have
enshrined our past.
* The audience arose and applauded enthusiastically.

INVITATION TO AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
MR. DAN SIMMS: Mr. Chairman, I think it was last year and
perhaps the year before that an invitation was extended by The
Indiana State Bar Association to the American Bar Association
to hold its succeeding annual meeting in Indiana. Within the
last year I have been in correspondence with a representative of
the Convention Bureau of Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce,
which body evinces now a sincere and earnest desire to go after
a meeting of the American Bar Association and secure that meeting for 1928.
Just a few days ago I had a communication from a member
of that Convention Bureau, asking that I introduce a resolution
at this session, extending an invitation from the State Bar Association to the American Bar Association to hold its meeting at
Indianapolis in 1928.
In pursuance of that request, I offer the following resolution:
Be It Resolved, That the Indiana State Bar Association shall
and it does hereby extend a most hearty greeting to the American Bar Association and invite and urge it to hold its annual
convention in 1928 at the City of Indianapolis.
I move the adoption.
The motion was seconded and unanimously carried.
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REPORT ON LAW JOURNAL
PRESIDENT PICKENS:

I call for a report from the Editor of

the Law Journal, Mr. Sayre.
MR. SAYRE: Mr. President, Members of the Indiana State Bar Association and Guests: I call your attention to this: That we have a good many
comments to the effect that the Journal this last year has had articles of
considerable value, that is, they are useful, and a great many of the
measures that have been sponsored by the Association generally have
been furthered by their writings in regard to them that have occurred in
the Journal.
As you know, we have had the meeting of the legislature this last year
which in large measure has given occasion to a great deal of thought and
writing on legal questions that in a peculiar way affect the public. Now,
we will have no legislature next year. We won't have the same general
occasion for articles next year as we had this year, and yet I take it that
you do not want to begin a law journal that contains professional material
of professional value and conforming to the standards that obtain in other
jurisdictions, and then have it sink down next year, into more or less
popular reading.
We do not want that. We would rather not continue the Journal than
have a professional journal sink to a plane below a professional plane.
It will do that in fact unless the members of this bar who are the real
editors of the Journal produce material that is of professional quality for
the issues next year.
I hope you write it. I have met a number of you and spoken with you
in regard to it, and I hear two comments especially: "I am a modest
man; I don't want to send in an article without being asked. It implies
that I am a good writer, and I feel that I am not," or "I haven't had experience."
I have printed a number of notices asking lawyers to write articles. They
don't seem to think that means them individually. They seem to think it
means the other fellow.
I want to say to you here in person, if I may, individually, it means
you. Someone else is not sure to write the article. I have in the desk
just one article for next year, and it is a matter of constant worry and
begging to get articles. We are in actual need of the cooperation of all of
you. That one article was. mailed in by a man who hadn't been asked to
write, the only instance, and he wrote in apologetically as if perhaps he
intruded. That is most pathetic. I answered him that we were very glad
to get it and indeed it was better quality than often articles which we
asked to get.
I hope, therefore, that you will send in articles without a personal invitation. I don't know you. I will remain here during the noon hour and
through the afternoon, and I would be very happy to talk with any one
who has the slightest inclination or hope of writing, and go with him into
detail.
The next reason that is often given is this: "It means work and we,
like other people, don't like work. It means careful professional work, and
we hesitate to express our opinions in a definitive manner unless we have
looked into the authorities very carefully."
Now, I am not here to urge upon you a thing not in keeping with the
facts; it does mean work, and we would be ashamed of a journal that
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didn't mean work. But that it means a kind of work or more work or
different work from what every competent lawyer is engaged in every
day, that I do not know. It is the same kind of work that you are all
engaged in when you write briefs for the higher courts, and very much
the same work that you often engage in when you are in the trial courts
also.
You have had your authorities; you have looked into the matter generally; looked into the particular cases, and with a very small amount of
arranging, purely trivial, purely mechanical, you have a law article all
completed.
For instance, several able practicing lawyers have been accustomed to
write a law review article whenever they completed an important piece of
litigation in the higher courts, and thereby they gave a real contribution
to the law of their state, which is a sober and an honest thing to do.
It has been urged upon you very eloquently and very properly that a
lawyer's whole duty is not getting fees, although honorably obtained. He
owes a duty to the public. All of us, I suppose, hope that we will not take
our livelihood out of our profession, but that we will give something back
to it before we die, that the profession of law will be perhaps better because we lived, and that actual contribution can be done only by hard work,
by what you do.
I know of no way in which you can render more actual service than by
writing articles, dealing with the problems and the law working out the
problems, that are put before you for solution, and arranging methods
by which the evils that are called to your attention may be avoided. They
will not be avoided merely by saying they are bad. Our present administration of justice will not be changed merely by general condenmation. As the Governor so eloquently pointed out, we are met with a
situation. You have business demanding a detail of administrative law
that they didn't have fifty years ago, and that calls upon legal minds to
work out a machinery that will meet it, and that is our work. (Applause.)
MR. CAUSEY (Terre Haute) : I have a request to make along
the line of contributing articles to the Law Journal. Less than
two weeks ago I attended a bar meeting of the Fifth District at
Turkey Run. The President was there. The most wonderful
address I ever heard was given by Mr. Simms, and I have often
wished that I had that speech as delivered by him. I want to
request that Mr. Simms turn in that speech to the Law Journal
that he gave there at Turkey Run less than two weeks ago.
COMMITTEE ON NECROLOGY
PRESIDENT PICKENS:

Is the Committee on Necrology ready

to report, Mr. Moores?
MR. MERRMIL MOORES: We are not absolutely certain that we have the
names of all who have died, and the Committee will welcome suggestions
if there are any omissions.
Your Committee on Necrology reports the death of the following named
members since the last annual meeting of the Association:
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Joseph W. Ames, of Clinton.
Albert J. Beveridge, Indianapolis.
Anthony Deahl, Goshen.
John F. Dillon, Jasper.
Win. F. Elliott, Indianapolis.
Thomas E. Ellison, Fort Wayne.
Francis Marion Griffith, Vevay.
Moses B. Lairy, Indianapolis.
John F. Lawrence, Peru.
Hiram M. Logsdon, Evansville.
Finley A. McNutt, Terre Haute.
John C. McPhee, Muncie.
Will H. Pigg, Martinsville.
Wm. H. Shambaugh, Fort Wayne.
Elmer Ellsworth Stevenson, Indianapolis.
Samuel L. Strickler, Marion.
Mr. Ellison died some years ago after having removed from Indiana
but his death was not reported until recently.

PRESIDENT PICKENS:
will stand approved.

If there are no corrections, the report

SUPREME COURT REPORTER
PRESIDENT PICKENS: I want to make a statement as to the
condition of the office of the Reporter of the Supreme Court.
I take great pleasure in announcing that the report that is coming out today, reports all but a very few decisions that have been
rendered up to this time, and it will be ninety days before there
will be enough decisions to constitute another report. (Applause.)
Much credit is due to Mrs. White, the reporter of that court,
for the very efficient way in which the work has been done and
kept up to date.
REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE
Is the Auditing Committee ready to make its report on the
Treasurer's Report?
MR. WM. T. Fox: Your Auditing Committee met yesterday
afternoon, audited the report and found it to be correct, and
moves it approval.
* * * The motion was seconded and carried * * *
PRESIDENT PICKENS: This afternoon, gentlemen, there will
be nothing to do except to hear the address of Mr. Browne, on
"Vanishing Americanism," and elect officers.
I want to say this in behalf of the officers who have served
with me, that their work has been excellent in every way, and
I have looked to them for everything that I have done during
the past year. I want to commend their work to you as being
as good as men could perform in their lines.
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We will now stand adjourned until two o'clock this afternoon.
ADJOURNMENT, 12:00.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
July 8, 1927.
The meeting convened at two forty-five, President Pickens
presiding.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: We have with us this afternoon a lawyer who is a student as well as a practitioner. He will talk to
us on a subject which he calls "Vanishing Americanism."
It is my pleasure to introduce Mr. John R. Browne, of Marion,
Indiana. (Applause.)
* * * Mr. Browne presented his address * * *
VANISHING AMERICANISM.
By John R. Browne.
The subject of this address has been suggested by the fact that
some tendencies of modern legislation and its consequent effects
on the traditional freedom of the citizen point to ends entirely
foreign to the fundamental ideals of the founders of the Republic. Americanism, as conceived by them, is vanishing. We
are confronted with a revolution in our social and political
status which, if not check-mated by a continuing revival of
American ideals, may undermine the foundations of Constitutional government. This revolution is being wrought in large
measure by legislation invoking abuses of the police power and
creating unnecessary boards, bureaus and commissions, with
delegated legislative powers, to control, regulate and restrain the
freedom of the citizen. Our discussion of these matters must be
confined, necessarily, to some general observations of the fundamental principles involved and to the citation of only a few types
of legislative action which are characteristic of the entire field
of abusive police power and bureaucratic legislation.
The term "Police Power" lacks a positive definition. Mr. Justice Blackstone coupled police power and social economy which
he defined as "the due regulation and domestic order of the
Kingdom, whereby the individuals of the state, like the members of a well governed family, are bound to conform their gen-
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eral behavior to the rules of propriety, good neighborhood, and
good manners, and to be decent, industrious and inoffensive in
their respective stations." Mr. Freund says: "From the mass
of decisions, in which the nature of the power has been discussed, and its application either conceded or denied, it is possible to evolve at least two main attributes or characteristics
which differentiate the police power: it aims directly to secure
and promote the public welfare, and it does so by restraint and
compulsion." He then observes that the power is not a fixed
quantity, but is as elastic as the social, economic and political
conditioni may require. For practical purposes, however, it
would seem that the term might well be defined as that power
inherent in government and manifested in legislative action not
prohibited by the Constitution whereby the private rights of the
individual citizen may be narrowed, limited, restrained and even
cut down in the interest of, or under the guise of serving, the
public welfare. The word guise is employed advisedly because
all legislation invoking the power is enacted under the guise of
serving the public welfare, whether or not it really does so. For
instance, police legislation or regulation enacted or promulgated
for the mere sake of expediency, or as the child of some wave
of human sentiment or emotionalism, without regard to the fundamental principles underlying the exercise of the power, is
always a dangerous experiment and seldom operates to serve the
public welfare. Likewise, police legislation or regulation which
is enacted or promulgated in response to the dreams of unthinking, untrained idealists and reformers or which is prompted by
hidden motives of human selfishness is not only a dangerous
experiment but is often subversive of the public welfare. The
tendency to reform or correct by police or bureaucratic legislation or regulation every evil that emanates from human relations, or from social, economic and political conditions, has been
carried to alarming extremes. In the face of this situation, it
is well to pause and contemplate the price that is being paid and
must ever be paid for either an excessive use or an unwarranted
abuse of the police power, or by the enactment of laws and the
administration thereof through the instrumentality of bureaucratic agencies far removed from the people.
Throughout the centuries antedating the settlement of this
country, there existed in the consciousness of the slaves and vassals of royalty and its lords, the insatiate passion for libertyfor a larger realization of human freedom. In the last analysis,
it was hoped that the coveted freedom might be manifested in
the undisputed right of the individual citizen to think and act
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as he pleased, provided always, that such right should be exercised with full recognition of and be measurably controlled by
the equal rights of other citizens. The open struggle for the
freedom of the individual citizen made its appearance on each
occasion where the momentum of organization was powerful
enough to assert itself. The trend or course of human events
pointed away from the institutional slavery of the masses towards the freedom of the individual citizen. One of the most
important of these events occurred in 1215 when the barons
wrested from old King John of England the Magna Charta;
and, although the King later revoked that charter, the zeal of
the people for larger individual freedom did not wane. In 1628,
there again occurred what is known as the Petition of Right, followed by the Bill of Rights in 1688. The principle of the English Bill of Rights was re-affirmed by the American Stamp Act
Congress in 1765, by the First Continental Congress in 1774,
and by the Declaration of Independence in 1776. The dominant
thought of our forefathers-from the time of the landing of the
Pilgrims until the adoption of the Constitution-was the largest
possible freedom of the individual citizen, restrained only by the
equal rights of other citizens. They tested all laws which limited the freedom of the individual by the inquiry as to whether
such laws were necessary to maintain the equal freedom of others. It was not conceived by them that the government they
were about to set up would ever be so bold as to strike down
such cherished rights, unless, indeed, the same should be done
by substantial common consent. They recognized the principle
that "to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed."
In the Constitutional Convention, certain of the delegates insisted that a Bill of Rights should be incorporated in the Constitution. Others contended that the same was not necessary to
the continued security of the freedom of the individual citizen.
The latter opinion prevailed in the Convention but, when the
Constitution was submitted to the states for ratification, this
question was again fully discussed and it was earnestly insisted
in some of the states that Bills of Rights should be incorporated
in the resolutions of ratification. In Virginia and North Carolina, Bills of Rights containing twenty articles each were proposed, and in New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts several similar articles were proposed. Washington insisted, however, that the Constitution should be ratified
without a Bill of Rights and that it provide a way by amend-
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ment for the incorporation of a Bill of Rights after its ratification by the states. Hamilton held to the opinion that such rights
were secure in any event and that a Bill of Rights was no proper
part of the Constitution. He argued in the Federalist as follows:

"It has been several times truly remarked that bills of rights
are, in their origin, stipulations between kings and their subjects, abridgements of prerogative in favor of privilege, reservations of rights not surrendered to the prince. Such was MAGNA
CHARTA, obtained by the barons, sword in hand, from King
John. Such were the subsequent confirmations of that charter
by succeeding princes. Such was the PETITION OF RIGHT assented to by Charles I, in the beginning of his reign. Such, also, was
the Declaration of Right presented by the Lords and Commons
to the Prince of Orange in 1688, and afterwards thrown into
the form of an act of parliament called the Bill of Rights. It is
evident, therefore, that, according to their primitive signification
they have no application to constitutions professedly founded
upon the power of the people, and executed by their immediate
representatives and servants. Here, in strictness, the people
surrender nothing; and as they retain every thing they have no
need of particular reservations. 'WE, THE POEPLE of the United
States, to secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our
posterity, do ORDAIN and ESTABLISH this Constitution for the
United States of America'. Here is a better recognition of popular rights, than volumes of those aphorisms which make the
principal figure in several of our State bills of rights, and which
would sound much better in a treatise of ethics than in a constitution of government."
On the other hand, Mr. Jefferson, while acquiescing in ratification by the Virginia Convention, pressed the point for a Bill
of Rights as follows:
"I wish with all my soul, that the nine first conventions will
accept the new Constitution, because it will secure to us the good
it contains, which I think great and important. But I equally
wish the four latest conventions, whichever they be, will refuse
to accede to it till a Declaration of Rights be annexed. This
would probably command the offer of such a declaration, and
thus give to the whole fabric, perhaps, as much perfection as
one of that kind ever had." (Jefferson's Works, Vol. 2, p. 355.)
The original ten amendments- to the Federal Constitutionwhich have been since termed the American Bill of Rightswere proposed by the first Congress and were promptly ratified by the States. The wisdom of those who insisted upon a
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Bill of Rights has been justified and vindicated, first, because
the rights of the individual citizen as guaranteed by said Bill
of Rights have since been immune from the abuses of police
power and bureaucratic legislation, and, second, because our
American courts have adopted the quite uniform judicial policy
of upholding police legislation and regulation, however seemingly unreasonable, whenever it has not been violative of the
Bill of Rights. In Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113, the Supreme
Court of the United States said:
"We know that this is a power which may be abused, but that
is no argument against its existence. For protection against
abuses by Legislatures, the people must resort to the polls, not
to the courts."
Even where police legislation has seemed to invade constitutional guaranties, the extreme to which our courts have gone to
sustain it and to adhere to the rule of judicial policy just mentioned is illustrated in the decisions upholding legislation
against Polygamy and Syndicalism.
An express guaranty of freedom of religion is found in every
American Constitution. No court decision since the adoption
of the Federal Constitution has held that the facts of religious
faith and opinion may be reached by police legislation or regulation. The United States Supreme Court, nevertheless, has
held that religious faith and opinion are regarded as being separate and apart from the customs, practices and ceremonies employed in religious worship. For instance, in the case of Reynolds v. United States, 98 U. S. 145, legislation prohibiting polygamy was upheld, notwithstanding the fact that the Mormons
conscientiously believed that their religion sanctioned it and
justified its practice. The principle laid down in the case was
that, while the Constitution prohibits the Congress and legislatures from enacting laws effecting religious faith and opinion,
they may enact laws to restrain violations of social duties or
practices subversive of good order. But they may not go beyond this. The court recognized a clear distinction between
matters of religious faith and opinion on the one hand and the
ritualism of forms of worship on the other. The latter was
held not to be religion within the meaning of the Constitutional
guaranty.
In a recent opinion, the United States Supreme Court upheld
the anti-syndicalism law enacted in California and decided that
the Constitutional guaranty of free speech does not permit open
advocacy of the doctrines of Syndicalism. It was claimed by
the defendant in that case that said law was an attempted ex-
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ercise of police power in violation of the guaranteed right of
free speech. In disposing of the question, Mr. Justice Sanford said:
"The freedom of speech which is secured by the Constitution
does not confer an absolute right to speak, without responsibility, whatever one may choose, or an unrestricted and unbridled
license giving immunity for every possible use of language and
preventing the punishment of those who abuse this freedom;
and that a state in the exercise of its police power may punish
those who abuse this freedom by utterances inimical to the public welfare, tending to incite to crime, disturb the public peace,
or endanger the foundations of organized government and
threaten its overthrow by unlawful means, is not open to question.
"*
* * * We cannot hold that, as here applied, the act is an
unreasonable or arbitrary exercise of the police power of the
State, unwarrantedly infringing any right of free speech, assembly or association."
We have referred to these cases to point out the extremes to
which the courts go in sustaining police legislation. Our State
Courts have almost uniformly pursued the same policy. As a
consequence of such policy, objectionable police power legislation must be forestalled in the Congress and State Legislatures
by taking all proper steps to prevent the passage of laws that
narrow the sphere of individual liberty and widen the sphere
of governmental control.
The traditional devotion of our forefathers to the ideal of the
freedom of the citizen and of the sanctity of his individual rights
is an outstanding fact in American history. The Revolution was
fought through seven long years to attain and establish these
rights. The Civil War was fought through four long years to
preserve them. They have been purchased at an awful cost of
sacrifice and bloodshed. They are, indeed, the citizen's "pearl
of great price". Throughout our history up to approximately
the beginning of the twentieth century, the Acts of the Congress and of the several state assemblies were singularly free
from invasions of the individual rights of the citizen. Of course,
by substantial common consent of the people, legislation was enacted throughout that period which restrained the liberty of the
citizen in one way and another. Instances of this exercise of
police power may be found in safety, health and sanitation laws;
laws protecting public order, comfort and morals; laws for the
protection of dependents, laborers, debtors and property; laws
against fraud, perpetuities and monopolies; laws relating to
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grants, franchises, licenses, and so on. In the main, such police
legislation has conformed to the traditional ideal that the citizen
may go about his affairs and think and do as he pleases, subject
only to the equal freedom of other citizens, and limited only by
such laws as are necessary to maintain the equal freedom of
other citizens.
The period between the date of the adoption of the Federal
Constitution and the dawn of the twentieth century was the
era of greatest development in American life. During that
period, all of the avenues leading to the goal of national progress were kept open and, except in rare instances, individual
initiative was unobstructed. Throughout that period, the
American Ideal of Freedom was limited only by such police legislation or regulation as was enacted and promulgated by the
substantial common consent of the people. The citizen went
about his affairs with a "dare to do" attitude of mind, comparatively free from inhibitory or compulsory laws that had
the effect to curb individual ambition or strangle individual accomplishment. Those were happy days in American life largely because the citizen felt at liberty to attend to his own business without governmental interference, especially through the
instrumentalities of boards, bureaus and commissions or by
abusive police legislation and regulation. During the era mentioned, forests were felled; prairies were opened to cultivation;
mountains were tunnelled; railroads, highways and cities were
builded; free homes, free schools and free churches were established, and the greatest agricultural, industrial and commercial nation in the world was in the making and, in fact, was
made. The American Ideal of Freedom found a constructive response in the less restricted initiative of the individual citizen.
We approached the twentieth century amid a revolution in
political ideals. The era of the reformer had come. Legislation
then began to be the product of active political manias of divers
sorts with pretenses of speedy cure-alls for the several ills extant in government. As a result of this unbridled political superstition, we have found the government constantly meddling
in the citizen's business and affairs by frequent abuses of the
police power and by means of boards, bureaus and commissions
that control, regulate and restrain the conduct of such business
and affairs. There are, however, two types of such legislation
and we should not confuse them. One type is commonly known
as public utility legislation. In the case of Munn v. Illinois, 94
U. S. 113, the doctrine was formulated that a business affected
with a public interest is subject to public control and regulation.
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Such legislation is designed to regulate the rates to be charged
and the service to be rendered by those who enjoy public franchises or profess to serve the public generally. It may be said
to rest upon sound legal principles. The evils resulting from
public utility legislation seldom arise out of the enactments.
They are found invariably in the administration of the laws.
The other type of police power and -bureaucratic legislation is
usually objectionable both in the enactment and in the administration thereof. It affects the private rights of the citizen as
distinguished from business affected with a public interest.
Scarcely a session of any General Assembly or the Congress adjourns without the enactment of laws which amount to new invasions of the rights of the individual citizen or which extend
the powers of some existing board, bureau or commission in its
sphere of control over the bureaucratic domination of such
rights. It will serve the purposes of illustration to cite but a
few specific instances of the latter type of legislation, some of
which have passed the Congress and have received executive
approval.
We are all more or less familiar with federal tax matters.
Judge Floyd E. Thompson, of the Supreme Court of Illinois,
recently made the laconic statement that "Troops are not quartered in our homes, but bureaucrats are". He was commenting
on the administration of the income tax law. It is common
practice for revenue agents to visit our offices and places of
business, sit at our desks, look suspiciously at our explanations
of income receipts and disbursements and then make up a very
different return from that first submitted. If we would contest
his return, we are obliged to do so before various bureaucratic
officers, most of whom are quartered at Washington. Should
we be persistent, we are often forced to litigate these matters
before the Board of Tax Appeals at Washington or in the Federal Courts,-all of which prolonged and expensive procedure
can be borne only by those who are financially able to carry on
such a contest. The average man or business, however, cannot
afford to make this necessary struggle to obtain justice or to set
aside the arbitrary findings of some field auditor who assumes
to and really does exercise autocratic control of our purse
strings in such matters. The bureaucratic system that has been
thus built up is inimical to American ideals and will ever be so
until tribunals with jurisdiction to try these questions are
brought nearer the taxpayer so that he may have his day in
court without being required to undergo the expensive procedure now in vogue. The settlement of federal tax matters in a
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forum more convenient to the people is an appropriate subject
for national legislation.
There is much propaganda afloat in favor of a national Department of Education with the Secretary thereof sitting as a
member of the President's cabinet. A bill has been introduced
in the Congress to create such a department with adequate
bureaus and offices to carry the plan into execution. The effect
of the law, had it been enacted, would have been to federalize the
free school system of the country and place the same under strict
bureaucratic control directed from Washington. It may be said
that, if such a department of government were to do no more
than to accumulate valuable statistics as to the results of the
several phases of education upon the citizens affected and operate as a guide towards better and more simple and practicable
educational methods and facilities, no substantial harm might
arise from its activities. Nevertheless, we know that the nearer
we keep education to the people the more American our system
will remain. We have made substantial educational progress
with our primary, grade and high schools and our preparatory
schools, colleges and universities. Each in its turn has accomplished its purpose as well as if controlled by bureaucrats in
Washington, many of whom would have but slight comprehension of the educational possibilities and requirements of the several and varying American communities. When we contemplate
that education is largely self-achieved or comes of individual
initiative and that the growth of it depends most on the purpose
of the citizen to obtain an education for himself or his family,
we may readily observe the folly of federal control of a subject
so intimately associated with the individual development of the
citizen. Our state compulsory education laws would seem quite
sufficient to impress fundamentals upon the public mind. Further objection to a federal system of education is that it would
set up a new over-officialdom and give occasion to manipulations
of politics by creating and maintaining an additional "pie counter" for so-called deserving democrats and republicans without
compensatory benefits to the people in general.
Another kind of legislation productive of bureaucratic control in Washington is the-federal aid acts. Such legislation has
manifested itself in what is known as the fifty-fifty plan made
operative in highway construction, agricultural extension work,
maternity and infancy hygiene, vocational education and vocational rehabilitation. State legislatures blindly enact conformatory laws to obtain such aid on the false assumption that the
Federal Treasury is a coffer of charity and that the aid they
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would legislate to accept is a mere gift of a beneficent national
government to impoverished states. The folly of such legislation
is obvious when we know that it is the people themselves who
must pay the price. A decade ago, federal subsidies for one or
more of the causes above enumerated amounted to approximately
$6,000,000.00 annually; now they approach $125,000,000.00.annually. Under the fifty-fifty plan, each state must match the
federal subsidy by appropriating a like amount of money for
the given purpose and must agree that bureaus in Washington
may supervise the expenditure of the joint fund thus appropriated by both the state and federal governments.
The
bureaus mentioned are additions to the "pie counter" of overofficialdom which sustain themselves largely by the liberality
and extravagance of their supervision. The state receiving the
imaginary benefit of the fifty-fifty plan surrenders the sovereignty of its people to the supervising federal bureaus as a
condition precedent to getting back for one or more of the purposes stated some of the money it has already paid out. Judge
Thompson, in a recent address on "Dangerous Tendencies in
Government", had this to say of the re-distribution of the federal aid funds under the fifty-fifty plan:
"What the federal government distributes as federal aid it
takes from the people of the several states, and so it is interesting to compare the amount sent to Washington and the
amount returned. The people of seven states-New York,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, and California-pay 70% of the total federal income tax, and the people
of eight other states pay half of the remainder. On the other
hand, the pe6ple of the thirty-three states that pay 15% of the
total income tax receive as federal aid 53% of the total distributed under the fifty-fifty system. There is returned to the
people of Nevada 317% of the amount paid by them, but the
people of Connecticut have returned to their state only threefourths of one per cent of the amount they send to Washington
as income tax. The people of Illinois pay into the federal treasury as income tax over $161,000,000.00, but they receive back
under the fifty-fifty system less than $6,000,000. In order to get
this paltry amount returned for expenditure in this state we
must raise a like amount by taxing ourselves again. The remaining $155,000,000 sent to Washington is spent in other states
or consumed in pay-rolls. Gross as the discrimination in the
distribution of federal aid is, this evil is incomparable with the
evils of usurpation accompanying the subsidies."
In this connection, it is interesting to note that the General
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Assembly of Indiana has already enacted conformatory laws
assenting to federal aid as follows: aid in agriculture (Acts
1865, p. 106), including the recent corn borer act (Acts 1927,
p. 145); aid in vocational education (Acts 1917, p. 344); aid
in highway construction (Acts 1919, p. 119, Section 34) ; aid in
vocational rehabilitation (Acts 1921, p. 547) ; and aid in maternity and infancy hygiene (Acts 1923, p. 175).
It will be sufficient in the time allotted to this discussion to
call attention to but one other general plan of federal bureaucratic legislation. It consists of several bills which have been
introduced in the Congress, some of which have been offered
under the fifty-fifty plan. All of the bills may be classed under
the general head of Federal Medical Control Legislation. If
enacted into law, they would place the most private concerns of
every American citizen and his family under the control of federal bureaus in Washington through the instrumentalities of
health officers and boards with authority to enforce locally the
delegated legislative powers of the several federal bureaus. The
first of these laws to pass the Congress is known as the Sheppard-Towner Act. It is entitled "An Act for the promotion of
the welfare and hygiene of maternity and infancy, and for
other purposes". It is a fifty-fifty act. The declared purpose
of the Act is the "instruction in hygiene of maternity and infancy through public health nurses, consultation centers and
other suitable methods". It provides for co-ordinated plans of
activity between the national bureau and the states that enact
conformatory laws. The act provides, however, that "no official,
or agent, or representative in carrying out the provisions of this
Act shall enter any home or take charge of any child over the
objection of the parents, or either of them, or the person standing in loco parentis or having custody of such child". Notwithstanding the foregoing proviso, there are many known cases
where those charged with the administration of the Act have
assumed to extend its scope to prenatal problems and as being
applicable to all children of pre-school age. They have enlisted
the support of such organizations as Parent-Teacher Associations who are urging, in many cases, the attendance of all mothers at their meetings to listen to addresses delivered by administrators of the law who frighten the mothers into the acceptance of bureaucratic medical inspection and corrective treatment of their children under the belief that the same is compulsory and is a condition precedent to their admission to school.
This is being done without legal authority and in the face of the
fact that each mother might prefer to leave the health problems
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of her children to the faithful family doctor upon whom she has
been accustomed to rely.
Another of these bills was introduced in the Congress by
Senator France and bears his name. It aimed at federalizing
and centralizing bureaucratic medical control throughout the
United States and co-ordinating and utilizing separate state
medical laws in one general plan. It provided for appointment
by the states, subject to federal approval, of health officers for
each state, each congressional district, each county, each city or
town and each election precinct. It would have created 106,000
new federal officers over the country in addition to the new officers in charge of nine or more bureaus in control at Washington. The bill provided that co-operation with the states and
co-operative appropriations should be based on the condition
"that all regulations of the Federal Department of Public Health
and all Federal Statutes are complied with by authorities of the
States." The bill provided also for a Federal Secretary of Public Health to be a member of the President's cabinet. The proposed department was to have had three assistant secretaries, a
chief clerk, a disbursing clerk and an advisory board of seven
members. The department was to have had separate bureaus
as follows: Public Health, Chemistry, Statistics and Publication, Sanitation, Public Hospitals, Child and School Hygiene,
Quarantine, Foods and Drugs, Nursing and Tuberculosis. The
scope of the departmental activities embraced the discovery, reporting and eradication of diseases, disabilities, industrial accidents and improper physical developments, and to place the same
under bureaucratic medical control; to compile morbidity and
mortality statistics; to attempt to control the health and physical development of school children, to study public health
agencies and housing and living conditions and place the same
under federal medical control; to authorize and establish an
uniform system of examination, report cards and records of citizens and school children under medical examination, supervision
and control; to work out a national plan of regional hospitals and
sanitariums under federalized medical control; and appropriating $15,000,000 for fifty-fifty plan distribution to the states and
$48,000,000 for fifty-fifty plan distribution to hospitals in the
states. The bill, if enacted, would have carried gross co-operative appropriations of $126,000,000.
The Capper-Fess Bills, otherwise known as the Physical Education Bills, provided for all-state school systems under federal
bureaucratic medical control, including compulsory medical control of teachers and pupils. The scope of the medical control
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embraced school equipment, school buildings, physical training
of children between 6 and 18 years of age, periodical physical
examinations of pupils and, generally, to co-operate with state
boards of hygiene and child welfare and to investigate, regulate
and control prenatal and maternity conditions, school athletics,
ply grounds, and so on. The bills provided for a large corps of
medical and health examiners, supervisors and nurses.
Another proposed scheme of legislation contemplated medicalizing the Census Bureau. The scope of this legislation would
have included a continuous census of inspections and records
concerning each citizen in relation to health matters. It provided for current statistical health information relating to the
entire population, adults and children, by annual physical examinations by medical appointees under a medical commission.
The measure proposed compulsory medical control of each citizen from birth, up through marriage and until burial in all matters pertaining to health, housing, living and industrial conditions, and to authorize commercialized physical examinations
and medical treatment under compulsion. Another bill was introduced to medicalize the Department of Education then in contemplation which would have federalized the American free
school system. The scope of this proposed legislation embraced
the condemnation of school buildings under federalized medical
control; school attendance and compulsory medical inspection
and treatmdnt of children in schools; physical education under
medical direction; vaccination and inoculation by medical doctors; health and hygiene taught under medical direction; weighing and measuring of children with medical inspection, sex
hygiene under medical control, and the commercializing of physical examinations and medical treatments in the entire school
system under compulsion. Certain other bills have been introduced in the Congress to medicalize the Departments of Labor,
Interior, Treasury and Commerce. The scope of these several
bills embraced the creation of boards and bureaus and hundreds
of other offices that would have had to do with the weighing and
measuring of infants, venereal diseases, maternity and infancy
welfare, child labor control, social insurance, women in industry,
compensation insurance, vocational diseases, medical and surgical care in industry, the creation and control of health centers,
home supervision, county nurses, all-time health officers, compulsory analysis of drinking water, state hygiene commissions
under medical control, sanitary districts with medical control,
medical control of public and private nursing; medical control
of bakeries, food industries and of the handling, manufactur-
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ing, marketing and use of food products, agricultural and otherwise, and medical control of hotels, eating places, and so on.
All of the above mentioned medical legislation, proposed and
enacted, has been pressed upon theCongress by powerful medical
lobbies. The people have not been represented in the demand
for it. If such legislation were divorced from the new officialdom it would create and the commercial advantages that would
be realized therefrom by large and favored numbers of one of
our great professions, it is not improbable that the medical.
lobbies would fold their tents and quietly steal away; nor is it
improbable that such legislation is prompted as much to serve
the selfish purposes of the medical politicians as by a zeal to
serve the public welfare. This comment has no reference whatsoever to the faithful doctor upon whom each Aitizen may choose
to rely in all matters pertaining to the health of his family. So
long as the individual is left free to his choice in these matters,
no just criticism can be offered. Nevertheless, that same individual would not knowingly elect to have the intimate health affairs of his family exposed to the domination of federal medical
bureaucrats who would have no larger interest in such affairs
than to display paternalistic authority, hold political jobs, and
live off of salaries to be extorted from the public treasury as a
result of the abuse of police power.
The foregoing instances of proposed and enacted legislation
are illustrative of the characteristics of the entire field of police
and bureaucratic legislation that has received the attention of
the Congress and the several General Assemblies of the states.
In most cases, the people have not assented to such types of lawmaking. Much of the legislation in exercise of the police power
and by boards, bureaus and commissions, where the element of
common consent has been lacking, will be found to have been
actuated by selfish interests. Of course, after enactment, it
serves as an excuse to assume implied common consent but we
know that in the present-day police and bureaucratic legislation
the element of consent is usually a missing quantity. Powerful
selfish interests are represented at all sessions of the Congress
and state legislatures to urge their pet measures,-the scope,
purpose and effect of which are not comprehended by the people (and as to which the people have had no chance to speak),
and, although the theories advanced in justification of such legislation seem tenable to the average of lawmakers, yet even these
groups only too often fail to appraise the consequences of their
action until it is too late. Then when the selfish interests shall
have accomplished their purposes and shall have entrenched
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their new officialdom, they at once become dominant factors in
politics and assert their power with such force at subsequent
sessions of the Congress and the state legislatures as to prevent the repeal of the laws thus enacted. In this way, the people have had inflicted upon them, without consent many laws
enacted under the guise of serving the public welfare which, in
fact, have been enacted for the special benefit of selfish interests. It is also manifest that, when one group of selfish interests would thus foist their pet measures upon antagonistic
groups, they merely invite the latter by the adoption of kindred
methods to impose their pet measures upon the former group.
Thus, interminable legislation affecting selfish interests, to which
the people have not consented, may be imposed upon the public
and, in the last analysis, unless checkmated by a continuing revival of American ideals, the form of government which the
people have set up for themselves will have become a veritable
foot-ball in the hands of bureaucrats and paternalists, instead
of a government "of the people, by the people, for the people".
This situation was depicted in a very scholarly article recently contributed to American Law Journal by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, in which he said:
"The American revolution that is now going forward manifests itself in indifference to controlling political principles and
doctrines, and even in ignorance of these. It manifests itself
in an unwillingness or inability to face with courage and decision grave issues of public policy and of moral import. It manifests itself in a carelessness for liberty and even at times in a
cynical contempt for liberty, accompanied with a violent intolerance, which are in amazing contradiction to the national temper and happenings of years gone by. It manifests itself in an
impatient willingness to permit government to absorb a steadily
increasing control over private life and occupation, and to build
up at the national capital, with smaller replicas at the several
state capitals, a huge, cumbrous, and incompetent bureaucracy
to manage, at great and burdensome cost, activities which the
highest public interest and the national tradition require should
be let alone.

*

*

*

"Probably if the American people were directly asked
whether they desired to change their form of government, their
reply would be overwhelmingly in the negative. The number
of those who consciously prefer a direct democracy or some form
of class government to a representative Federal Republic is not
large and such arguments as they can advance in support of their
preference beat hopelessly and helplessly against the protecting
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wall which justice, liberty and progress have built about the
government founded upon the Constitution of the United States.
There are, however, other ways of overturning or changing a
government than by the method of direct attack. Foundations
may be slowly but steadily worn away by successive acts which,
however well supported or seemingly innocent at the moment,
have as a necessary consequence the weakening or changing of
the American form of government as it now exists. Every transfer of activity from the sphere of liberty (private rights of the
citizen) to the sphere of government (the paternalistic or bureaucratic state)

.

.

.

.

is such an undermining of the

foundations. Every attempt to make uniform by the force of
federal power the conduct and activities of citizens in the several states, is an undermining of the foundations. Every attempt by use of the federal power to enable government to encroach still farther upon the domain of liberty is an undermining of the foundations. When the foundations have been sufficiently undermined and the whole fabric falls, it is of course
possible that something better and more worthy will be presented to the view of our children's children; but at least it will be
something different, and the old American form of government
will have disappeared."
There is much police power and bureaucratic legislation that
is not prompted by the selfish interests. Many law-makers introduce regulatory bills of their own. It may be that not one of
them apart from the others would be seriously objectionable.
Other law-makers take magnified cognizance of the erroneous
belief that all social suffering is removable by legislation and
that it is their duty to help remove it. Then these classes of
law-makers vie together to alleviate such social suffering by
the enactment of this or that regulatory law and, like the selfish
interests, are ever heedless of the ultimate consequences of their
legislative action. Such combined legislation, though perhaps
innocent in its separate acts, helps to force upon the people a new
regime of social and political status which ever narrows the
sphere of individual freedom and widens the sphere of governmental control. Mr. Herbert Spencer, in commenting on this
identical tendency of regulatory law-making, said:
"Dwelling only on the effects of his (the lawmaker's) particular stream of legislation, and not observing how such other
streams already existing, and still other streams which will follow his initiative, pursue the same average course, it never occurs to him that they may presently unite into a voluminous flood
utterly changing the face of things.

*

*

*

He is uncon-
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scious of the truth that he is helping to form a certain type of
social organization, and that kindred measures, effecting kindred
changes of organization, tend with ever-increasing force to make
that type general; until, passing a certain point, the proclivity
towards it becomes irresistible. * * * The question of questions for the politician should ever be-'What type of social
structure am I tending to produce?'" Continuing, Mr. Spencer
said: "Every extension of the regulative policy involves an addition to the regulative agents,-a further growth of officialism and an increasing number of the organization formed of officials. * * * Indeed, the more numerous public instrumentalities become, the more is there generated in citizens the
notion that everything is to be done for them, and nothing by
them. Each generation is made less familiar with the attainment of desired ends by individual actions or private combinations, and more familiar with the attainment of them by governmental agencies; until, eventually, governmental agencies come
to be thought of as the only available agencies. * * * It is
said that the French Revolution devoured its own children.
Here, an analogous catastrophe seems not unlikely. The numerous socialistic changes made by Act of Parliament, joined with
the numerous others presently to be made, will by and by be all
merged in State-socialism,-swallowed in the vast wave which
they have little by little raised."
A further and more intimate warning of the tendency towards
State Socialism was uttered by Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, in
his critical comments on Herbert Spencer's essay entitled "The
Coming Slavery", wherein he said:
"A single sentence from this essay, which ought to be carefully studied and read in its entirety, will show the proposition
toward which it is directed. Speaking of the individual, Spencer says: 'If, without option, he has to labor for society, and receives from the general stock such portion as the society awards
him, he becomes a slave to the society. Socialistic arrangements
necessitate an enslavement of this kind; and toward such an enslavement many recent measures, and still more the measures advocated, are carrying us.' It may be said in reply to this assertion", continued Senator Lodge "that an overwhelming number
of the people of the United States are against State socialism and
that Socialists have never been able in any election to poll onefifteenth of the vote of the United States. This is quite true and
thousands upon thousands of people do not believe in the establishment of State socialism, and thousands upon thousands of
others who are actively opposed to it support more or less ac-
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tively, or at least regard with indifference, measures which one
by one are carrying us to that precise result. In other words,
people are opposed to State socialism as a whole, but accept with
complaisance the rapidly multiplying steps which lead directly
to it."
It is thus apparent from eminent authority that each enactment of police and bureaucratic legislation, particularly wherever the two are combined, is another step towards State-Socialism. For centuries before the ratification of the Federal Constitution, the people, as before stated, were the slaves or vassals
of lords and masters. They craved full freedom for the individual citizen. This freedom was first realized in the demonstrated political idealism of the founders of the American Republic. After a century of enjoyment of the largest individual
freedom ever experienced in any nation, and in spite of the accumulated political wisdom of that period, the American people
are met face to face with a vast body of police power and bureaucratic legislation which tends in the direction of State-Socialism.
Instead of the government continuing to be the servant of the
people, the people are coming to be the servants of bureaucrats.
The political pendulum was once swinging from institutional
slavery towards individual freedom but it is now swinging back
from individual freedom to institutional slavery. The citizen's
"pearl of great price" is being cast to the swine. This ultimate
result may not happen in a decade or within a half century or
more, but it is likely to happen unless the people are awakened
to the threatened dangers here mentioned and reverse the course
of modern legislative thought and action by a concrete restoration of American political ideals.
Our forefathers cherished also the ideal of local self-government. They provided by Article X of the American Bill of
Rights that "The powers not delegated to the United States by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people". Mr. Jefferson is quoted as having said that "the government that governs
least governs best", but modern legislation repudiates this political philosophy. The tendency is towards over-government by
agencies far removed from the people. It aims at the destruction of local self-government in many matters affecting the most
private concerns of the citizen. The old majority rule is being
changed to organized minority rule. Highly developed minority
organizations of many types are constantly broadcasting their
seductive propaganda and are mesmerizing the hesitant or indifferent unorganized majorities into a veritable "deep sleep"
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and, by such means, are stealing away the priceless heritages
of a free people. In addition to this, they are enlisting the support of vast numbers of earnest men and women, welfare societies, parent-teacher associations, and kindred bodies, very
few of whom stop to consider the ultimate consequences of their
action and most of whom look only to proximate results. It is
certainly patent that in the proportion we centralize government
we destroy local self-government. Each instance of police power
or bureaucratic control of local affairs directed from Washington or the several state capitals results in a corresponding loss
of local self-control. The two forms of control are incompatible.
Likewise, to the extent that we centralize government, we invite
added abuses of the police power and enlarge the sphere of
bureaucratic domination of the citizen.
The present-day tendencies of legislative action were not
dreamed of by the founders of the Republic. Of course, it must
be admitted that the nature and development of the governmental policies which have arisen out of the complexities of
American life could not have been conceived by them. Nevertheless, they conceived the fundamental principles of free government. Those principles have not changed, though new situations calling for varying applications thereof have wrought
numerous changes. Yet, such situations have not justified the
abrogation of principles any more than a short cut to a mathematical solution may warrant the abandonment of the principles
of mathematics.
One of our greatest needs at this time is an awakened public
consciousness of the perils that threaten American institutions
through legislation of the kind under discussion. There is no
organized body of men and women so alive to these problems as
the American Bar, and, indeed, none more fit and qualified to
take the initiative in a program of public education now so necessary to the preservation of American ideals. We do not assume
to outline that program but suggest that it might embrace at
least such subjects as the following:
1. The fundamental ideals of the founders of the Republic,particularly, the ideals pertaining to the freedom of the individual citizen.
2. The dangers of over-officialdom, bureaucracy, and paternalism and of the excessive use and unwarranted abuse of the
police power.
3. The advisability of adopting the English Parliamentary
System, as a part of the rules of legislative procedure, whereby
no bill to invoke the police power or to widen the sphere of pa-
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ternalistic control over the citizen may be introduced in the
state legislatures or the Congress as a matter of right, but only
on leave of the legislative body. This system has enabled lawmakers to act with less haste and after a more thorough consideration of each measure before them, and has afforded time and
opportunity to appraise the remote as well as the immediate consequences of legislative action.
Our bar associations have sponsored oratorical contests in
which many illuminating discussions of the Constitution have
occurred. These contests have revived the interest of the people
in Constitutional history. The benefit resulting therefrom to
American citizenship cannot be over-estimated. If the subjects
covered in such contests should be enlarged so as to embrace a
wider investigation and discussion of original American political
ideals and the consequent dangers incident to the vanishing of
such ideals, it would seem that the bar associations might thereby extend their sphere of concrete usefulness and make an added contribution to the public welfare.
The practical remedy for the evils mentioned will be found in
an aroused and enlightened public conscience and in the intelligent use of the American ballot box. When the people shall have
been awakened to the dangerous tendencies of modern legislation, they will correct them. The informed American mind may
be depended upon to perpetuate the political ideals of the founders of the Republic and to bring to fruition the bold prophecy
of John Bright:
"I see from the East into the'West, from the rising of the sun
to the going down thereof, in spite of what misled, prejudiced,
unjust and wicked men may do, the cause of freedom still moving onward; and it is not in human power to arrest its progress."
(Applause.)
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
PRESIDENT PICKENS: The next business in order is the Election of Officers. The Chair will receive nominations for President.
MR. GEORGE OSCAR DIX: Mr. President, it is unnecessary for
me to review to this association the work of the gentleman I am
about to nominate for the office of President. His work is too
well known to you to need that. I have the honor to place in
nomination James A. Van Osdol of Anderson and I desire to
move, Mr. President, that the nominations be closed, and the
election be made unanimous.
* * * The motion was seconded and carried, the election of
Mr. Van Osdol was declared unanimous. * * * (Applause.)
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PRESIDENT PICKENS: Mr. Van Osdol is chosen President of
this Association.
It has been the practice for a number of years for the VicePresident to become ex-officio Chairman of the Membership Committee. It is now in order to nominate a Vice-President.

MR. DAN SIMMS: Mr. President, in view of the splendid work
that has been done by the Chairman of the Membership Committee, who got away to a late start by reason of the fact that the
original chairman of that committee was sick, and who has met
with such earnest results, I take very great pleasure in nominating for Vice-President of this Association Mr. Henry B. Walker
of Evansville.

MR. FRANK N. RICHMAN (Columbus): I move that the nominations be closed and he be elected unanimously.
* * * The motion was seconded and unanimously carried, and
Mr. Walker was declared elected Vice-President. * * *
PRESIDENT PICKENS: The next in order is the nomination of
a Secretary-Treasurer.

MR. JOHN FITZGERALD (Terre Haute): I take pleasure in
nominating the present incumbent, Joel A. Baker, as SecretaryTreasurer.
MIR. WILLIS E. ROE: I move that the nominations be closed
and he be elected by acclamation. (Seconded and carried.)
* * * Mr. Baker was declared elected. * * *

(Applause.)

PRESIDENT PICKENS: I want to say at this point that Mr.
Baker has been the executive officer of this Association for the
last year, and has been my careful supervisor and boss all along
the line.
We have the election of three members of the Board of Managers. The Chair will receive nominations for the Board.
JUDGE TuTHILL: I nominate Walter C. Williams, of Michigan
City, as one member.
JUDGE MORAN: I nominate James M. Ogden, of Indianapolis.
MR. CHARLES E. Cox:
of Marion.

I desire to nominate John R. Browne,
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MR. WM. C. CORYELL:

I nominate Frank N. Richman, of Co-

lumbus.
PRESIDENT PICKENS:

You will vote for three of the nominees.

I will appoint Mr. Cunningham, of Kentland, and Mr. Roe,
of East Chicago, as Tellers, to pass, collect and count the ballots.
*

*

*

The votes were cast, the ballots counted, and the

result announced.
PRESIDENT PICKENS: I declare elected Richman, Browne, and

Ogden.

(Applause.)

That concludes the regular order of business. If there is
nothing further, the Chair will entertain a motion to adjourn
sine die.
DEAN PAUL V. MCNuTT:
ADJOURNMENT.
3:45.

I so move, Mr. President.
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APPLICANTS ADMITTED TO MEMBERSHIP
AT 31st ANNUAL MEETING.
ANDERSON
Alldredge, John S.
Arnkens, Conrad S.
Brooks, Sparks L.
Busby, Lawrence M.
Call, Arthur C.
Clevenger, Charles A.
Daly, Ralph
Davisson, Clarence 0.
Ellis, Willis S.
Keltner, Sanford M.
Kimberlin, Lewis E.
Kittinger, William A.
Mays, Lawrence V.
Morrow, Carl F.
Myers, Linfield
Neff, Harry G.
O'Neill, Philip B.
Ryan, Osvwald
Salyer, Charles B.
Sansberry, Charles T.
Smith, Charles E.
Vermillion, Walter
Vestal, Albert H.
Whitehead, Cecil F.
ANGOLA
Batchelet, Willis K.
Harrison, Mrs. Berenice M.
BEDFORD
Boruff, J. E.
BICKNELL
Foncannon, Staats A.
Jones, James A.
BLOOMFIELD
Crane, J. Clyde
Hudson, James M.
Humphreys, George G.
Humphreys, Guy H.
Messick, Meredith G.
Moffett, Webster V.
Pate, Allen G.
Van Buskirk, Thomas
Weisman, Jesse F.

BLOOMINGTON
Brown, Robert C.
BLUFFTON
Edris, John H.
Simmons, Virgil M.
Hamilton, Judge A. Walter
Stine, Robert W.
Vaughn, E. C.
Wiecking, Fred A.
BOONVILLE
Gough, Roger D.
BRAZIL
Lee, Samuel W.
Miller, Kenneth C.
Stewart, Robert B.
BROWNSTOWN
Robertson, J. Ross
CHESTERTON
Jensen, Charles W.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Nelson, Clarence G.
CLAY CITY
Burns, James L.
CLINTON
Davisson, Everett A.
COLUMBUS
Shinn, Donald P.
CONNERSVILLE
Clifton, James A.
Elliott, Ambrose
Frost, Hyatt L.
Golden, G. Andrew
Hanby, Leroy C.
Heeb, Albert P.
Johnston, G. Edwin
Roots, Clarence S.
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CORYDON
Brewster, James B.
Jones, Thomas S.
Kirkham, Robert S.
O'Bannon, Lew M.
Wilson, Thomas J.
DANVILLE
Reibold, George K.
DECATUR
Litterer, Ferd L.
Lutz, Clark J.
DeVoss, H. M.
DUNKIRK
Whitaker, George T.
EAST CHICAGO
Jordan, Wilson K.
Kennedy,John D.
Meade, J. A.
Ottenheimer, Lester A.
Stubbler, John J.
Twyman, Allen P.
ELWOOD
McCammon, George B.
EVANSVILLE
Bock, Judge Chas. P.
Bohannon, W. 0.
Clements, French
Craig, Edmund L.
Dassel, Wilbur F.
Goodman, Robert Jay
Hardin, Henry T.
Heilman, George D.
Iglehart, Joseph H.
Lindsey, E. Menzies
Lockyear, Theodore
Meyer, Edward E.
Mitchell, Win. L.
Robinson, Woodfin D.
Roberts, Louis L.
Stilwell, Wm. E.
Werner, Charles F.
ENGLISH
Luckett, John H.
Mock, Henry W.

FORT WAYNE
Foelber, Herbert J.
Thomas, Edwin R.
Watson, Chester Kay
FRANKLIN
Barnett, Henry C.
Barnett, Oral S.
Branigin, Roger D.
Deupree, William E.
Owens, Fred R.
White, George I.
White, Henry E.
GARY
Gammon, Jesse W.
Harris, J. Glenn
Hitesman, George L.
Lossieff, Zachary E.
Redding, Daniel John
Thomas, Ray C.
Underwood, John H.
GREENSBURG
Shannon, James L.
HAMMOND
Agnew, John C.
Dillon, David M.
Sevald, Dominic P.
Sheerer, George B.
HARTFORD CITY
Emshwiller, James R.
Maddox, Hugh G.
HUNTINGTON
Carlson, Lawrence E.
INDIANAPOLIS
Abel, Stephen, Jr.
Annabal, T. Wilson
Barnard, George M.
Beam, Paul E.
Belle, Alexander
Britton, Charles 0.
Brown, Dan, Jr.
Brown, Joseph K.
Buschmann, C. Severin
Clarke, Charles B.
Dunlavy, Judge Wm. 0.
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Emison, John Rabb
Espey, Robert Harris
Faust, William H.
Ford, Edward A.
Gordon, Alex E.
Grabill, Harvey A.
Halstead, B. G.
Hanford, Erve
Harrison, Russell B.
Hatfield, Harry D.
Henderson, William E.
Henke, George William
Hill, Lloyd 0.
fles, Arthur J.
Jones, Arthur J.
Keller, Zeph E.
Kelly, John J.
Kipp, Albrecht R. C.
Latta, Will H.
Lee, Robert Stewart
Lowther, Richard L.
Martin, Jess E.
Mendenhall, Charles
Moore, Frank F.
Murray, John W.
Newman, Paul B.
Patrick, D. M.
Perk, Benjamin
Raitano, Harry A.
Rinehart, Mark V.
Rogers, Edgar
Ruckelshaus, John K.
Sattler, Bernhardt E.
Slinger, Charles A.
Studevent, Charles 0.
Whallon, Thomas C.
Wilson, Robert B.
JEFFERSONVILLE
Douglass, Laurent A.
Fortune, James W.
McBride, Claude B.
KEWANNA
DeVault, Ensyl B.
LA GRANGE
Foster, Leroy A.
LOGANSPORT
Mahoney, Michael F.

LOOGOOTEE
Smith, Jos. P.
MADISON
Dowell, Paul F.
MARION
Nottingham, George B.
MICHIGAN CITY
Crumpacker, Judge Harry L.
MONON
Thompson, Henry C.
MONTICELLO
McClurg, Ralph C.
MOROCCO
Graves, Milton E.
MUNCIE
Brady, Paul S.
Dobbs, Frederick G.
Dodd, John J.
Koons, George H.
McKinley, Arthur D.
Medsker, Chauncey L.
Murray, Robert F.
Myers, Ernest L.
Silverburg, Adolph C.
Walterhouse, John T.
Watson, Frederick E.
White, Walter D.
NEW ALBANY
Kenney, Herbert P.
Lorch, Chester V.
Lorch, Frank E., Jr.
NOTRE DAME
Konop, Thomas F.
PERRYSVILLE
Yates, Herschel M.
PLAINFIELD
Hanna, Horace L.
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PORTLAND
Bechdolt, Fred R.
Haynes, Sumner W.
Schwartz, Charles E.
Ashcraft, Wheeler
Whipple, Tod
PRINCETON
Embree, Morton C.
Kays, Harlan L.
Kister, Henry
Lewis, Marsh T.
MeGary, Clyde
Smith, Claude A.
Vandever, S. L.
PERU
Duke, Charles Emerson
ROCKVILLE
Stephenson, Benj. F.

SOUTH BEND
Schwartz, Sam P.
Slick, Wm. A.
Werwinski, Ignatius K.
TERRE HAUTE
Beecher, Samuel E.
Cooke, Win. H.
Davis, Miller
Newsom, Floyd P.
Scott, George A.
Walker, J. T.
VALPARAISO
Bartholomew, Joseph G.
Bowman, M. J.
Kelly, Daniel E.
Rockwell, Mark B.
Ryan, Edward J.
Tilton, Ira C.

RUSHVILLE
Ketchum, Gates

VERNON
Tech, Ruth
Wolfinger, Earl

SCOTTSBURG
Owens, Blucher M.
Storen, Mark

VERSAILLES
Jackson, Amos

SEYMOUR
Massman, Edward Jr.

VINCENNES
Clark, Arthur A.
Byers, David H.
Kessinger, C. B.
McCormick, Shuler
Miller, Lyle E.
Padgett, Arnold J.
Riddle, Seymour
Young, Floyd L.

SHELBYVILLE
Adams, Ed. K.
Adams, Ralph
Brunner, Emerson J.
Cheney, John C.
Emmert, James A.
Henry, Claude R.
McDaniel, Erastus W.
McLane, Arthur L.
Morrison, Judge Harry C.
Pell, Wilbur F.
Reese, Walter C.
Terry, Sumner
Thompson, Francis L.
Tolen, George R.
Williams, Oscar L.
SHOALS
Gwin, Fabius
McCarty, Carlos T.

WALKERTON
Cotton, J. Willis
WASHINGTON
Gardiner, Charles G.
Padgett, Alvin
Wadsworth, Peter B.
WINCHESTER
Bales, Alonzo L.
Smith, Harley 0.
Ward, George H.

